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APPLICATIONS OF WAVEGUIDE ARRAYS IN COMMERCIAL

AND MILITARY RADARS

I KARLSSON, ERICSSON RADAR ELECTRONICS AB

MOLNDAL, SWEDEN

ABSTRACT

Slotted waveguide arrays have proven to be good candidates for a

wide range of radar applications. The inherent properties of

being a distribution network as well as radiator result in low

loss compact designs.

Ericsson Radar Electronics, (ERE), has had the opportunity to

study, design and manufacture slotted waveguide arrays for both

commercial and military applications.

The interaction between the military and commercial projects has

facilitated the development of advanced design tools and tech-

niques for measurements and manufacturing. The paper briefly

presents some of the projects and design aids. A frequency and

phase steered array antenna for an artillery locating radar is

described in more detail.

1. INTRODUCTION

ERE has been involved in several antenna development programs

using slotted waveguide array technology covering the S to Ku

frequency bands. Some have been awarded by the European Space

Agency (ESA) and some by different defence administrations.
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Among the programs funded by the European Space Agency are the

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) antenna and scatterometer antennas

of the first and second European Remote Sensing Satellite',.

Studies and breadboarding of new advanced concepts such as a dual

beam array3 , a dual polarized slot antenna4 and shaped beam

antennass are other ESA funded programs.

Among the more recent developments for military programs are the

phase scanned AEW radar antenna6 and the phase and frequency

steered array for an artillery locating radar (ALR). The ALR

antenna is described below. Arrays for weather radars7 and com-

mercial side looking airborne radars, monitoring oil spills along

the coast, are other programs that have contributed to the

experience of slotted waveguides.

It is the combination of both commercial and military programs

that has justified investments in design software and test

facilities. Some of these programs and investments are briefly

presented in the paper.

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF SLOTTED WAVEGUIDES

Slotted waveguide arrays often come out as the winner in trade

offs between different antenna techniques. The antennas mentioned

above all incorporate broad wall slotted waveguide arrays.

ERE prefers to work with broad wall slotted waveguides rather

than edge slot waveguides as the design software is accurate and

well verified.

For scanning antennas ridge loaded waveguides are used to avoid

grating lobes.

Other attractive characteristics of broad wall slot waveguide

arrays are: 2



- low cross polarisation

- slots in planar ground plane

- low depth (waveguide height)

- low mass

- self supporting design

- low manufacturing cost

- low loss

Accurate design software and manufacturing techniques that allow

tight tolerances are absolutely necessary in order to achieve low

sidelobes.

ERE uses basically two manufacturing techniques. One is to

machine the waveguides and slots in a block of aluminium. The

other method is to use extruded waveguides and machine the slots

in the waveguides. Both methods have proved to give very good

tolerances and high yield. Dipbrazing is used to solder the

different antenna parts together.

ERE also has experience of using metallized carbon fibre for

manufacturing arrays. The requirements on mass and temperature

stability have to be very important (e g space application) to

justify the cost of carbon fibre arrays.

3. A PLANAR NEAR-FIELD SCANNER

A planar near-field test facility was required to measure the

performance of the 10 meter by I meter SAR antenna, which at that

time was the largest array ERE had designed. The antenna

comprises 5 mechanical panels with resonant slotted waveguides.

The electrical design and testing were performed at ERE.
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The antenna is mainly built of metallised carbon fibre waveguides

and components to achieve low mass and temperature stable perfor-

mance in orbit.

Dornier GmbH in Germany manufactured the antenna. The test

facility has an effective scan area of more than 5 meter by 12

meter. The probe position is controlled with an RHS error of less

than 0.1 mm. The frequency ranges from 4 to 40 GHza. Figure 1

shows the test range with the ERS-1 antenna.

The design and test software developed during the program has

been further developed in the design of the AEW antenna and the

ALR antenna. It would have been very hard to develope and produce

the high performance antennas required today without the avail-

ability of a high quality near-field test range.

Figure 1 Planar near-field test range with ERS-1 antenna.
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4. ARRAY ANTENNA DIAGNOSIS AND CALIBRATION

The need of an accurate array antenna diagnosis tool initiated a

method for obtaining the individual element excitations of an

array antenna from measured radiation patterns. Access to indivi-

dual element (slot) excitations makes it possible to compare

measured data with design values. Four major applications are

identified:

- Design tool. Improve the nominal amplitude and phase

distribution during the design phase.

- Antenna calibration. Antennas with phase shifters, variable

power dividers and active modules can easily be tuned to

compensate for mechanical tolerances and different path

lengths in the antenna.

- Element failure diagnosis. Errors due to component failures

and manufacturing problems may be located.

- Pattern extrapolation. Test range limitations, with respect

to angular coverage, can be overcome by computing patterns

at angles where measured data is not available.

Often the measured far-field data is not sufficient to allow an

accurate direct transformation back to the element excitations.

The measured far-field data is restricted to visible space which

does not always contain the entire Fourier domain. A typical

example is phased array antennas designed for large scan angels.

A similar problem arises during near-field testing of planar

antennas in which case a significant far-field domain is

restricted by the scanning limitations of the near-field test

facility. An iterative procedure has been developed which con-

verges towards the correct solution9.
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The software has been found to be very powerful and it is

regularly used to assess antenna designs and calibrate antennas.

5. SLOT CHARACTERIZATION

In the design of slotted waveguide antennas the waveguide is most

often modeled as a transmission line where the dominant TEIO mode

is propagating. The longitudinal slots cut in the broad wall of

the waveguides are normally modeled by normalized shunt admit-

tances. Sometimes a shunt admittance is not sufficient to

describe the slot in which case an s-matrix approach can be used.

The higher order mode coupling in the TE20 mode can also be

included in the waveguide design.

An important part of the design process is to find a model of the

slot admittance data which is suitable for computer calculations.

The active slot admittance comprises the isolated slot self

admittance and a coupling term. The self admittance is a function

of slot length, slot offset and waveguide cross section dimen-

sions. The coupling term is dependent on the slot environment and

the slot excitation. To find a model of the slot self admittance,

that is accurate enough, measurements of slots with different

lengths and offsets are required. This is particularly true for

ridged waveguldes where theoretical modelling is rather compli-

cated10 . As a result of the many slotted array programs with

different waveguide geometry and materials, ERE has developed

fixtures and methods that allow very accurate measurements of a

large number of slot geometries in a short time. Particularly the

models for weakly excited slots have been improved". Curve

fitting techniques are used to derive universal polynominals for

characterizing the slot in the computer model' 2 .
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Figure 2 shows one slot charaterization fixture.

Figure 2 Isolated slot characterization fixture.

6. AN ANTENNA SYSTEM FOR AN ARTILLERY LOCATING RADAR

6.1 Background

The previously described design tools have been used in the

design of a phase and frequency steered phased array antenna for

use in an artillery locating radar system. The antenna is mounted

on a turntable and is designed to be carried on the roof of a

tracked vehicle.

A functional model comprising both antenna and turntable has been

designed, built and tested. The overall antenna design and

performance as well as the performance and requirements of the

major components are presented.

The development has been very successful and the measured perfor-

mance of the functional model antenna meets the target values of

the requirement specification.
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An artillery locating radar (ALR) has three main functions

- Search for targets (gun, mortar or artillery projectiles)

along the horizon.

- Track detected targets to calculate their trajectories and

thus the launch positions and impact points.

- Register own artillery fire by tracking projectiles in the

last part of their trajectories.

The ALR represents an application where a phased array antenna is

almost mandatory to enable the radar to fulfil its main func-

tions. This is because the specific requirements on the radar

function such as:

- Very small radar target cross sections, 1000 times below

typical aircraft cross sections.

- Very rapid target motion with high vertical velocity.

- Simultaneous tracking of many targets.

- Track while scan mode.

- Very high target data accuracy.

This requires a large antenna with accurate and rapid beam

movements in both azimuth and elevation. As indicated in Figure 3

the electrical beam scan sector is wide (>900) in azimuth but can

be limited to a 10° wide sector just above the horizon in eleva-

tion.

In the antenna design this is reflected in the choice of

frequency scanning in elevation and phase scanning in azimuth.

Compared to phase steering in two dimensions this concept is much

less costly. Figure 3 demonstrates the ALR concept.

8



The antenna is mounted on a turntable on the roof of a highly

mobile tracked vehicle. The optimum search sector of the antenna

for each operating location is adjusted by mechanically tilting

and turning the antenna. In transport the antenna is positioned

flat towards the roof.

In addition to the stringent requirements on rapid scanning,

sidelobes, gain and pointing accuracy the requirements on low

cost and low mass also put constraints on the design. The low

cost requirement implies conventional production processes and

the repeatability of the processes has to be verified. The low

mass requirement, generated by the antenna location on the roof

of the vehicle, leads to several difficult trade offs as the

antenna shall withstand severe environmental conditions during

transport and operation.

The design of the ALR antenna has thus been a very challenging

task.

The antenna design is presented and the performance of the major

components is discussed. The RF signal will be followed on its

path through the antenna starting at the power divider input

port.

Finally some measured antenna patterns will be showed.

9
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Figure 3 Artillery locating radar functions.

6.2 Antenna principal layout

Figure 4 shows the principal layout of the antenna.

Tr" tame raw*g

-M-

Figure 4 Antenna principal layout.
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6.3 Power divider

The power divider shall provide a well controlled tapered

amplitude distribution across the 48 output ports with an RMS

amplitude error less than 0.2 dB. This requirement is set by the

azimuth sidelobe constraints. The insertion phase from the input

port to each output port may vary considerably. The phase dif-

ference is compensated for by the phase shifter settings.

Several power divider concepts were traded off and a corporate

feed network was chosen. The design utilizes branch line couplers

and the complete network was machined out of two aluminium

blocks. Most wall thicknesses were reduced to less than two

millimeters to minimize weight. Figure 5 shows the two halves of

the network before assembly. The power divider measures

1350 mm x 650 mm x 50 mm and weighs 30 kg. Each half of the

network weighs 96 kg before the machining starts. The machining

tolerances are better than 0.03 mm on the critical dimensions of

the couplers.

The measured amplitude distribution is compared to the require-

ment specification in Figure 6. The measured average loss of the

network is 0.15 dB. This state of the art network was designed

and manufactured by ERA Technology Ltd, England.
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Figure 5 Photo of power divider before assembly.
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Figure 6 Specified and measured amplitude distributions
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6.4 Phase shifter

The phase shifter is a latching, non-reciprocal ferrite device.

The magnetization is changed by application of a current pulse

through the magnetizing wires. A change in magnetization produces

a change in insertion phase with no holding current required. The

phase shifter is an 8 bit phase shifter and it is capable of

differential phase shift from 0 to 360" in approximately 1.4"

increments.

The phase shifter has a phase accuracy of 3* RMS. The repeatabi-

lity is better than 0.75". The insertion loss at room temperature

is better than 0.5 dB.

A special feature of the phase shifters is that the driver

circuitry of each phase shifter accepts a common message from the

control unit. The method of distributed beam steering reduces the

size of the central control unit and requires less cabling.

Each phase shifter has an E prom for storing phase corrections

to compensate for different path lengths in the power divider and

other phase errors. The phase corrections are readily attained

from the diagnosis and calibration software during the final

test.

6.5 Aperture waveguides

From the phase shifters the signal enters into the aperture

waveguides. The aperture comprises 48, 2.3 m long ridged wave-

guides with 64 slots in each waveguide. The waveguides are non

resonant and terminated with matched loads. Broadwall slots have

been chosen, partly due to the availability of very accurate

inhouse software for synthesis and analysis of wavegulde arrays

with broad wall slots.
13



The requirements on large scan angles (±45°) in azimuth dictated

the use of ridged waveguides. Standard rectangular waveguides

would allow only about 20' scanning without generating grating

lobes.

The choice of wavegulde dimensions was also dictated by the

required frequency scanning in elevation which is directly

related to the guide wavelength. To achieve the scan range the

waveguide had to operate relatively close to the cutoff

frequency.

The guide wavelength of a ridged wavegulde close to cutoff is

very sensitive to the waveguide profile. The tolerances on the

most critical dimensions were set to 0.03 - to maintain a good

elevation pointing accuracy.

The slot positions relative to the centerline of the waveguide

determines the excitation. For a ridged waveguide the field is

concentrated at the ridge and even small errors in the slot

offset can result in serious excitation errors and high side-

lobes. The worst type of errors are systematic errors. For

example, if the reference plane has an offset error when the

slots are machined, every other slot will couple to much or to

little power respectively. This will result in grating lobes.

14



A systematic slot offset error of 0.04 mm would result in a 20 dB

grating lobe in the elevation pattern.

The problem of maintaining tight tolerances was one of the major

concerns in the beginning of the program. Several ways of

producing and machining the waveguides were investigated. The

waveguides for the present antenna model were extruded and

machined by MIFA Aluminium bv, Holland.

Another concern was the characterization of slots that are offset

less than half a slotwidth from the centerline. This is the case

for several slots near the waveguide input. This problem was

overcome by very accurate measurements of weakly excited slots13 .

The electrical design was done in an iterative process. The slot

excitation and the amount of power coupled into the end load were

inputs to the synthesis which was done at center frequency and

included mutual coupling effects.

The derived slot positions were in the next step used for

analyses over the frequency band of interest. As the array

comprises over 3000 slots and the mutual coupling effects were

considered each frequency to be analysed required long computer

time. The optimum antenna performance was achieved when only 4 %

of the input power was coupled to the end load.

The design was also supported by measurements on individual

waveguides to verify the calculations. Figure 7 shows a picture

of the antenna aperture.
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Figure 7 Antenna mounted on the turntable.
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6.6 Antenna control unit

The antenna control unit is a communication interface between the

signal and data processing unit and the phase shifters. It also

takes care of the built in test signals and signals from

different sensors in the antenna.

6.7 Antenna pointing

To enable the radar to accurately determine the position of the

launching artillery or impact point of the detected target the

position of the antenna has to be known very accurately. The

antenna beam pointing has also to be known within 2 mrad. A

sensing system is implemented to track the antenna movements to

achieve this under all possible environmental conditions and to

avoid a heavy antenna and turntable structure.

6.8 Antenna performance

Figure 8 shows a measured 3D plot of the antenna pattern for a

beam scanned 30* in azimuth. The concentration of sidelobe peaks

in the principal planes, are typical for a rectangular antenna.

In all other areas the sidelobe levels are below the noise level.

Figure 9 shows a measured antenna pattern for an elevation cut at

the center frequency. Figure 10 shows a measured pattern for an

azimuth cut, at 300 scan angle.

17
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Figure 8 3D plot of measured antenna pattern.
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Figure 10 Azimuth cut measured data.
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7. SUMMARY

The combination of commercial and military programs has allowed

ERE to invest in design software and test facilities which are

required in the design of advanced slotted waveguide arrays.

The paper presents some of these design aids and describes in

more detail the design of an antenna for an artillery locating

radar. A similar antenna has been proposed for a weather radar

application.
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THE AIRLINKO HIGH GAIN ANTENNA SYSTEM

Patrick Westfeldt, Jr.

John J. Konrad

Ball Aerospace and Communications Group

Broomfield, Colorado 80038

ABSTRACT
Developed first for commercial telecommunications, the

AIRLINKS High Gain Antenna System has become the market leader

in commercial aircraft installations. Two side-mounted phased
arrays are employed on a single aircraft, using conformal
passive apertures with active electronics modules mounted
inside the skin. Coverage is achieved throughout the INMARSAT
coverage region, and the system meets all ARINC, FAA, and
INMARSAT requirements. The commercial system has also been
reconfigured as a military secure telecommunications link
(STU-III). The reconfigured system was demonstrated
successfully in May of this year, resulting in the development
of a mobile demonstration vehicle and a number of probable
system deployments.

The passive conformal aperture is a multilayer printed
circuit antenna and feed system less then 0.4 inches in
overall thickness. Radiating elements are microstrip patch
antennas covering both transmit and receive bands, while the
feed is a buried microstrip structure sharing the radiating
aperture. RF interfaces from the aperture elements to the
electronics modules are accomplished with two custom cable
bundles. The system architectures achieves balance between
the competing demands of RF performance, reliability,

modularity and low production cost to be competitive in
commercial markets. Antenna pattern and system performance
are presented in this paper.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

As an example of dual use technology, the AIRLINKS system
may be unusual in that it was developed first at Ball
Aerospace for commercial and general aviation. The
development actually began in 1983 with an INMARSAT
feasibility study, followed by system and hardware development
funded internally and under a second INMARSAT contract. An
important milestone was reached in 1991 with a business
alliance with Collins Air Transport Division, whereby Collins
supplies the avionics and acts as the single source for a

complete SATCOM system. At the present time, AIRLINKO has
been commissioned on large numbers of commercial and general
aviation aircraft, including all versions of the Boeing 7XX
series aircraft and Gulfstream II, III, and IV. The backlog
of additional installations is significant, following the
cycles of new aircraft deliveries and airline retrofit
planning.

The antenna system represents mature microstrip phased
array technology at Ball Aerospace. The key design issues
involved execution of a low-cost producible package, while
providing the required performance, reliability and
maintainability. Some of these issues are discussed in the
following sections. The antenna concepts are not difficult,
but the low-cost producible design has allowed Ball to become
the leadc in this market.

2.0 AIRLINKS SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

AIRLINKO is an airborne satellite communications system
fully compliant with multi-organizational standards such as
ARINC 741, FAA, RTCA-DO-160C and INMARSAT multi-channel
voice/data technical requirements. The system capability
enables an aircraft to use a global aeronautical communication
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network that consists of three components, the airborne earth
station (AIRLINKO ), geostationary satellites, and ground
earth stations. The space segment consists of four INMARSAT
satellites distributed in geosynchronous orbits that cover the

major ocean regions as shown in Fig. 1. This distribution of
satellite positions provides for worldwide SATCOM coverage
except in some areas of the polar regions. The ground segment

consists of three COMSAT Ground Earth Stations that
interconnect with the Public Switched Telephone Network,

providing worldwide service area coverage for the INMARSAT
satellites. Aircraft/satellite communications are at L-band,
while the ground station/satellite communications are at C-

band.

Fig. 2. is a diagram of the AIRLINKO antenna system,
consisting of two sidemounted apertures conformal to the
aircraft skin, and six internally-mounted RF modules with
associated cabling and connections for RF, power and control.

The passive radiating apertures are connected by RF cable
bundles to the Beam Steering Units(BSU), which contain 3-bit
phase shifters for each radiating element, as well as an
amplitude-tapered power divider/combiner for each aperture.
The common port of the BSU is connected by a short cable run
to the LNA/Diplexer module where the transmit and receive

paths are split. Downstream from the LNA a simple
starboard/port combiner leads to the main receive port. The
transmit signal from the High Power Amplifier (HPA) is
switched between starboard and port signal paths by means of
a high power RF switch.

The architecture shown in this diagram is driven by the
requirement for minimum drag from the radiating aperture,
along with the availability of space inside the aircraft for
mounting the RF electronics modules separate from the
aperture. The resulting configuration provides a high degree

of maintainability and reliability at the lowest possiblet2



cost. Performance is compromised somewhat because of the

passive BSU circuitry and cabling between the aperture and
LNA/diplexer.

The coverage plan for the two sidemounted apertures is
shown in Fig. 3. At a mounting angle of 450, the aperture
coverage overlaps at the zenith in a region (termed
hysteresis) where a handoff routine between apertures is
implemented. As expected, low elevation coverage on the nose
and tail is limited.

3. DUAL USE

In a more recent internal development at Ball Aerospace,
the AIRLINK@ system has been reconfigured for secure military
communications. The system is designed to offer worldwide,
clear, reliable, two-way, air-to-ground or ground-to-air
secure or non-secure voice and/or data communication. The
secure interface unit of the audio/data subsystem performs
analog/digital signal conversions between the Secure Terminal
Unit (STU-III) and the Satellite Data Units of the SATCOM
transceiver. The STU-III is an analog voice signal device
used for both clear and secure voice and data communications.

The system is currently installed on a USAF Avionics Test
Bed aircraft for operations testing and evaluation. Numerous
deployments of the system are pending. Furthermore, the
system is available for demonstration on a Ball Aerospace
mobile test bed, which can demonstrate secure voice, video,
FAX and PC transmissions.

4. APERTURE DESCRIPTION

The multilayer printed circuit antenna aperture is shown
in Fig. 4, in which the circuitry on four different layers are
superimposed. It can be readily seen that the full available
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aperture is not used, resulting in a some compromise in
performance. The space is used instead for the RF signal
lines from the bundled coaxial inputs to each radiating
element. As shown below, this choice enhances the low cost
and producibility of the multilayer aperture. Both RF signal
lines and polarization hybrids are implemented in buried
microstrip, and are unshielded in the radiating aperture. The
radiating elements themselves are two-layer stacked microstrip
patches, covering the full range of transmit and receive
bandwidth (about 10%).

Fig. 5. is a cross-sectional view of the radiating
aperture, having a total thickness 0.375 in. The bottom layer
contains the RF signal lines and the polarization hybrids, fed
in a surface launch from the coaxial connectors in two
bundles. Within the polarization hybrid the signal actually
jumps from the trace layer on the bottom board to the back
side of the lower (driver) element board, so that the feed
ribbon can be installed easily prior to any laminations. The
upper (driven) element is etched on a separate board, and the
entire four-layer lamination (with a thin laminated radome) is
accomplished at one time.

The aperture assembly is about as simple as a multilayer
microstrip antenna can be. The installation of the two
coaxial connector bundles (shown in Fig. 6) is actually the
most difficult part of the process. There were certainly
design alternatives that would have provided marginally
greater performance, but at higher levels of complexity and
production cost.

5. PERFORMANCE DATA

Pattern, gain, G/T and ERP data for the AIRLINKO antenna
subsystem are shown in the following figures. Fig. 7. is a
typical pattern plot with the antenna scanned to 450 along the
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long (azimuth) dimension of the array. Testing and
qualification of AIRLINKS also requires patterns where the
antenna is constantly scanning as it rotates, so that the peak
of beam points to the same angle. An example of this type of
peak gain pattern is shown in Fig. 8. The same type of
scanning also produces contour plots from data taken over
half-space. Fig. 9 is a plot of the 12.0 dBic gain contour
for AIRLINKO S/N 120. Single antenna data is also transformed
into aircraft coordinates for particular commissionings to
determine ERP and G/T coverage. Fig. 10 and 11 show aircraft
coverage contours at 25.5 dBW ERP and -13.0 dB/KO G/T.
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FOCUSED APERTURE ANTENNAS*

Carl E. Baum

Phllipa tbomrry/WSR
3550 Aberdeen Avenue SE

irtland Air Force Base, New MexiW 87117-5776

ABSTRACT

The electromagnetic fields from aperture antennas can be represented as

integrals over the aperture electric feki. Mumizng the fields at an observer defines a

focused aperture. In ths case, the integrals splif and the spatial and frequency part.

conveniently separate. This makes the results also conveniently expressible in time

domain.

Prom Senor and Simulation Nlte 306, May 1987.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A previous paper [21 has considered planar distributed sources for radiating

transient pulses. Under suitable approximations, this can be analyze as what is referred

to as an aperture antenna [41. By assuming an appropriate distribution of the tangential

electric field on the aperture the fields throughout space are expressible by integrals over

the aperture.

In order to simplify the results and maximize the fields one can restrict

consideation to what is called a focused aperture [4]. This separates the dependence of

the fields at the observer into separate spatial and frequency terms This also allows for a

convenient representation in time domain.

After developing the general theory, explicit integrals are given for the spatial

coefficients for the two frequency terms for the electric field and the three frequency

terms for the magnetic field. Then the cse of a circular aperture, focused on the axis of

symmetry, with a uniform tangential electric field is consdered, resulting in dosed-form

expressions valid at any distance from the aperture.

2. ELECTROMAGNErIC FIELDS FROM ARBrTRARY
APERTRE FIELDS IN A PLANE

The basic equations for eleonm netic fields from those on a half plane (z = 0)

are well know [3,41. In particular let us consider that the tangential electric field on the

source plane S' (i.e., z' =0) is spedhied. Let the r" coordinates be those on 5', Le.,

- (x" y', 0) (1)
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Frthenrme, let I be the coordinates of the fields away from 5' as

(x, y, Z) (2)

Then as in Figure 1, we have some assumed tangential field distmrtion on 5' as

E t (x; y; 0 " (E.- (x" y', 0; t), Ey, (x, y 0; t), O) a Et (x, y; t) (3)

In addition, there is a z conponent of the electric field on 5' which, however, does not

appear as a source in the traditional equations.

Now at some position I we wish to compute the fields. Define

R aur- - [(x - X, 2 + (y _ y)2 + Z]i2 1/

. -x'" -
1R - lx + ly + R z

s Laplace-transform (two-sided) vaib

0 compleX frequency

y a -I free-space propagation constant
C

Cm 0 1 speed oflight(4

.o a~ wave impedance of free space

Our half space of interest (z > 0) is considered free space with zero conductivity,

permittivity go, and perm biity Me
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-4

S' is defined by r ' =(x', y', (4

Rigure . Eetoanicfield from a source plan S'.

The electicomagei fields are axmputed as from an eqtivalent set of magnetic

curzmnt -- oor m on 5' which give a vector potentWa [1, 3J.

-1 R2 7 x k,(X', Y'; )]x I i] e-Rd5' (5)

The acalar polential of a magnetic curmet distrbtlon being zeo, we have

E -E -SA, B pHV x A (6)
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Thmwe have

1 ~ R + 1 - x kit(x'Y,; 8)] x I _R] S

Th~~~',s)y - { xJ . I z[ x Et(x', y'; )]xIn] i dS#}

In cTompoet form,- we have for the electric field

-4(7 = y.j R. +Iz -yt ~(x,, y';s) dS'

S lR-elPA [x Rj '(X', y'; s) + ZYj R E,(x, y'IS)]dS

he nmagntic field coqmpnents awe somewhat nwre complcated as

=j L = L R,.±..Xz2 [(7tf~ +3-yR + 3] k(x', y';s)

+ [2yR + 2 - (y + 2[(R + 3yR + 3]]E4(x'. y,;s)}60

I~t . =eTI Ax J•T XIE [(YRf + 3yR + 3] 4(x'. Yr; s)

-[2yR + 2 - (x -x')2 + E2 [(-,R) + 3,yR + 3]] P4 w '.s ';}dS'

2M jt1j [(yR)2+ 3yR + 3] 4(,e, y';) (9)

+ (x -x')z [(ryR) + 3,yR + 3]4(x,. y';s)}a,
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Note that one can think of the fields from an aperture as those from an array of magnetic

dipoles. The electric field has R"1 and R-2 contributions and the magnetic field has R71 ,

R-2 , and 3 contbutio.

In time domain one also has explicit formulas by making the association.

Laplace (complex frequency) Domain T ime Domain

e-YR ýt(x', y';s) E'-* , y'; t -

9 44 (10)

fJ dt

Substitutirg the time-main forms in (7) through (9) these equations are all converted to

explicit time-domain formulae for the fields in terms of dime-domain aperture fields.

3. FOCUSED APERTURE

As discussed in various texts [4], one can have a focused aperture. By this we

mean that the phase of the angential electric field (source) on S' is adjusted such that at

some observer at r' = 7O the Vnals from each elementary position on S' all arrive with

the sue phase. Lookig at (7) it is the facto e-TR Et, which we need to control. While

E't is only a function of the source coordinates, e"YR is a function of both source and

field coordinates.

Considering a fixed observer position at 'r = o then we have
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r - Ir I m r 01 u r.(1

Let us now constrain at ro

C--R E'er(x", y'; s) e-TR7Ei(s) ;(x, y') (12)

With this choice, then at r o all sources (or equivalent elemntary magnetic dipoles) have

the same waveform fft) arriving at the same time at rTo. The variation of the source

amplitude over S' is constrained by a separate factor j(x'" y') (real) with an overall

scale factor Fo (real).

Subtituting (12) into (7) fluough (9) gives the fieds at the focus 70. Note that in

the netic field equation in (7) the curt operator is with respect to r ,not "ro. In termi

of the o-tpouentsthe electric field at i'o is

- yRl

= _ -e,( j yR+e [2w R_ gx ,' y,) + OR ,J(x, y 1]dS1

(13)

Smial, the napketic field is

/lx(?o.s) =-YRE E( +) -1 Xy°- Y1[(YR) + 3YR + 3] gx(x, y')

+ [2 2- -(Yo-Y'+4 [(TR 2 + 35'R + 3]] y(x: y')}ds"
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- r(x 0 - x'XyO - y') YR)2 +3R+~ yx '
ky(lo,s) =v I~E1  s) P +3R

[2R+2_(XO - x')2 +-4 [(R'2 + 3,YR + 3]tx(xp, y')l dS'

Hz(iJo,s) e=jt Eo I(s) +J YZ y(R%2 + 37,R + 3]9x(x'. y')

+ (x x)z[(.YR) 2 + 3,yR + 3]gy(X', Iy')} dS'

(14)

After allowing for fth delay term e-74 and the source (tangential E) waveformn

I(s), note that the electric field has terms proportional to s' and sO, while the magetic

field has terms p proriW ato s1, So and s-. Then let us write for the electric field

Ex(-r'.,s) = E 2e-0 i(s){~ j4 + C ii}

EY(I'D,S) = Ee~o 7 (S)fa? + txj. (15)

= Ea0, 7(=s){e-7 + a(,jy Kx+[a, + a2)4~

Similarly, for the magnetic field
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a as 2 03 C

4Hk(4 a,$) 4 E.R'fs) jP 9 & x +as

+ a as+ a2 a 3 c__
Y Rc C eyV y a

Z-oHC(•os)= £o- x If($) {/9) aQ as a2  a

Pyix) -L + f)a2+ yo aR a

a as k a2 a.a2c

where

a - som characterisc dimenrion of the aperture (17)

In this ferm the a and P ceffidents are frequenry indepe t and dimesionless.

The above results are also directly expressable in time domain for the electric

field as

ExV~)= E.{ax(2f)& a 2?~ 2~~ )

EP.,t a= + 4x t28)

L2) &2 + ? a2

Ez(it) = +O a2f) + [4x a
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In time domain the magnreic field is

a) ,() g I~ a't

26Hx(lo,t) = E.{P +1 x Y ROCO-V )

++ [1-'t-) + e P~It'~~ d

+ [ 2 )a t +)+ [ + fa2c •t' & dt'}

aH2?1,t) Ea{ + a2t + [p? ,~~) + a Ke dt

(19)

Note for the time integrals the excitation waveform is assumed to be identically zero

before some turn-on time. In (18) and (19) the utility of focusing at Iro is indicated by the

simple form the results take in time domain. If the aperture sources did not all reach "eo

at the same time the three time-domain terms (derivative waveform, waveform, and

integral waveform) would be smeared out. This is another way of considering that the

fields are maxmized at '0 by focusin.

Now we have the coefficients which depend on r o and the spatial distribution

on the source. The coefficients of the derivative terms for the electric field are
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= .L~4J'[(XO -X,)2 + (yO _ Y')2 + zjf g,(x', y')dS'

= ~ [(xO -2 + (yO _ y') 2 + zjf gy(x', y') dS'

2l x = S,[(X _f JjX.,) 2 + (yO -y') + 1 J(Xx, )Sx (xy') dS'

a(') I 4f _r XT2 + ( _y') Z2gy(x, y')dS'
,y= jT _JL XO -x) 2 +(Y O)

T'he coefficiefts of tae tems proportional to the source waveform for the electric field are

= e ~2 L£ix + - + r1 gx(X', Y,) dS'

y,y -L ~~y pXe- X)2 + (y, -y) + aj g.(x', y') dS'

2X ~J[(X. _ X,)2 + (ye, -yf) + 2i /2 -x -x) gx(x', y')dS' (21)

ale = ~ ~jX. - xj + (YO - yf + Z2.] (yO - y') gy(x', y') *IS'

The coefficiens of the derivative terms for the maW*ti field are

-1 4 X0 -x )2+ (yO _ Y,) 2 + 2!r/ 2 (xO-X') YO- Y1),x(x" y') dS

4 f4J[(Xv - X') + (YO - y') + Z~r /2 [(YO -y') + ft,]gy(x, I y')dS'

-L -4 INJ-x fD) + (Ye -Y') 2 + 2!r12 [(X,_X,)2 + ]gx(x', y')dS'
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= ~.fJ(xO X)2 + (YO -yY + 4r'(x -x') (YO -y') gy(x', y')dS'

=(O- ) + (yO _y') 2 + 4r/ 2 (y - y')z*gx (x',y')dS'

jT JO X0 - Xf+ (yO - y) + 4'(x - X') z. gy(x', y')dS'

(22)

The coefficients of the termis proportional to the source waveform for the magntibc field
are

- ~ J[X,)2 + (YeO _ Y)2 + Z02 2 - x') (Ya Y') gx (x' y') dS'
2xa1 , R [(r, 2  (X

pxy ~J2L Xo') + (YO - Y") + 2!

- 3 [(N - XY+ (yO - y') + 4f 2 [(Y. - y')2 + 41gy(x',I y')dS'

W IX ' -L -2 ~ x o - 4 + (y o - ) 2 +

+ 3 [(X. -X') + (y, - yf) + 4~[(XO . Xf) + Z, Igx(x', y')dS'

42_)3 j[XOX) + (y* -y') 2 + 4T (x.-x')(ye-y') gy(x',y')dS'

p~~2~ f1 J[(x. x) Y-) + 4] T (ye -y') gx (x, y')dS'

Pz2y *- 12~ JS{X" T y -y (xO - x') g.y(x, y')dS'

(23)



The coefiduen•ts of the integral terms for the mqnetiC field are

4,)z!- J[(,v,-x'?) + (Y,-x -Y'- + 4r 2 (X0-X') (y,-y) gx(x-, py'dS,

L= q. 2" [(xo-_x)2 + (Y,-Y')2 + 12

+3 [(I. - X)+ (y, _y,)2 + /r [(Y. - y') + Z0 X'," W ')dS

= ~~y _4{2[x~ + Y, -) 2 + Z2/

+ # 3 [(.,-2,)( + -r' (..-+.] (, y') d .

2x• a S+3 ~[(X0 _ Xf yo_)2 + ( 4r /y 2 [ (X0 - x')( + y') g. (x' y')dS'

=L j .[(,{ -x')- + (/2- y')2 + r) (yo - y) g,(x" y') dS'
=3 -~ [ x. -2 + (yo _ y')2 + /2(yo - y') gx (x" y')dS'

(24)

4. CASE OF FOCUS AT LARGE DISTANCE FROM APERTURE

Now let F /a -+ - where a Is some characteristic dimension of the apure.

Specifically let all source fields be zero outside of some radius on S' given by some

constant limes a. For this purpose we have coordinates (cartesian, cylindrical, spherical)

as
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x a 'coo(), y = T sin(#)

z -r COS(O), IF = r sin(O) (25)

x - r sin() COS(*), y = r sin(O) sn*

These are subscripte with 0 for the observer at 'r = 'ro.

Cna ernthat 66 and #0 are fixed as RO /a - owe have to order a/ROY1

for fte electri coefficients in (20) and (21).

a,(') = a~x os(9,*0)41 fJg(x'. y') dS'

- = ~ cos(.F 4f gy(x', y') dS'

4)= dx= -L sivo(9) cos(0) 4- J, gx(x', y') dS'

(1 ,2 f gy(x' y') dS'
2s a S,

as -a 0tooj

Similarly for the magnetic coefficients in (22) fthough (24)

y= ZI [cos2(e,) + si2(e.) si2(#,)] 2;J£~' '

_L~ [2-3[cos2(8.) + Sln 2(e.) Sin2(#0)I] 4f g,,(x' y') dS'
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[2 4cos2(e0) + San2(G,) Sin2(#,)JJ f gy(x', >y*j 451

41)= 1[CO2(e9) + sin2(0.) CO2(#,)J ]~ gx(x' y') d5'

= x [-2 +4+o82(80) + Si2(&,) CD2(#.)JJ f g.'x I y,) 45'

Z![- + F+4m2 (S) + sin 2(e.) Cos2(] 4I g1(x', y') 45'

fie. -1& 1p= zic*Q.e)ste,) sin1(#,) fgx(x yP) d5I
3 3 2x w

Ry I- e, = -1 i=y L w (G.) sin(Ao) c*e(A)4JgI x" y-IdSD(22

a

Note the comnunn factoss in the above. Uf we diome as a specWa cae a uniform

ilumination (aftei focusing) of a circular aperture of radius a, with a sin*l polarization

in the x diection we have

rifor 0O9 T' < a
Sx(x', Y") M fto for T'i > a

Sy(x', y) a 0

4J fS.(x'I y') 45' x 
(28

f ,gy(x', y) dS' =0
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These can be substituted in (26) and (27) to give the usual results for a uniformly

illuminated circular aperture focused ate..

In a more general sense, let the aperture be of area A with uniform illumination

Sx. Then

fgx(x; y') dS' A (29)

which is a well-known result for uniformly illuminated apertures focused at infinity.

5. CIRCULAR APERTURE WITH UNIFORM TANGENTIAL
ELECTRIC FIELD FOCUSED ON AXIS

Now consider the special case of a circular aperture with uniform illumination

(tangential electric field)

1 for 0:5 V" S a
g1 (x; y')a for W" > a

(30)
gy(x, y') - 0

FurtherMOre, specialize the case to an observer at a distance zo on the z axis.

The non-zero electric-field coefficients are

ax = f ,[x12 + y,2 + 4Fg.(x y')dS'

a ±~x 4 [ 2 + 2j %F' d#' d YV'
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2+ ar 2 2'd7

4f[X,2 + Y,2 4rlg~,' j

1 .4Jalx,2 + Zr2T # -

{4F,[a2 + zi]'/ 2 I} (31)

=[! + fj.J- 12}u

Substiuftfingths results in (18) we have

E.(z.T2x,t) - E.{~~[

+ {i -~ + -(32)
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which is a quite coqmpct result valid for zo> 0. This can be expanded for small a2 /14 to

give

Ex(.Z~Jzt) = Ea{ [1 + -ý .5L

+ Ia[I+ 4- (33)

a2

as a2--+0

This exhibits the usual far-field results (derivative term) proportional to (aperture

area)/zo. In addition for the term proportional to the excitation waveform there is a

leading tem poportonal to (aperture we@)/ 4.

The non-zero magneti-field coefficients are

Pg J [X[2 + + 1r2 [12 + o, . (. ', )dS,

1 ~ ~2J r, + J0r1 L,, CO2(#?) +41 d# TN7 4"a"- o I I

-- V-2J[y + 2r' 2 [74 + 24]7, d

4a [, + 2 [ +2
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4a 1A{2 {[a 2 + 41112 + 4! [a2 + 4 22.z.}

-44{j[a2 + -~l

a J1[, + + /2

=?- - + +.

+ 3 IX'S + y, + ZrX2+ 4]:ixlx'1 Y') ds

= 4f -2 [,V,2 + 4r' +3 [V2+ 4r2 [,V,2 .~ 2(,1,) + 41 '' #' dV'

a ~ J{-4[tP.4r'+3[v+4r[iD+2z.1}dt

4a 1 4{Ax[1+ý]+3{fix 11+ .+ z[[a 2 +4f < z;21

-6z4[[a2 + Z~f' _ Z2]1

= 4 Xe[J+ý] _.![[i+gF ]
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4f 4J{2[xD + y+W1

+3 [X,2 + Y2+ 2 l[X + 4J}:x(x, I y ') dS'

1 r 2x~, ~/2

2

+3 +~'. +3 +r, [ }'+ 22•, d'4 a , - 4 [,u+ +442 ii + 24] 'F d1

- + 2 +4r1_ -+ 6i 1+2[+4f 212 [1+ + [2+d1

- +.1 2 -1 +}+ 6{2

(34)

Substituting these results in (19) we have
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, {, = i+ !2 [ i+-1] 4t

whtchagainsvaidlfOrzo>O. This anbexane for mull a 2/4 to give

Z/,H(z. 1z,0) = F1 ++

+ ia2

+ .1& 2

a 26

Note in the far field the leading term (going as 41) agree for electric and magnetic

fields As one approadhs the aperture so that a/zo becomes not small compared to 1,

evn the derivative terms for electric and magnetic fields have different mefflidets (ie.,

not eated as in a plane wave).
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6. SUMMARY

The case of Section 5 is not the only specific aperture distribution one could

consider. Considering a focused aperture other distributions of aperture fields can be

investigated and the coefficients in Section 3 determined. Perhaps some other interesting

distributions will give closed-orm results as in Section 5.
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THE RADIATION PATTERN OF REFLECTOR IMPULSE RADIATING

ANTENNAS: EARLY-TIME RESPONSE

Everett G. Farr
Farr Research

Carl E. Baum
Phillips Laboratory

Abstract

We generate here an approximation to the step response of reflector

Impulse Radiating Antennas (IRAs) in the E- and H-planes. These step responses
are then convolved with the derivative of the driving voltage to find the radiated

fields. This allows a determination of the radiation pattern of reflector IRAs.

1. Introduction

Reflector Impulse Radiating Antennas (IRAs)

consist of a paraboloidal reflector fed by a TEM feed

(Figure 1). Such an arrangement creates a planar field

distribution in an aperture plane. In order to calculate D

the field radiated by an IRA, one must understand the

transient fields radiated from apertures. The transient
radiation from a general planar aperture field was F

developed in [1]. This was further specialized to two-

wire apertures in [2], but only on boresight. The off- Figure 1. An ImpulseRadiating Antenna.
boresight fields created by a two-wire aperture were
never developed. We do so in this paper.
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The results we provide here are valid for a wide variety of practical cases.
Although it is true that these results are valid only at high impedances, this is not
very confining in practice, because at low impedances one incurs significant feed

blockage anyway. Furthermore, our expressions are derived explicitly only for
round wire feeds. But since the feed arms are relatively thin at high impedances,
the specific shape of the feed should not matter very much. Thus, the results
developed here are useful for other feed arm shapes, such as coplanar plates and
curved plates [3].

We begin by providing a review of the static fields between two wires.
This is the field we find in the aperture of a reflector IRA. Next, we radiate this
field with a step-function driving voltage. Expressions are provided for the E-
plane and H-plane fields (pattern) created when the aperture fields are turned on
suddenly. Furthermore, we demonstrate that on boresight our results are
consistent with earlier results calculated by contour integration. Finally, we
convolve the step response with the derivative of a typical driving voltage, in order
to get the response to a realistic driving voltage. With this information, we can

calculate a gain and antenna pattern, according to the definitions of [4].

2. Static Fields in the Two-Wire Aperture

Let us review first the static fields in a two-wire aperture. We assume a

Reflector IRA with a relatively high feed impedance, so we can ignore aperture
blockage for early times. We can estimate the error incurred by ignoring aperture

blockage from [3].

Recall that the effect of the paraboloidal reflector is to convert a spherical
TEM wave into a (locally) planar TEM wave [5, Appendix A]. Thus, we must

radiate an aperture field that turns on suddenly, as shown in Figure 2. We assume
the tangential aperture field has the form

2
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Et(xy.t) = Et, -jEty = ' u(t) (2.1)
Au dC

where V is the voltage between the two wires, u() is the Heaviside step finction,
and w(i) is the complex potential between the two wires described by

W( = u(M + j v(O

C =x+jy (2.2)
v(4&v() = real fiawtions

Furthermore, we restrict ourselves to round wires, which makes the math

considerably simpler. For this case, the potential function is [6]

w(O = 2jarcct(4/a) = ln(C-ja) (2.3)ýC +ja j

where a is the aperture radius. This potential function is plotted in Figure 3. The

real and imaginary parts of the potential can be separated as [10]

U() 1 in[ X2 +(a + y)

2 2 x2 + (a -y9f 1(2.4)
v(O - x2 y2 - a2"

Finally, the impedance is

AUfS - AV (2.5)

where Au is the change in u from one conductor to the other, and Av is the change

in v as one encircles a conductor (in this case 24).

3
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L 
z

Figure 2. The aperture field to be radiated.

4
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Fbriw,Svu.~vwvh~kcwU~1 dK

10

*1.4

1.40

0.2

1.0

0 02 0.4 0.6 08 1.0 1.2 1.4

Figure 3. The complex potential map for round wire-% upper tigh quadrat, from
[2].
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So far, this theory has just been a review. But in looking ahead, we know
that certain additional functions will be of use to us later. Thus, let us define the

following normalized potential function.

,(h)(x) = j Jdc()Y y (2.6)

where the contour C1(x) is a vertical line through the point (xO) for the length of
the circular aperture (Figure 4). We will see later that the radiated field in the H-
plane is proportional to the above integral. As time progresses, the field will be
proportional to 0(h)(x) as the contour Cl(x) sweeps across the aperture. To

simplify this integral, we use a standard formula for they component of the electric
field,

A u (Xy) (2.7)

where u( is defined in (2.4). Thus, we ave

4D(h) (X) = JI &)Oy'~ = 2 ý X, Ja 7x (2.8)

This is just the relative change in u along the path C1(x). When CI cuts through
the metal conductor, the relative change in u is unity. To the left and right of the
conductor, the change in u tapers oflt reaching zero at the edge of the aperture.

Using (2.4), after somne siplifiction we find

i/ (ifg) arcseh(-x / a) -a:5 x5 -a sech(xfg)

O(h)(x) = 1 -asech(xrfg)fx< asech(fe8 )

l/I(4) arcsech(x/a) asech(xfg)5x< a

(2.9)
This is plotted in Figure 5 for several values offg.

6
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S>(X

Figure 4. Location of C1(x).
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fag=I
0.6

0.4
f=2

0.2
fS = 3

-0.5 0 0.5
x/a

Figure 5. Plots of 0(k)(x) as a finction of xa andft
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There is a similar function we can define which is usef for a pattern cut in
the E-plane. We will see later that the field in the E-plane is proportional to the

line, integral

O(e)(y) = Z y y de (2.10)

V fC2(Y)E

where C2(y) is a horizontal line through the point (0,y), for the length of the
circular aprture (Figure 6). The field in the E-plane is proportional to the above

integral as C2(y) sweeps across the aperture. We now write the usual expemion

for F. and convert to a derivative with respect to x with the Cauchy-Riemann

equations [9]. Thus, we have

V~u V•v
Ey = -•U AV 4x (2.11)

Combining the above two equations, we find

I ±ý & ~= -2r( -Y2.Y)_ -T\Y)
""y[ ,y) - v(0,y)j (2.12)

We can simplify the above by noticing that for almost all values of y, the
exprssion in square brackets is - A v / 4. If C2(y) intersects one of the wires,

there is a small deviation from this simple result. But at high impedances the error

is negligible because the wires are small. Thus, we have

O(e)(y) {l(2fg) •1<a (2.13)
t 0 else

This is just a pulse function of width a and magnitude 1/(2fg). Another way of

exprssing this is
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=(e)(y)-- SP(ya) (2.14)

where P(.va) is a pulse fimction of value unity for H: < a and zero elsewhere.

This completes the review of the static fields in the aperture. Next, we

apply this theory to the radiated field.

C12(y)

Figure 6. Location of C2(O).

3. The Radiated Field

In [1] a general expression for the radiated far field generat by an
arbitrary aperture field was derived. We now wish to specialize that expression to
the field resulting from the aperture field between two wires.

Let us first provide some definitions.

9
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s = Laplace Transform variable
y = s/c
c = speed of light (3.1)

Furhermore, we define the tangential aperture field as

ft(x',y',t) = [iEx(x',y') + !yEy(x',y')] u(t)

-Eorixgx(x',y')+ Iygy(x',y')] i(t) (3.2)

"- E. §(x', y') u(t)

where E. is the field at the center of the aperture. The radiated far field is now [1]

IP,s) -e-r EOA =(Ir,s)
2 ircr (3.3)

(11,)].8 e7"')~x'y') dS'

where we have assumed a step-function time dependence of the driving voltage.
To get the result for arbitrary time dependence, one would convolve the step
response with the derivative of the driving voltage.

It can be shown from symmetry arguments [7] that the radiated field in the

dominant planes (E-plane and H-plane) can be represented by just the dominant
polarization, without a secondary or crosspol component. Another way of saying
this is that it is only Ey in the aperture that contributes to the radiated far field in
the two major plane cuts. If we now specialize the above relationship to include
just Ey,, we have in the principal planes

10
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L(F.s) - ,- E ~A (ls)

2 ncr

= [J x]A(Ts) (3.4)

=[sin(0)1. + cos(19)cos(of)4] f1,(i,s)(34

fo(i,.s) = 1 *., id)gS,('Y')z

A ISa

This is the expression we integrate over to get the field for the dominant
polarization. Note that we have used the vector expression

A x(A xIC) = (I - N - (;j) (3.5)

to get the result in (3.4).

Let us simplify further (3.4), which is the complete radiated far field in one
of the principal planes. The y component of the aperture electric field can be

pressed in various ways as

Et,(x',y') E. g,(x'y) =y(3.7)
AU Oy

so the funcdon gy is

gy(x',) V E u(Xy) (3.8)

The fnction .(Ci,,,s) in (3.4) now simplifies to

f(.,AEs Au A, g$A U ) y') (3.9)

Converting to the time domain, we find

11
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S&( •A Js. Y), t + F't+,.P'Ic)dS' (3.10)

This is the result we must evaluate in both the E- and H-planes.

In the H-plane, where # - 0 or x; the function fa (J, t) simplifies to

V c / sit ' r ( . '
fa(h)(At) = u AEAuin() C,(x) (3.11)

V C 0 (h)( dt/ Si ( 0))

where we have used the function O(DAhx) as defined in Section IL The superscript
h indicates that the expression is specialized to the H-plane. Combining this with
(3.4), and noting that =0 orz in the H-plane, we find

t(h)(rt) = q, ) C 0(h)(s()) (.12)

Recall that in the H-plane, Iy = I, where the "+" sign applies if 0 = 0 and the

"-" sign applies for 0 = £ This is the final expression we need for the field in the
H-plane. Note that we have normalized out a time delay of r/c, to keep the
expression simple.

We can now plot some examples of these fields (Figure 7). If we
normalize the time scale properly, the step response is dependent solely uponf,
and 0. Thus, it is convenient to normalize the time scale to ta = a/c

12
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4.00

3.50

3.00

2.50 2.5___
2.5 dog

2.00

1.50

1.00..

0.50

0.00
-0.40 -0.20 0.00 0.20 0.40

ct/a

Figure 7. H-plamn step response, for various values of e. For these plots,

Zo- 400 1 (fS- 1.0631).

We can find similar expressions now for the E-plane. Proceeding from

(3.10), and confining ourselves to the E-plane, where 0= -o2 or 3 W2, we find

fao()(0,t) VAE C O• W,'d/sin (0)) ,
A i() y (3.13)

V c IV(X'ct/Sin(0))
A EA u ;sO) C2(y)Y) x'

xprsing this in tams of the nornalized potential function for the E-plane,
O))ky), we find

fa(e)(A,) : - - ( )(t / Cm(O))
AE, sin(O) (3.14)-V C I "4

if P(xa)
AE, sin(O) 2S

13
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where P(xa) is the pulse function described in Section 2 of this paper. Combining

this with (3.4), and noting that 0= -i2 or 3nx2 in the E-plane, we have

=~~ ±I(~ 2  1 0(.0) ( ) I
=~~ 1 GT)4xfgsin(6t) ,si(O)~J (3)5

where the *+" applies if 0= Yd2, and the *-" sign applies if - 3;d2. This is the

final expression for the field in the E-plane due to the y component of the aperture
field. Some examples of these fields are plotted in Figure 8.

1-.80 T

1.60

1.40 2.5 dog

1.20 5 dog

S1.00 10 dog
0.80 -............. 20 dog

0.60

0.40-,

0.20 - .

0.00 I I • I ,
-0.40 -0.20 0.00 0.20 0.40

ct/a

Figure 8. E-plane step response, for various values of e. For these plots,

Ze= 400 n (fg= 1.0631).
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Let us review now the approximations we have used. We have ignored
aperture blockage, which limits us to higher feed impedances. We have also
ignored some of the fine detail in the E-plane step response that occurs close to the
wires. This has the effect of making the E-plane step response a slightly sharper
pulse function than it actually is. We have not invoked any small-angle
approximations, however, so our expressions should be approximately valid out to
9=900.

We now have the step response in the E- and H-planes of an IRA in
equations (3.12) and (3.15). Before going further, we check that our two
expressions provide the correct result on boresight.

4. Consistency Check on Boresight

We need to check that the expressions we have just developed for the H-
plane and E-plane fields generate the correct results on boresight. Recall that the
high-impedance approximation on boresight calculated by contour integration is
[2]

-v/ a
E(rt) = -V a 5a(t) (4.1)r 2xcfg

where J. (t) is the approximate delta function [ 1], which converges to a true delta

function in the limit as r -+ w. Thus, the expressions for the E-plane and H-plane
fields must approach this answer at V- 0, and at high impedances. Since it is
simplest to show this for the E-plane result, we do this first.

The E-plane expression for the field on boresight is

±!)(r,e,t) = -i:(K 4{.t(n,a) (4.2)

15
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In comparing (4.1) and (4.2), we find that if the two expressions are equivalent on

boresight, then the following must also be true

&Qr=ni C a_(.3e-,,0 2a sin(O) ,a (4.3))1

Recall now the characteristics of a function that make it a 8 function. First, the

value of the function must approach infinity at t - 0. For the above function, this is

obviously true. Second, the integral of the fimction (area) must be unity.

Integrating (4.3), we find

&-+o2a sin (") J )()' 0 e+oo2asin(6) f na C

(4.4)

Thus, the area under the curve is unity, and the function approaches the 8 function

on boresight. Therefore, our E-plane expression is consistent with previous results

on boresight.

In the H-plane, the proof is only a little more complicated. The field we

calculated is

g(h) (rt) = )
Comparing this with (4. 1), we find that for the two to be the same on boresight, it

must also be true that

65(t) = Urn D( ( - Cl (4.6)

0-40 a sinuJ
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where

l( ' ) arcsech(- x a ) - aa< x:5 -a sech(xfs)
O(h)(x) I -asech(xfg)<x< asech(xfs)

I(•') amsech(x /a) asech(xf)s)x5 a

(4.7)

Clearly the expression in (4.6) approaches infinity at t = 0. Next we check that the

integr is equal to unity. Integrating (4.6), we find

C f',cot(O) a0 hL~Y sin (gC)t(G) .a (dc
e-eo a 0Ii( ~ -+o a fa c

a ~'fa a()()

(4.8)

To carry out the integral, we need the result from Dwight[g, #738], that

J arcsech(xla) dc = xarcsech(xla) + aarcsin(x/a)

[arcsech(x/,a) > 0] (4.9)

This leads to a final result for the integral of

Ea_.a ,(h)(x)&x = 2asech(irfg) + -- •af. a (f) arce(xla)dx

--" ) (arcsrcsh~se a) dc)

(4.10)

At high impedances sech(xfg) -+ 0, so the second term in the above expression

approaches 0. Combining this with (4.8), we find the area under the fnuction is
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Jim tU)r()...L 1 (4.11)
0-+0 a

This is the second condition required for the H-plane field to approach a 8 function
on boresight. Thus, the proof is complete and all our off-boresight fields are

consistent with known results on boresight.

5. Sample Field Calculations

Now that we are assured that the step responses are correct, we use them
to plot some sample fields. To do so, we convolve the derivative of a typical
driving voltage with the step response.

We use the integral of a Gaussian waveform to drive the antenna Thus,

the step response is convolved with a Gaussian waveform to get the actual radiated
field. It is convenient to define the driving waveforms as

&(t) = 2 4WiM = 0.940 td (5.1)
& td

v(t) = J-t*4 d &', tIO_90 = L023 td (5.2)

where tFW"J is the Full Width Half Max of d&/dt, and t1o.9o is the 10-90%
risetime of v(1). These waveforms are plotted in Figure 9. Recall the definition of
the derivative risetime of a waveform is

td max (Vt)) (5.3)
max(&(t)/&t)

Thus, the deriative, risetime is inversely proportional to the maximum derivative•
of the driving voltage. This is a useful property, since the peak of the radiated field
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is proportional to the peak of the derivative of the voltage. Note also that for the
integrated Gaussian waveform shown above, the derivative risetime td is within
two percent of the 10-90% risetime, t10.9o.

The above expression for v(t) can also be expressed in terms of the
complementary error function. Thus,

vt) = {V[ (I/2)erfc(,Fxjitd)] t<0 (5.4)V[I - (1)rc4z/d] tkO

where the complementary error function is defined in [11].

The radiated field is now calculated simply from

E(re 9,Odt) = -L6(t)o s'eP(r,Ot) (5.5)
V dt

where the 0 operator indicates a convolution, and E"P(r, O, Ot) is the step
response in the E- or H-plane, as calculated in Section MI of this paper. We can
reduce the number of cases that need to be calculated by defining a rise parameter

Td = I - f!d (5.6)
to a

All problems with equal rise parameters have the same shape radiated field. Thus,
a field pattern is a function only of T& fg, and 0. There is no need to include a
dependence upon both the aperture radius a and the derivative risetime, td, because
all the iormation is contained in Td.
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Figure 9. Derivative of driving voltage (top), and its integral (bottom).
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Let us now provide a typical example. Consider an IRA with a 400 El feed

impedance and a radius of 0.3 in, driven by an integrated Gaussian voltage with
td - 250 ps (Q0.90 = 256 ns). For this configuration, Td - 0.25, so all possile

cogrt ons with Td = 0.25 and Z4 = 400 0 can be plotted on the same graph,

with proper scaling. The fields in the E-plane and H-plane are shown in Figure 10.

The time scale has to be nornulized to either ta or td ; it does not matter which.

We have chosen to normalize to ta = a/c,. For this configuration t. - I ns, so it is
trivial to normalize the x axis.

With these results, we may now establish an antenna pattern. We do so in

the section that follows.
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Figure 10. Radialte electric field vs. e and t in the H-plane (top) and E-plane
(bottom) for Zc- 400 Cl and Td - 0.25. Note that the curves in the E-
plane at 00 and 2.50 nearly overlap.
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6. Antenna Pattern

With the off-boresight fields now calculated (at least approximately), we
can establish the antenna pattern. Recall from [4] the pin of an antenna in a
particular direction for transmit mode is

2 xc c, rf,,+ ( r, 8, 0, t

G(e, ) = 2 dIc (,) / & 1 (6.1)

It is simplest to think of the norm operator I as being the peak of the waveform
(co-norm). Of course, other interpretations are possible, such as the area under
the curve (1-norm) or square root of power in the waveform (2-norm). Recall the
definition of an arbitrayp-norm

V('l * Vt~t lfWL n sup I(t)I (6.2)

The norm one chooses must correspond to the exeiental technique used in
detecting the pulse. Thus, when we us the peak norm (co-norm) in these
calculations, assume an exerimental system that responds to the peak in the
received waveform, as opposed to the power in the waveform (2-norm) or area in
the waveform (1-norm).

The above San definition may seem unusual at first, because it defines a
ain with units of meters. This definition, however, has a critical property that

other definitions sometimes lack; i.e., it provides information about antenna
performance in receive mode. Thus, in receive mode, if the incident waveshape is
a derivative of the driving voltage used in transmit mode (im this case a Gaussian),
then the received voltage wave is described by
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V O.A 4= 4ifi G(O9,0) IE""'(e, Ot1 (6.3)

In other words, the peak received voltage is a simple function of the peak incident

field. Some other ain definitions do not offer such simple interpretations

consistent with reciprocity.

We now plot the gain as a function of angle for the configuration of the

previous section (Figure 11). It is interesting to note that on boresight, the gain is

just the aperture radius divided byfgl/2 . Furthermore, the pattern in the E-plane is

somewhat more compressed than that in the H-plane.

1.00

0.90

0.80

0.70

0.60OSO
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0.00 I I I I
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Figure 11. Gain (ao-norm) in the H- and E-planes as a function of angle. For this
plot, Zc - 400 E and Td= 0.25 (a = 0.3 m and td = 0.25 ns).
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Figure 12. Gain (co-norm) in the H- and E-planes a finction of angle. For this
plot, Zc- 400 and TdO- 0.1 (a- 0.3 andtd- 0.1 ns).

Th. particular choice of parameters we have used until now has a lower
rise parameter Td than what may be more typicaL In order to see the difference,
we plot the gain for a faster configuration, with Td- 0.1 and the same feed
iZe = 400 C1 I we assume the same radius as before (a = 0.3 in), we
have td- 0.1 ns., which is 2.5 times faster than the first case. The gain for this
arrngement is shown in Figure 12. The overall effect is to make the patterns
narrower. Also, we can see here more clearly that the E-plane pattern is narrower
than the H-plane pattern.

It may be surprising, at first, to notice that the boresight gains of the two
ar�ra ngmets are the snm. The faster configuraon has a larger radiated field on
boresih by a factor of 2.5, so one might think that the boresight gain must also be
2.5 times hlar . But our definition of gain in (6.1) is such that the faster risedme
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appears in the denominator of (6.1) (the &vl& term), not in the gain. One could

define a gain that included the factor of 2.5, but it's meaning in receive mode

would then become less clear.

We can define a beamwidth as being the angular width where the pattern is

down by a factor of two from its peak. Since this angular width depends upon the

selection of the norm used in the gain definition, we call this beamwidth the Half

Norm Beam Width (HNBW), analogous to the full-width half max (FWHM)

beamwidth commonly used in the frequency domain. At higher Tjs (larger
apertures or faster risetimes) the beamwidth becomes narrower.

7. Discussion

There are a number of ways of controlling antenna pattern. Let us assume

we have calculated a pattern, and we wish to make it broader. There are several

ways of doing so.

The first technique for broadening pattern is to defocus the feed point of

the aperture. Although this is conceptually simple, no simple models exist yet for

predicting the effect If one wanted to pursue this, one might use a technique

similar to that used to predict TEM horn performance [12], which is another

defocused aperture.

The second technique of broadening an antenna pattern is to use a smaller

radius aperture. The third technique is to use a slower driving waveform (with a

larger Qd). Both of these last two techniques increase the rise parameter Td. In

doing so, the on-boresight radiated field is reduced in inverse proportion to Td. If

one defocuses the antenna, the on-boresight radiated field is similarly reduced, but

it is somewhat more difficult to predict the magnitude of this reduction.
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The final technique for broadening an antenna pattern is to change the
norm one is using to detect the signal. Recall that the norm oae chooses in the
g definition must correspond to the exeqriental method of detecting the pulse.
We have used the peak norm (Qo-norm) in this paper, however, both the 2-norm
(power) and 1-norm (area) are reasonable choices. Furthermore, it can be shown
that the 2-norm provides a broader pattern than the a-norm, and the 1-norm is
broader still. Thus, if one is detecting a pulse using peak detection (a-norm), one
could get a broader antenna pattern by detecting the power in the pulse (2-norm).
One would get a broader pattern still by detecting the integral over the pulse (I-
norm).

Conversely, if one wanted a narrower beam with a larger signal on
boresight, one could use the opposite of these techniques. Thus, one would use
large, well-focused apertures with fast risetimes (small Td). Furthermore, one
would detect the signal using peak detection (a-norm).

L Conclusion

We have demonstrated a simple technique for calculating the early-time

off-boresight radiated field generated by a reflector Impulse Radiating Antenna.
Aperture blockage is not included in the model, so the model is valid only at higher
feed impedances. This model leads m a simple interpretation of transient antenna
gain, which we plot for some sample cases. Because the models we developed are
imple, one can readily understand how to control the antenna pattern by adjusting

antenna parameters.
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ABSTRACT: The transformation of array observation data prior to adaptive sidelobe

cancellation with the LMS algorithm may provide an improvement in the adaptive processor

performance. The use of a time-varying step size is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition

for any improvement compared to the standard LMS algorithm. The ability of the transform

to decorrelate the observation data determines the efficiency of the time-varying step size

LMS processor. The optimal Karhunen-Loive transform and sub-optimal approximations

are considered. The eigenvalue spread and mean-square error performance measures of

the transform domain processor are considered graphically as a function of jammer spatial

arrival angle and temporal frequency. Assuming stationarity, these three-dimensional plots

are provided for the identity operator, DFT and DCT time-invariant transforms in a one

desired signal - one jammer scenario.

1 Introduction

This paper addresses the problem of improving the convergence speed of the least mean

squares (LMS) algorithm. The application considered is linearly constrained wideband

sensor array processing with a Generalized Sidelobe Canceler (GSC) form processor.

The LMS algorithm [1] is a member of the stochastic gradient class of algorithms. It is

a method to descend down the mean-square error contour in the direction of the negative

gradient. Its form is

W(k + 1) = W(k) + pe(k)X(k), (1)

where p is the step size of the iterative descent, e(k) is the error signal, given by the difference
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between a desired signal d(k) and the array output y(k): e(k) = d(k) - g(k), and X(k) is

the observation data. The term e(k)X(k) represents the instantaseous gradient estimate for

the weight update.

Another popular class of algorithms used in adaptive arrays, the least squares class, in-

cludes Recursive Least Squares (RLS) [2] and Sample Matrix Inversion (SMI) [3]. Stochastic

gradient algorithms are characterized by computational simplicity and an undesireable de-

pendency between their speed of convergence and the signal environment in which they

operate. Least squares algorithms are more complex and cost more in terms of computa-

tional requirements, but exhibit a relative invariance to the signal environment. Because of

physical constraints, such as the platform's size, weight, and power restrictions, the processor

may be subject to limitations on computational complexity. Thus the simple LMS algorithm

is attractive for use in the adaptation of the array weights. The application often requires

fast performance, such as in the case of anti-jam protection for satellite communicatons.

These conflicting goals of simplicity and speed motivate the need to find a methodology for

increasing the speed of convergence of LMS while maintaining its computational simplicity.

The paper presents a clear relationship between the stochastic gradient and least squares

classes and demonstrates that it is possible to achieve the performance benefits of least

squares while maintaining the computational requirements of LMS. The use of a time-

varying step size coupled with an orthogonal transform is the methodology applied to achieve

this goal. The time-varying step size is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition, and the

efficiency of the orthogonal transform in terms of its energy decorrelating and compacting

properties determines the degree to which a performance increase can be realized.

2 Linearly Constrained Adaptive Array Processing

Consider the K-sensor, J-tap uniform linear antenna array shown in Figure 1. The desired

sigal S(k) and noise N(k) define the received data vector at the k'h sample as X(k) =

S(k) + N(k). The signal X(k) impinges the sensor array and arrives at each element at

a different time determined by the array spacing and the composite signal's direction of

arrival. The K-dimensional vector of the values of the received waveform X(k) prior to the
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Figure 1: A direct form constrained processor.

iih tap of the tapped delay lines is written as

z,(t) 1
z,(t - ,)

X.) = 1,k,..J, (2)[ (z - (K - I)r)
and the resulting KJ-dimensional stacked data vector is formed as

r, X(k)1
X2(k)

x(k) (3)

x,(k)

The sensor elements are equispaced by a distance d, and r = dsin(9)/c is the interelement

delay for a plane wave impinging the elements of the array from an angle 0 with speed c.

Griffiths and Jim [4] have shown that the linearly constrained array introduced by Frost

[5] is equivalent to the GSC in Figure 2, where the constraint is imposed via the full-

rank M x K matrix filter WS and the conventional beamformer WC. The GSC reduces the

dimension of the observation data by the number of constraints, and for the single constraint
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Figure 2: Tapped-delay-line form of the GSC.

case of interest, M - = K - 1. The signal blocking matrix filter must satisfy

rTu = 0, (4)

where ri is the OA' row of Ws and u is an unity row vector. For a minimum variance,

distortionless response the K x I vector WC and the KJ x I vector Wc are given by

I [W¢]
Wc = K, WC = ".". " (5)

The GSC then implements the unconstrained LMS algorithm

W(k + 1) = W(k) + py(k)Xs(k), (6)

where

Xs(k) = [WsX1 (k) WsX 2 (k) ... WsXj(k)] = *sX(k). (7)

*s is a MJ x KJ block diagonal matrix compoed of J Ws matrices of dimension M x K,

and the error signal is the array output (since d(k) = 0 in Equation 1). Extensive details

are provided in [6).
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The LMS algorithm in Equation 6 is an iterative solution to the classic Weiner-Hopf

equation for the optimal (in the mean-square sense) array weights shown in Figures 1 and

2. If Rxx represents the correlation matrix of the data vector X and Rxd represents the

cross-correlation vector between X and the desired signal d, then the Weiner-Hopf equation

can be written
Wop = R cRx,. (8)

The optimal solution for the GSC weight vector is given by [4]

~RX* -T -

WoPt = (* R WY WsRxxWc, (9)

which may also be written in the form of the Wiener-Hopf equation, Equation 8:

S= RjRxd, (10)

with the GSC correlation matrix

'Rxs = WsRxxWs (11)

and the quiescent response vector

Rx4 = *sRxxWc. (12)

The eigenstructure of the MJ x MJ-dimensional spatio-temporal correlation matrix RXs

determines the speed of convergence of the standard LMS algorithm used in the GSC.

3 The Orthogonal LMS Processors

The stochastic gradient algorithms are a family of iterative search techniques for descending

towards the optimal weights at a performance surface minimum. Another method of solving

the Wiener-Hopf equation is to estimate the correlation matrix (or its inverse) and the cross-

correlation vector at time k, and directly plug these estimates into Equation 8. This method

of least squares is termed SMI and said to be deterministic or based on the observation data

itself, while the LMS algorithm is said to be based on the observation statistics [7]. The

least squares solution may be determined recursively using the matrix inversion lemma and

is then termed the RLS algorithm. As will be shown, a better characterization of the least
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squares algorithm is that it is a form of LMS which requires that Equation 8 be satisfied at

each iteration, while the conventional LMS requires this condition only in the limit.

Another equivalent description of RLS is that it incorporates a transformation of the

input data such that the weight vector update points in the direction of the minimum

mean-square error rather than in the direction of the negative gradient. For high eigenvalue

disparity, the LMS algorithm (assuming that the initial weight vector is not on a principal

axis) first walks in the direction of the negative gradient until it reaches a principal axis,

and then proceeds towards the minimum, so that RLS can be considered more efficient.

3.1 Recursive Least Squares and the LMS-Newton Algorithm

The LMS-Newton algorithm [8] i4 equivalent to RLS, where LMS-Newton utilizes an a pos-

teriori error estimate while RLS uses an a priori estimate. Both the least squares algorithms

and LMS-Newton will be termed Orthogonal LMS (OLMS) algorithms, since they satisfy

the normal equations iteratively.

The OLMS algorithms take the form

W(k + 1) = W(k) + RX(k)X(k)e(k), (13)

where e(k) is the error signal and X(k)e(k) is again the instantaneous estimate of the

gradient. The issue at hand is the estimation of the correlation matrix inverse in Equation

13. Assuming ergodicity, if the correlation matrix estimate at time k utilizes an average of

the input data vector outer products through time k, then the estimate is said to have infinite

memory. It is also the best unbiased estimator. However, in a non-stationary environment,

this would lead to poor tracking capabilities, since the memory of the last environment is

embedded within the estimate. For this reason, an exponential weighting is often used to

place more value on the most current terms and less value on the older memory.

The relationship of RLS to the LMS-Newton algorithm has been examined by Widrow

[9], where both are referred to as first-order adaptive algorithms. Consider the derivation

of the RLS algorithm utilizing the exponentially weighted averages

k

Axx(k) = AXk-'X(1)X T (L), Xd(k)= < 1, (14)
1=1 1=1

where A is the exponential weighting factor. The recursion of these estimates may be
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achieved by evaluating them at time k - I and comparing the two forms to yield

Rxx(k) = Afxx(k - 1) + X(k)XT(k), AXd(k) = AfRx(k - 1) + X(k)d(k). (15)

The correlation matrix inverse may be recursively found via the matrix inversion lemma,

where we define P(k)= ft= x(k),

P(k) = -'P(k 1) - X-2P(k - 1)X(k)X T (k)P(k - 1) (16)

1 + A-IXT(k)P(k - 1)X(k)

Introducing a vector which is often called the Kalman gain as

K(k) = A-P(k - 1)X(k) (17)
1 + X-IXT(k)P(k - 1)X(k)

we find that the matrix inverse recursion becomes

P(k) = A-)P(k - 1) + A-,K(k)XT(k)P(k - 1). (18)

Through the rearrangement of Equation 17 and comparison to Equation 18, it can be seen

that

K(k) = P(k)X(k) = lf.tj(k)X(k). (19)

The least squares weight vector update is then determined by the Wiener-Hopf equation

W(k) = P(k)ftXd(k)

= AP(k)Axi(k - 1) + P(k)X(k)d(k)

= P(k - 1)ftxd(k - 1) - K(k)X T (k)P(k - 1)ftX(k - 1) + P(k)X(k)d(k)

= W(k - 1) - K(k)X T (k)W(k - 1) + P(k)X(k)d(k)

= W(k - 1) + K(k)a(k), (20)

where the a priori error a(k) is given by

a(k) = d(k) - XT(k)W(k - 1), (21)

and via the substitution of Equation 19 into the last term of 20, we find

W(k) = W(k - 1) + RX(k)X(k)e(k). (22)
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Whether the weight vector in Equations 20 and 22 is determined at time k or k + 1 by

RA;'(k) and Rxd(k) is the differen-ce between RLS and LMS-Newton; RLS chooses W(k)

and LMS-Newton uses W(k + 1). Thus the LMS-Newton algorithm takes the form

W(k + 1) = W(k) + f.i•(k)X(k)e(k), (23)

where the standard LMS a posteriori error estimate

e(k) = d(k) - XT (k)W(k) (24)

is used to form the gradient estimate. Note that both Equations 22 and 23 are in exactly

the same form as Equation 13.

The primary advantage of the OLMS algorithms is that they provide, under the as-

sumptions of stationarity and ergodicity, better convergence characteristics than those of

the standard LMS algorithm. This is due to the transformation of the observation data

via its pre-multiplication by RAl. Assuming stationarity and ergodicity, the convergence

behavior of OLMS algorithms may be summarized [7] as:

1. The weight vector is convergent in the mean and converges in the norm almost linearly

with time.

2. The algorithm converges in the mean square in about 2M iterations, where M is the

number of taps in the TDL.

3. The mean-square a priori error converges to the minimum mean-square error, yielding

theoretically no misadjustment.

It is emphasized that the least squares, or OLMS, algorithms are derived from recursive

forms of SMI which directly solve the Wiener-Hopf equation. The form of the solution is

exactly a steered LMS, where the update is transformed via a rotational operator to point

in the direction of minimum mean-squared error as opposed to that of the negative gradient.

Through the comparison of Equation I with Equations 22 and 23, it is clear that the sole

difference between the OLMS algorithms and LMS is the pre-multiplication of the weight

update correction term (the gradient estimate) by the inverse of the correlation matrix.

As previously mentioned, this is a rotational operator. The improvement in the speed of
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convergence realized by OLMS algorithms and their relative invariance to the eigenvalue

spread of the correlation matrix may now be explained. The LMS weight vector follows a

trajectory proportional to (I - 2pRxx)" [1]. The OLMS algorithms replace p by R- 1,, so

the trajectory theoretically converges independent of the eigenstructure of Rxx.

3.2 The Karhunen-Lobve OLMS Processor

The optimal decomposition of the matrix Rx, (Equation 11) is achieved via the two-

dimensional Karhunen-Lobve Transform (KLT). The KLT is optimal in that it fully decor-

relates the data by compacting the energy into the fewest spectral coefficients. Note that in

order for this to be true the KLT operator must operate on the entire stacked vector Xs.

To see the utility of the KLT, consider a Karhunen-Loove decomposition of the spa-

tial coordinates. This would be accomplished by the M x M-dimensional KLT operating

upon each set of data vectors prior to their time-delay. The block denoted Q in Figure

3, performs the spatial KLT. This decomposition would ensure that the spatial dimension

was decorrelated; however, nothing could be assumed about the temporal coordinates. The

resulting spatio-spectral correlation matrix would have diagonal matrices in the J blocks,

each of dimension M x M, that formed the block-diagonal of Rz. = Q55 t1 RxS Qkt where

Q*,• represents the spatial KLT.

The KLT could also be performed only in the temporal dimension. This is depicted in

Figure 4. If the equivalent spatio-temporal correlation matrix Ax, was formed from row-

stacked vectors, then the result df the temporal KLT would be the diagonalization of the

M J x J-dimensional blocks on the block-diagonal of izt, = QMAXsTO, Where - kr

represents the temporal KLT.

Now consider the complete two-dimensional KLT operator acting upon the MJ x MJ-

dimensional spatio-temporal correlation matrix Rx,. The result would be the complete

decorrelation (diagonalization) of the resulting matrix

RZZ = Qk&tRxsQkt, (25)

which is represented in the general form of Figure 5.

Since the desired signal is removed from the lower path of the GSC by the signal blocking

matrix, the error signal is replaced by the array output in the LMS algorithm as described
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Figure 3: A .patial-KLT form GSC procewor.

z* Z4' . .. V

Figure 4: A temporal-KLT form GSC procauor.
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Figure 5: A general transform-domain form GSC processor.

in Section 2, and the corresponding GSC OLMS algorithm has the form

W(k + 1) = W(k) + R7 (k)Xs(k)y(k). (26)

The transformation

Z(k) = QKLTXS(k) (27)

produces the diagonal correlation matrix in Equation 25, and the transformation domain

OLMS algorithm takes the form

W(k + 1) = W(k) + R-'Z(k)y(k). (28)

The inversion of this correlation matrix corresponds to MJ scalar inversions. Hence, the

computational complexity is greatly reduced for the matrix inverse operation, but the forma-

tion of the KLT is extremely complex. The OLMS algorithm is then on the computational

order of LMS, plus the requirements of the observation data transform.

The update equation for the KLT OLMS in Equation 28 assumes exact knowledge of

Rj. This follows because the KLT transformation itself requires knowledge of Rxs, and

Rzz is obtained from Equation 25.

If another orthogonal transformation Q is used, such as that implied by a Gram-Schmidt

decomposition, then Rzz is not known a priori. Thus Rzz must be estimated. Since Rzz
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is diagonal (because Q decorrelates Xs), then Rzz is estimated simply by estimating the

average power in each element of Z. it; is easily obtained with MJ scalar inversions.

3.3 RZZ Viewed as a Step-Size Matrix

It is noted that an alternative interpretation of Equation 28 is that of the standard LMS

algorithm, where the transform has reduced the MJ-dimensional problem to MJ decoupled

scalar LMS weight updates, and the inverse correlation matrix is a diagonal matrix of optimal

step-sizes for each of the MJ modes. The KLT is unique in that it rotates the observation

data to lie on the principal axis of the mean-square error surface. The eigenvalues then

are a measure of the distance along the principal axes from the origin to the observation

data. The pre-multiplication of the KLT transformed LMS weight update by Rfj is then

equivalent to choosing the step size for each decoupled mode such that one-step convergence

is achieved.

In the case of an arbitrary orthogonal transformation Q, A; in Equation 28 becomes

a diagonal step size matrix p(k) that we create using power estimates. The power estimates

can be made using a single pole low-pass filter:

&2 (k) =- &Z 1(k - 1) + (1 - )Z, (29)

where 6 (such that 0 < 0 < 1) controls the bandwidth of the filter and the resulting power

averaging time. Then the Ph diagonal element of P(k) is

( = o30)

where a is a scalar. If the power estimates are exact, then the convergence rate of the

algorithm is indicated by the eigenvalue spread, A/.min, of the matrix A(k)Rzz. When

Q completely decorrelates Xs, the eigenvalue spread is unity, which implies the fastest

convergence.

The use of a time-varying step size was first considered by Griffiths [10), where a Gram-

Schmidt (GS) decomposition was performed on the input data vector. This approach, how-

ever, does not provide much improvement in implementation because the overall complexity,

due to the use of the GS decomposition, is on the order of that required by LS methods.

We desire to obtain improved convergence speed without the need for such computational

cost.
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Both Compton [11] and Lee and Un [12] have examined the performance of the DFT

frequency domain algorithm. Compton concluded that the TDL and DFT structures always

perform identically in his analysis of single and multiple channel adaptive filters. His work,

however, did not consi&-r the Orthc,'nalized LMS algorithms, time-varying step sizes, or

full two-dimensional transform. Lee and Un realized the possibility of achieving better

convergence properties through the normalization of the step size, as have Narayan et al.

[13]. However, both of the latter authors restricted their analysis to single channel filters.

3.4 Time-Varying Orthogonal Transforms

The direct implementation of the Gram-Schmidt algorithm serves as one method of realizing

a completely orthogonal signal set to serve as the input to the adaptive processor [6]. The

direct GS orthogonal structure using the LMS algorithm was first developed by Griffiths [10]

and used a constant step size. This was later modified by Lee et al. [12] to include both a

time-varying step size and an escalator realization, where the unit lower triangular transform

factorization is used. Following the notation of [10], with the extensions of [12], the structure

may be realized using a matrix Q which is composed of time-varying coefficients, and the

MJ outputs satisfy

E[z.(k)x.(k)] = 0, m :n. (31)

The matrix Q is lower triangular and composed of elements qq, which may be represented

as
q2,1

(32)
I 0

K~-1)J,i q(K-i)J,(K-i)J- 1

The orthogonalization procedure generates the orthogonal output Z,(k) via the recursive

relationship

m,.(k) = zm(k)
M--I

zi(k) = ±ss.(k)- E c,.(k)z.(k); 2 < m < (K- I)J, (33)
10=1
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where the value of ,, is chosen to minimize the local values of E [,."+i(k)]. In conjunc-

tion with the method of gradient descent, we may write

cm,( ) mnk + p Op- +1 (k)W
( +O1)= + (34)

This result may be achieved through the use of the LMS algorithm to update the adaptive

coefficients ,n'.

CM,.(k + 1) = c. 1,.(k) + p(k)p,,+ 1(k)z,(k), (35)

where p,.(k) is the time-varying step size formed in the manner described in Section 3.3.

The matrix Q in Equation 32 is then given by (I + C)-I, where C is lower triangular with

zeros on the diagonal and elements Cm,.. The orthogonality in the GS structure is complete

after the convergence of the adaptive coefficients via the LMS algorithm in Equation 35.

The GS decomposition requires (MJ)(MJ - 1)/2 adaptive coefficients plus the MJ noie

cancelling weights. Hence, the cost of the GS processor is exactly equal to that of SMI; and

as Yuen [14] pointed out, so is the performance.

Griffiths [10] and Lee, et al. [12] also implemented the GS via a lattice filter structure.

This structure decreased both the performance and the complexity. The lattice filter re-

quired convergence of PARCOR coefficients prior to providing an orthogonal output and

had MJ + 2M 2(J - 1) adaptive coefficients requiring LMS updates.

4 Approximations to OLMS via Time-Invariant Or-
thogonal Transformations

The suboptimal transform of the observation data may not result in the complete decorrela-

tion of the transformed data vector. Therefore Rzz, and hence Rj1, may not be diagonal.

The step size matrix p(k) defined in Equation 30 may still be viewed as an estimator of

l , where, since p(k) is diagonal, error is clearly incurred in the estimates of off diagonal

elements. The decorrelating quality of the transform Q directly determines the quality of

this estimator.

In this paper we indicate the decorrelating quality of Q with a quantity termed the
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efficiency q. q is defined as the eigenvalue spread of the matrix MRzz, where

01

M a (36)

Very early in the history of adaptive array research many investigators examined fre-

quency domain LMS filters [15, 16, 171. The frequency domain transformation is usually

implemented with Q being an invertible matrix composed of the Discrete Fourier Transform

(DFT) or the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients which operate in an identical

manner upon each tapped delay line. The initial research in this area was limited to the

analysis of the temporal transform LMS algorithm with a constant step size. Compton [11]

then published a report which showed that this frequency domain structure performance

was identical to that of the tapped-delay-line processor, again utilizing a fixed step size

in the LMS algorithm. Subsequently, many other researchers began examining the use of

transform domain adaptive filtering for narrowband single channel applications which con-

sidered the use of time-varying LMS step sizes [12, 13, 18, 19]. While the frequency domain

has an intuitive appeal as a method of improving the performance of wideband adaptive

arrays, it was pointed out in the preceding section that such a transformation only operates

upon the temporal domain, and this transformation is sub-optimal for the two-dimensional

data of interest. Hence, in this section we will consider the two-dimensional implementation

of these transforms, resulting in a spatio-temporal frequency subbanding, which in effect

reduces the wideband array problem to discrete frequency bins.

4.1 The Discrete Fourier and Discrete Cosine Transforms

The extension of transforming the observation data coupled with a time-varying LMS algo-

rithm for array processing was first introduced using the DFT in [20]. The use of the DCT,

motivated by the results in image and speech compression, was then presented for array

processing in [6, 21, 22], where in [22], the DCT was implemented with a filter bank struc-

ture. All of these transforms only considered the temporal operator. The two-dimensional

operator was first introduced in [23], with the DCT again providing the transformation.
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4.1.1 Non-Separable Two-Dimensional Operators

The non-separable two-dimensional DFT is implemented upon the MJ-dimensional signals

present prior to the weighting network according to

MJ

z' I , (37)

or, equivalently, for the stacked MJ-dimensional data vector XS at time k,

Z(k) = QDFrXs(k), (38)

where QDIT is the MJ x MJ matrix of exponential coefficients which realize Equation 37.

This algorithm has the additional benefit of not requiring an inverse transform to obtain

the time domain output [24].

The Discrete Cosine Ttansform has the computational advantage of using only real

numbers to provide a transform of the input data. Further, recent articles in the literature

[24, 13, 25] reported that the narrowband single channel DCT adaptive filter provided better

results than the DFT and other orthogonal transform filters for a class of data used in speech

related applications. The non-separable two-dimensional DCT orthogonal transdorm is given

by

Z,, { ==1 coo . _ i,.( +11,,+, 1 (39)

which is represented at time k by the MJ-dimensional vector

Z(k) = QDcT7s(k), (40)

and QDcT is the MJ x MJ matrix of real coefficients which realise Equation 39.

4.1.2 Separable Two-D s Operators

The tapped delay line of the GSC at time k has M spatial coordinates and J temporal coor-

dinates. Hence the data may be represented by the M x J matrix X. The two-dimensional

transformation of this matrix may be accomplished by operating firt upon the temporal

dimension and then spatially upon the resulting matrix. Thus, defining the M x M spatial
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and J x J temporal DFT and DCT matrices, QEDP1, Q&IcrI Qtor, Q,,,,, the transform

domain matrices ti-r and ZDCT are given by

ZD~r= QD~rTQ~DT, DC?= QtcXTQT (12 T=Qt,o,,X Q.To,, 'C Dcr= (41)

Column-stacking the matrices ZD"T and ZDCT yield the vectors ZDAT and ZDCT, re-

spectively. This operation may be simplified through the introduction of the Kronecker

Products

Q -FT = Qtrr @ Q-DPr, (42)

and

QbCT•= QDC• @Q QDC-r, (43)

where the superscript s denotes separability and the @ operator denotes the standard Kro-

necker product. Thus

ZDr7 (k) = QL-rXs(k) and Z4,(k) = QbCTXs(k). (44)

4.2 Dependence on Signal Environment

For any time-invariant transform, the partitioning of the spatio-temporal frequency domain

is fixed in the selection of the transformation. Since ideal filters are not realizable, there will

be sidelobes in the pasebands of adjacent filters. This spatio-spectral frequency "bleeding"

prevents the diagonalization of the transform domain correlation matrix if sufficient jammer

power is present in the sidelobes of adjacent filters. That is, the data in the spatio-epectral

bins will be correlated. Thus, the efficiency ri of the transform is a function of the jammer

signal characteristics. This undesireable trait is not correctable after the selection of the

processor transformation.

5 Simulation Results

We desire to find transforms which exhibit good performance improvements for a wide

range of signal environments while maintaining computational simplicity. To that end we

consider the DFT and DCT, both in separable and non-separable form, in the next section.

We assume a single desired signal and allow a single jammer to move through a range of

frequencies and directions of arrival in order to see how well each transform works for this
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Table 1: Simulated Signal Environment

Signal DOA [ I Bandwidth Power]

desired 00 0.25f,. 10% 1 -10 dB
er variable variable10% 1dB

jammr -90 to 90) (0 to 0.5f.) 10_1dB

clas of environments. At each jammer frequency and angle of arrival the environment is

assumed stationary and the convergence of the adaptive weights is examined by plotting

the efficiency, or the eigenvalue spread, of the transformed matrix MRzz.

The analysis of a GSC form army composed of K = 4 sensors and J = 4 taps per filter

is considered. The tapped delay line has a spacing of A. Therefore, we will use notation of

a normalized frequency f,, where f. = 1 indicates a fiequency of 1/A Hertz. The signal

geometry was designed such that one desired signal and one jammer impinge upon the array,

where the propagating signals' center frequencies, bandwidths, and powers are presented in

Table i.

The MJ x MJ-dimensional DCT and DFT matrices were determined for the non-

separable and separable cases. The non-separable transform matrices were calculated di-

rectly using the standard MJ-dimesional transforms on the stacked data vector X.(k).

The separable transform matrices were calculated by first finding the M x M spatial and

J x J temporal transform matrices Q, and Qt, respectively. Then, the separable QCT and

QjI7r are formed by using the Kironecker product of the temporal and spatial transform

matrices, given by QDCT = Qt,,, 40 Q.r knd Qrr = QsDz• Qpr,' where "0"

denotes the Kronecker product.

Figure 7 displays the eigenvalue spread of the correlation matrix Rx.. The eigenvalue

spread is minimal at 0 degree arrival angle due to the fact that the desired signal and the

jammer are both impinging the array at 0 degrees. This can be explained by considering

the mean square error (MSE) of the GSC shown in Figure 6. The MSE is given by

Cfj =p* ),(T _ W.M*S)T , (45)

where I is the aray output. The MSE is the same for all trandorms. We observe in Figure
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6 that the MSE is a maximum at close to 0 degrees angle of arrival of the jammer. This

indicates that the array fails to distinguish between the jammer and the desired signal in this

region. Thus, both the jammer and desired signal are blocked and only noise appears in the

correlation matrix Rx5 . The resulting eigenvalue spread is minimal, but also meaningless.

The maximum eigenvalue spread in Figure 7 occurs in the regions where the temporal

frequencies close to 0.5f. and angles of arrival near *90 degrees. Figures 8 - 11 display

the performance measures of the transformed correlation matrices. It is observed that

the transformations significantly reduce the maximum eigenvalue spread. While the non-

separable transforms seem to give the best performance of eigenvalue spread reduction over

the separable transforms, both give significant improvement over the identity operator. The

DCT also outperforms the DFT for both separable and non-separable transforms.

6 Conclusions

The transformation of the observation data prior to adaptive processing provides the possi-

bility of increasing the speed of convergence of the LMS algorithm with a time-varying step

size. If the transformation is capable of completely decorrelating the observation data, then

the performance of OLMS algorithms is obtained. The Gram-Schmidt LMS decomposition

provides one link between OLMS and LMS, since GS LMS yields cost and performance

identical to that of OLMS. The use of a time-invariant transformation reduces the cost,

and the performance of the adaptive processor becomes dependent upon the efficiency of

the transformation. This efficiency is environment dependent, so the choice of the trans-

formation is important. Because the transformation conserves power, it does not by itself

alter the eigenstructure of the correlation matrix. It is only by combining the time-varying

step-sizes, obtained using estimates of the signal power in spatio-spectral bins, with these

transformations that a performance improvement can be realized.

The efficiency of the transformation applied to the observation data determines the

quality of the diagonal inverse correlation matrix estimate in the OLMS algorithms. If

the transform completely decorrelates the observation data, then the transform is efficient

and the quality of fti'. is excellent. If the transform does not completely decorrelate the

observation data, then the quality of &,' depends on the degree to which the observation
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data is decorrelated.

The time-invariant orthogonal transforms play an important role in this regard. In fact,

the standards for compression in imaging and video are based on the DCT time-invariant

transformation due to its good decorrelation properties over a wide range of processes and

the fact that fast transforms exist for its computation [26].

Within the context of array processing, however, the efficiency of the time-invariant

transforms are a function of the jammer; one of the variables over which the array designers

have no control. It has been shown that the DFT and DCT, in general, are capable of

reducing the eigenvalue spread of the resulting correlation matrix when coupled with a time-

varying stepsize. The non-separable DCT provided the best performance of the transforms

considered.
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Abstract

A prototype step frequency radar measurement system is used to synthet-

ically generate picosecond pulse measurement data. This system is useful for

the nondestructive evaluation of many civil structures. Quantitative images

of the scattering objects may be generated from the time-domain scattering

data by employing a nonlinear inverse scattering algorithm. This algorithm

can potentially generate a very high quality reconstruction of the scatterer

with high resolution. However, proper calibration in the measurement system

is critical to the success of this technique. We discuss three separate types

of calibration used in the system. Finally, some reconstructions of scattering

objects from measurement data collected with our system are shown.

1. Introduction

A prototype step frequency radar (SFR) syste-: has been developed to

synthetically generate picosecond pulse data similar what would be obtained

from an impulse radar. The intended application is for nondestructive evalu-

ation (NDE) of civil structures such as bridges, roads, tunnels, dams, build-

ings and aircraft runways. A nonlinear inverse scattering algorithm is used

to proceos the microwave data and reconstruct a quantitative image of the

scatterer from the measurement data.

Our nonlinear inverse scattering algorithm generates a computer model
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of the scattering objects in an iterative fashion and must solve a forward

scattering problem at each iteration based on the computer model [1]. This

is a very accurate and robust method of reconstructing the object and can

generate a very high resolution image. However, high quality measurement

data is required in order for the full capabilities of our reconstruction algo-

rithm to be realized [2]. Therefore, calibration is a critical issue in the design

of this system.

There are many calibration steps that must be performed in order to

generate high quality data. We roughly categorize the calibration into three

separate and distinct stages. The first is the calibration of the measurement

itself in order to account for reflections, losses and phase changes in various

components of the measurement system including transmission lines, connec-

tors, directional couplers, switches, etc. The second calibration stage is the

determination of the transfer function, or impulse response of the antennas

used. Finally, we must perform a calibration between our computed scatter-

ing solution and the measurement data. We discuss these three calibration

stages in more detail below.

The inverse scattering algorithm used is discussed only briefly here. For

a detailed description of the inverse scattering algorithm and a compari-

son with other methods, see [1, 3, 4, 5]. Instead, attention is focused on

the measurement system design and calibration issues. Both bistatic and

monostatic measurement configurations may be used and we compare the

two approaches. Finally, we show some object reconstructions from data

collected with our prototype measurement system.

2. Overview of Measurement System and Data Processing

An HP-8510B vector network analyzer is the heart of our measurement

system. The network analyzer servers as both transmitter and receiver, sep-
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arates incoming from outgoing waves, and also performs various signal pro-

cessing functions such as signal averaging. Data is collected by stepping the

continuous wave source and receiver electronics from 2.0 GHz to 12.0 GHz in

steps of 44.4 MHz for a total of 225 measured frequencies. Picosecond pulse

measurement data is then generated from the SFR data by performing an

inverse Fourier transform on the measured data.

A sketch of our prototype SFR measurement system for collecting mono-

static measurement data is shown in Figure 1(a). This system consists of

the HP-8510B network analyzer and an antenna array consisting of several

broadband antennas. The antenna array is connected to port-i of the net-

work analyzer via a coaxial transmission line and port-2 is not used. In

practice, we use a single antenna here and manually move it between various

locations in the array.

The bistatic configuration is shown in Figure 1(b). For this case, two

antennas are used and are both moved between various locations in the array.

The transmitting antenna is connected to port-i of the network analyzer

while the receiving antenna is connected to port-2. An amplifier is inserted

into port-2 between the receiving antenna and the network analyzer in order

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

A block diagram of the various steps in the data processing used to recon-

struct the scattering object from the measurement data is shown in Figure 2.

The switch on the left allows the choice of either measured scattering data or

computer generated data that is used to test the reconstruction algorithm.

The algorithm begins with specification of the initial parameters, which are

.usually set to zero. Using the current computer model, forward scattering

data is generated and subtracted from the measured data. This difference is

then used to compute a measure of the residual field error. If the difference
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Figure 1: Sketch of prototnje SFR system for collecting (a) nonoetatic

and (b) bietatic meaurement data.

is below a specified tolerance, the current model parameters are displayed on

a graphics workstation. If the field error is not below a specified tolerance,

the field error is sent to a conjugate gradient optimization procedure which

returns an update to the model parameters. The process is repeated until a
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Figure 3: Arrangement of transmitters, receiver. and object grid in bistatic

measurement.

the bistatic measueetsse in Figure 1(b) is shown in Figure 3. The

confguraionfor the monostatic case is the same except that the transmitter

(T) and receiver (R) locations in Figure 3 are replaced with transceivers. We

assume a 2-D model for thii prootype system. That is, we assume that the

transmitters are infinite line sources and that the scattering objects extend

to infinity, normal to the page.

3. Measurement System Calibration

For monostatic measurements, the measured field data is obtained from

an S11 network analyzer mesrmn. We first take a fieldmesren

with no scatterer in place and then take a second measurement with the

scatterers. The scattered field is the difference of these twomesren.

There are several ways to calibrate an S11I mesuemn. The most com-

mon is perhaps the 3-term calibration model using a short, open and load.

This nonlinear model is a very accurate method for accounting for the di-
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rectivity of the directional couplers, frequency tracking that includes factors

such as the gain of the transmission lines, and source match. However, this

nonlinear calibration model is very sensitive to changes in the measurement

system. We found this is not a very good calibration method for our pur-

poses because we were forced to use flexible transmission line to connect the

network analyzer to the antenna array. The process of switching antenna el-

ements requires connecting, disconnecting and moving the transmission line.

These small changes in the trransmison line were enough to cause large er-

rors in the measurement data when a nonlinear calibration model was used.

Instead of using a 3-term nonlinear calibration model, we instead chose

to use a 1-term linear model that accounts for frequency tracking only. For

monostatic measurements, the calibration consists of simply connecting a

short to port-i, measuring the transfer function with the short in place, and

dividing the real measurements by the negative of the transfer function with

the short in place.

For bistatic measurements, a very accurate calibration method is to use

a 6-term model consisting of short-open-load measurements on each port

and thru measurements in each direction. However, this 2-port nonlinear

calibration suffers from the same problems that we encountered with the

monostatic measurements. Instead, we use a tracking calibration that is

obtained by connecting ports 1 and 2 together with a thru connector and de-

termining the transfer function. The real measurements are then connected

by dividing by the thru measurement. This tracking calibration would, of

course, account for the gain of the amplifier on port-2.

We suffer a loss in dynamic range by choosing a linear calibration pro-

cedure over a nonlinear one because we do not account for many systematic

errors such as losses in the directional couplers and multiple reflections be-
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tween the source and antenna input. However, our method is much more

robust with respect to changes in the system and the calibration procedure

takes much less time to perform. Our approach is therefore to use a very

simple calibration procedure, but use high quality system components that

have a minimsl amount of reflections and losses.

4. Determination of the Antenna Impulse Response

Another important calibration procedure is in determining the impulse

response of our antennas. Since we are planning on adding more transmit-

ter and receiver antenna elements to our antenna array in the future, we

wish to determine the impulse response of each antenna individually, rather

than the cascade of two antennas. For narrowband antenna gain measure-

ments, one would measure the response of the antenna under test (AUT)

and compare the measurement to that of a standard gain pyramidal horn

antenna. Measuring the impulse response of a broadband antenna is much

more difficult because it requires determining the antenna gain over a wide

bandwidth. The problem is that it is difficult to find a single standard gain

antenna to cover the entire bandwidth. For example, the gain measurement

of our broadband antenna from 2 GHz to 12 GHz in our laboratory would

require at least 5 separate standard gain antennas and we would still have

gaps in the spectrum.

To overcome the difficulties of finding standard gain horns to cover the

bandwidth of our antenna, we devised a different procedure. We instead

used a matched pair of 2-18 GHz conical horn antennas. The new procedure

requires three separate measurements. The first involves connecting port-1

and port-2 together inside the antenna range with a long length (20 feet)

of low loss coaxial semi-rigid cable. Next, a second measurement was made

with the two matched conical horns in place. This allowed us to determine
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the transfer function of a single conical horn. Finally, a third measurement

was made with a conical horn on one port and the AUT on the other port.

From this measurement we were able to determine the transfer function of

our AUT.

5. Calibration Between Computed Scattering Solution and Mea-
surement

The third calibration procedure that we must perform is that between

the computed scattering solution and the measurement data. This agreement

must of course hinge on the proper modelling of the problem geometry and

physics. Due to various modelling errors, there is usually an arbitrary gain

constant (independent of frequency) and time offset common to all elements

to be added in order make the computed solution agree with the measured

data. Presently, we adjust these gain and offset constants by measuring the

scattering from a known scatterer at a fixed position and tuning these pa-

rameters until the computed solution agrees with the true solution. However,

we are searching for a better method to perform this calibration.

6. Reconstructions of Data Collected with Prototype System

To demonstrate the capabilities of our prototype NDE measurement sys-

tem, we collected and processed the microwave scattering data from a bistatic

measurement of two metallic cylinders. The cylinders both had a diameter of

1.0 cm and were separated by 3.2 cm. In Figure 4 we show the reconstruction

for the case when the cylinders were aligned horizontally and in Figure 5 we

show the case where the cylinders are aligned vertically. In both cases, the

two cylinders are well resolved and the result is a high quality image of the

two scatterers.

7. Conclusion

A prototype microwave measurement system has been developed using

step frequency radar to synthetically generate picosecond pulse scattering
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Original Object Shape Function Reconstruction

IsF
Figure 4: Original object and shape function reconstruction of two metallic

cylinders of diameter 1.0 cm aligned horizontally with separation 9.2

cm.

Original Object Shape Function Reconstruction

Figure 5: Original object and shape function reconstruction of two metallic

cylinders of diameter 1.0 cm aligned vertically with separation 9.2 cm.

data. The measured data was processed using a nonlinear inverse scattering

algorithm and high resolution images of the scattering objects were obtained.

Our prototype system and preliminary results allowed us to understand many

cahlbration imues in the design of such a system.

Our results also demmntrate the capabilities of microwave technology

and nonlinear inverse scattering as a means of performing NDE on certain
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civil structures. We plan to further develop both our measurement system

and inverse scattering algorithms in order to image larger objects with a

quicker turnaround time.
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MONTE CARLO TECHNIQUES FOR PHASED ARRAY ANALYSIS
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ABSTRACT

Analysis of the effect of errors in phased array antennas is very well understood for special

cases. Closed form expressions, curves, and/or tables have been presented in the literature

to cover these special cases. However, simple expressions are not available for all

combinations of these effects. With the increasing performance of computers, including

desktop systems, Monte Carlo analysis techniques can now be used to quickly develop

models for any combination of error conditions. The individual contributions of each

effect can be isolated from the others and compared in statistical fashion as an aid to

optimizing the algorithms used in the operation of the phased array. This type of analysis

technique is also useful in showing the effects of long term degradation to the system due

to component failures.

Specific examples from three different types of arrays are presented to show the benefit of

Monte Carlo analysis techniques. A multiple beam phased array is analyzed to determine

optimum quantization level and function for amplitude and phase, optimum steering

algorithm for forming the multiple beams and minimizing interaction between beams, and

composite performance with all effects combined. Analysis of random and systematic

erors in components are shown for a radiometer antenna. Finally, the beam steering

algorithm for a spherical switched beam antenna is optimized with the use of Monte Carlo

methods, and the component tolerances ae specified based on the same analysis.
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i. 1NTRODUCTION

Error effects in phased array antennas can be divided into two types: systematic and

random. Quantization errors are a type of systematic error which create larger sidelobes

(quantization lobes) at certain angles relative to the main beam of the array. Random

errors, typically caused by tolerances present in the fabrication of the array and its

components, increase the energy in the sidelobe region and thereby reduce the main beam

gain. This paper presents examples of Monte Carlo techniques for analyzing these types

of errors.

The effect of quantization errors has previously been analyzed in closed form for single

beam phased array antennas. 1,2,3 Other practical effects which reduce the main beam

gain are relatively easy to analyze from standard array analysis techniques which use

vector addition of the elements in the far field. The results of quantization effects for

multiple beam antennas with interaction between beams is dependent on the steering

algorithm used. For these antennas, Monte Carlo methods offer an efficient technique for

evaluation the effects of quantization and even optimizing the steering algorithm to

Sthese effects.

Random errors in components used for phased array fabrication are usually governed by

allocating the maximum phase and amplitude deviation at the element based on the desired

maximum root-mean-square (RMS) sidelobe level.3 ,4,5 The individual contributions of

the components are combined in root-sum-squared (RSS) to obtain the element deviation.

However, this type of analysis assumes independent errors in the components. Here again,

Monte Carlo analysis allows a detailed understanding of the relationship between these

types of errors and the resulting array performance.
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2. MONTE CARLO METHOD

The Monte Carlo method, named after the gaming casinos in the namesake country, is a

procedure where a statistical problem, a deterministic problem of many variables, or a

combination is solved by running a large number of trials (simulations) and assessing the

performance results in probabilistic fashion. One early paper used this method to verify

analytical results of beam pointing error in phased arrays; the computer used was the

famous IBM 360!6 The Monte Carlo method is becoming much more practical and

effective as the power of desktop computers increases. Since the effectiveness of the

results increases with the number of trials (roughly as the square root of N), a large

number of simulations must be performed for accurate results, especially at the extremes

of the probability distribution curves. The best efficiency is obtained by using smaller

numbers of trials to determine gross effects, and once these effects have been mitigated,

using a larger number of trials to assess the final impact of the architecture on system

performance.

3. MULTIPLE BEAM QUANTIZATION LOSS AND ALGORITHM OPTIMIZATION

The first example of the benefits of the Monte Carlo method is illustrated by a multiple

beam transmit phased array. The requirement for this antenna is to transmit a single signal

to several users with the EIRP at each beam determined by the path loss to the target.

Since the quantization effects are deterministic, but the number of variables (beam

positions, number of phase and amplitude bits, algorithm, etc.) is large, the Monte Carlo

method was used. Figure 1 shows a sample radiation distribution plot (RDP) for a 10

beam case. By comparing the probability distribution curves for the reference excitation

(no quantization) of a random set of beam positions (repeated for each trial) with the

shifted curves that result when the amplitude and phase is quantized, the effect of
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quantization can be determined. As a verification of the approach and a check of the

accuracy of the coding, a single beam case was modeled and compared to the values given

in Skolnik for phase quantization.3 The single beam phase quantization effect is shown in

Figure 2. Figures 3 and 4 show the multiple beam phase and amplitude quantization

effects for the same array with 1024 elements given the initial beamsteering algorithm.

The beamsteering algorithm must consider the path loss to the user and position of the

user in setting the phase and amplitude weights in the array. Interaction between beams

can cause a change in the desired gain. The Monte Carlo method offers a means of

investigating the cause and effect relationship between algorithm and resulting gain

change. The initial algorithm assumes relative independence between beams and included

a margin to account for the remaining interaction. The curve in Figure 5 shows a low

probability, but rather large change in gain (extra loss). Investigation of this effect is easy

because the random beam positions are stored and the effect can be correlated to a given

case. Further analysis revealed the potential for significant improvement in the algorithm

through consideration of one type of interaction. Figure 6 shows the benefit of this new

beamsteering method and the lower required margin to offset the remaining interaction.

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF RANDOM ERRORS IN ARRAY CONSTRUCTION

Phased array antennas are constructed of elements, phase shifters, power dividers, and for

active arrays, amplifiers. Like all fabrication operations, these components very from unit

to unit in parameters buch as phase, amplitude, compression point, group delay, etc. The

Monte Carlo method offers a practical means of analyzing the effects of these variations

and conversely specifying the limits on the variations. One advantage of Monte Carlo

techniques over the typical RSS combining of errors in the element chain is that the actual

probability density function for each component can be used. This can be especially useful
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when analyzing temperature gradients in arrays, as the mean and shape of the probability

density fimction changes with temperature.

The Monte Carlo method was used to analyze the random phase and amplitude effects on

performance for a spaceborne radiometer antenna. The performance of the antenna shown

in Figure 7 at a 42 degree scan angle was evaluated for various random excitation

amplitude and phase errors associated with the fabrication and component tolerances. The

results of 200 Monte Carlo runs are shown in Table I. Three bit phase shifters were used

for all cases in this analysis. Based on the results in Skolnik 3, the use of 3-bit phase

shifters will result in approximately 0.23 dB loss in directivity over the ideal phase case.

The first entry in the chart shows the Monte Carlo simulation result of 0.21 dB. Random

phase and amplitude errors were added to the 3 bit quantized phase distribution. This data

provides a concise means of characterizing the antenna so that the system performance of

the instrument can be analyzed.

Table 1. Statistical data for the radiometer random error effects are summarized.

cAS ExcrrTAoN DIRCnvrTy PEAK PEAK PEAK OF BEAMWEDTH
ERROR LOSS SIDLOBE SIDELOBE DEAM

PARAMZTERS LEVEL LOCATION LOCATION
STDOFPHWAW STD/MEAN STD/MEAN NOMINAL STD/MEAN STDIMEAN

1 0/0. .00/.11 .00/-12.4 39.7 0/42 0/1.44
2 5/0 .02/-.25 .17/-12.4 39.6,39.8,44.4 0/42 0/1.44
3 10/0 .04/-.35 .35/-12.2 39.7,44.4 0/42 0/1.44
4 01.05 .05/-.22 .14/-12.4 39.7 0142 0/1.44
5 04. 1 .094-.21 .28/-12.4 39.7 0/42 0/1.44
6 5/.1 .11/-.25 .351-12.4 39.6,39.8,44.4 0/42 0/1.44
7 10/.1 .11/-.34 .451-12.2 39.7,44.4 0/42 0/1.44

note: The quntaition directivity los has not been taken out which is approximately .21 dB.
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5. BEAMSTEERING OPTIMIZATION OF A SPHERICAL ARRAY

The operation of the Electronically Steered Spherical Array (ESSA) has been previously

described. 7 ,8 This array uses cluster switching of elements on the sphere to alter the

beam pointing direction. The primary steering algorithm uses the N elements with the

smallest dot product between the desired pointing angle and the element location. The

number of elements has been determined by analyzing a uniformly illuminated sphere and

determining the radius at maximum gain. However, the element duster only has a circular

shape for 6 or 7 elements at the first increment greater than one element depending on

whether the center element defines a pentagonal or hexagonal lattice. The Monte Carlo

method provides a means of monitoring the gain versus number of elements in different

regions of the coverage envelope. Figure 8 shows the coverage reduction for the ESSA

antenna when the number of elements used varies from 6 to 9. The optimum number of

elements in the beam is 7 based on these Monte Carlo cases.

6. CONCLUSION

The examples in this paper show many benefits of the Monte Carlo method in phased

array analysis. With current computing resources typically available to the antenna

engineer, this technique often chracterizes the practical effects of both deterministic and

random variations in phased array parameters with less human effort than other

approaches. The method is most applicable to problems involving complex interactions of

deterministic and/or random variables.
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Fig•e l. Plot shows one case from the Monte Carlo analsis of quantization effects.
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DIGITAL BEAMFORMING
Warren F. Brandow IV, LL USAF

William R. Humbert

ABSTRACT

Last year we detailed the engineering difficulties involved in building a
digital beamformer. This year we will demonstrate two reasons for using a
digital beamformer. First, the flexibility provided by a digital beamforming
system will be demonstrated by providing the results of implementing
different nonlinear algorithms such as adaptive nulling, super resolution, and
array correction. Second, the accuracy of such a system will be
demonstrated by error analysis and correction. Flexibility and accuracy are
two very desirable attributes of today's radar and communication systems,
and with the cost of digital beamforming system hardware on the decline,
such hardware should be affordable in the near future.

FLEXIBIITY

Figure I shows a block diagram of a phased array antenna. In an analog
beamformer the data is not easily accessible until after the beam is formed.
Because information is digitized before the beam is formed in a digital
beamformer, data is accessible both before and after the beam is formed.
This enables the user to, in effect, sample and gain information about the
environment. This brings the antenna engineer, unfortunately, into the arena
of array signal processing.
As a distinguished antenna Phased Array Antenna
engineer whom we met at
Allerton last year put it, XT XT
"These days they just stick up
a dipole and process the hell W. wt  I
out of it!"

There are many nonlinear,
well understood algorithmso
that are applicable to digital

beamormig. e will
demonstrate two; sample
matrix inversion (adaptive
nulling), and the MUSIC
algorithm (super resolution). ROM I
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It is not our intention to discuss the theory of these algorithms, but their
practical implementation.

First we will demonstrate sample matrix inversion. This algorithm
involves sampling the environment and building a covariance matrix.

C = N

where,

C= the covariance matrix
N= the number of time samples
j= the time index
T= complex conjugate transpose
X= the signal vector

Once the covariance matrix is obtained, the weight vector which will null
unwanted jammer signals is given by:

w iC-1.5" (2)
where,

W= the weight vector that will null jammer signals
C= the covariance matrix
S= the weight vector that points in the direction of the

desired signal
FIGURE 2

The object of adaptive "

pattern nulling is to place nulls -,o
in the direction of jammers. To
test this algorithm we placed a -

jammer at -12 degrees.
Because the we were testing
Applebaum's algorithm, the 40

environment was sampled with
the desired signal off. After
running the SM! algorithm, we
tumed the jammer off, the 4M -M 40 20 2'0 4'0 6'0 60

T4TA
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desired signal on, and took an FoG--E 3

antenna pattern. Figure 2 is what
it looked like. As you can see, .i0
there is a null in the direction of
the jammer, but it is not as deep -20 -

as we expected it to be. This .30
result seemed to imply that we
were not completely nulling the -40

jammer, so we measured the
actual power of the jammer after
the beam was formed, before and -o

after adapting. That THETA

measurement indicated the
jammer signal was attenuated 56 dB, or the full dynamic range of the
antenna.

This apparent discrepancy was resolved by Hans Steyskal. He pointed
out that our jammer signal does not consist of simply a plane wave, the way
it does in computer simulations, but multipath from the jammer as well. The
SMI algorithm nulls out the total received jammer signal. When we took the
antenna pattern with the desired signal on, the illumination came from a
different direction and hence the total received signal, including multipath,
was diffemt. Therefore it was not nulled entirely. To verify this, we
concluded that if we measured the antenna pattern with the jammer on and
the desired source off, we should get the nice deep null in the direction of
the desired signal. Hence, Figure 3. Figure 4 is the same, but with two
jammers.

One handy feature of a digital beamformer is the ability to change the
weight vector almost instantly.
This makes it easy to apply or o/... / _

change an amplitude taper.
When we tried to adapt to
jammers and use an amplitude -2D

taper, the taper didn't work.
This is because the noise
eigenvalues of the covariance 40

matrix are not equal, as they
are in most computer
simulations. To correct this
problem, we diagonally loaded -M 0 M 4 W

the covariance matrix: THETA
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C=C+100oI (3)

where, FIU 5

C= the covariance matrix
I= the identity matrix .1o

Figure 5 shows that this -0
approach was successful (20
dB Taylor). However, we
all know that you don't get
something for nothing, and
the price paid for good
sidelobe structure is about 3
dB of null depth. At first
glance this doesn't seem like 8 .0 .M 40 -M 0 ,

much, but it can be THETA
significant.

With our system we have the ability to Amplitude modulate the sources,
and actually listen to the real time output of the beamformer. We can do this
because we have a D/A converter at the output of the beamformer which
feeds a speaker.

When we don't use diagonal loading and listen to the beamformer output,
we can't hear the jammer at all after adapting. The jammer has been
attenuated down to the thermal noise level. When we do use diagonal
loading to get a good sidelobe level and listen to the output of the
beamformer, we can still hear FIGM -

the jammer clearly (even -
though it is still attenuated
severely) because it is 3 dB
above the thermal noise. 10o

The MUSIC algorithm is
like SMI in that it also -5
samples the environment and
builds a covariance matrix. It
then uses the information in
the covarianm matrix to
resolve signals that are closer -M .= 0 10D 2 30

than a beam width apart. "ErTA
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Figure 6 shows two FIGURE 7

signals separated by less 0
than half a beam width
(1.7 degrees). It is easy to
see that MUSIC is
superior to simply
scanning the antenna. Q-•

Once you have
information about the
signals incident on the
antenna, you can use that
information for other . . . .

algorithms, like Dr. THETA

Mailloux's Antenna
Correction. This algorithm uses the information MUSIC provides to
digitally reconstruct element signals that are lost because antenna elements
are damaged. This is possible because MUSIC will still work with damaged
antenna elements. Figure 7 shows an antenna pattern with 3 elements
damaged, before and after Dr. Mailloux's Antenna Correction.

Sampling the environment and adapting to it is a clear example of the
flexibility of digital beamforming. We have demonstrated that it works not
just in computers, but with real data as well. Furthermore, the theory is well
understood (by array signal processing engineers) and the algorithms are
easy to implement.

II. ACCURACY FIGUR e

Figure 8 is an example of a 1
digitally sampled time signal. la
Both inphase and quadrature SD

components are shown. Ideally
both components would be
identical (except for a 90 degree
phase shift) and centered
around zero. In reality they are
not. Mathematically, the signal - 0 o 1D imo Xo

should look like: TW

S = A* sin(ox)+ A *cos(otW)*i (4)
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But in reality it is:

S=[A •sin(a) +10]+[.8. A ecos(ox+ 2)- 1O].i (5)

In addition to the DC offset error, the Q portion is not exactly 90 degrees out
of phase nor is it's amplitude equal to the I portion amplitude. These errors
are all introduced before the signal is digitized. Once the signal is digitized,
no further errors are introduced (except for dynamic range limitations).

Knowing what these errors were, we wanted to know if it was worth the
time and money to replace hardware and correct the errors. Lars Petterson
suggested that we use the FFT to filter out the error effects. By setting the
baseband frequency to 15.625 Khz, we forced the errors to show up at
different frequencies than the desired signal in the frequency spectrum. We
then zeroed those frequencies corresponding to errors and performed an
IFFT. Figure 10 is a comparison of antenna patters with and without the
errors. Our conclusion is that correcting these problems would be money
well spent.

Because our beawnformer is a 9 bit machine, what we have is a 32
element antenna with accurate and reliable 9 bit phase shifters. This is old
technology. We could do much better with today's technology (12 bits). If
you combine the ability to correct errors generated on the analog side of the
hardware, with high accuracy phase shifters, and no error introduction on the
digital side of the hardware, you can see the potential for a very precise
antenna system. We have demonstrated that such precision is achievable in
a real digital beamformer both by simply getting the hardware to work, and
by error correction.

FIGURE 9
0

-20

19-30-

-40

40 -20 0 20 40 s0
"THETA
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HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTING ANTENNA

ARRAY DEVELOPMENT

Livio D. Poles, James P. Kenney, Edward Martin, Jeffrey S. Herd

Rome Laboratory, Electromagnetics and Reliability Directorate
Hanscom, A.F.B. Massachusetts

The development of high-temperature superconducting films has sparked much
interest within the phased array antenna community. Using superconducting films
for the RF power distribution network of large array antennas can considerably
reduce ohmic losses and hence increase antenna efficiency. In this paper we will
discuss the results of our design process adopted to produce a 12 GHz, sixteen
element (4X4), high- temperature Yttrium Barium Copper Oxide (YBCO)
superconducting array.

1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have proposed [1,2,3] using superconducting strip lines for the power
distribution networks of large array antennas in order to considerably enhance the
array efficiency. Lower operating t enhance the array antenna noise
figure. These benefits are very important for space borne antenna systems where
RF power is at a premium.

2. ARRAY ANTENNA ARCHITECTURE
A novel multi-layer 4X4 element microstrip array [4] with the upper patches at
room temperature separated and thermally isolated from the superconducting
lower patches is used as the basic antenna design architecture. Figure 1 shows the
architectural design for the antenna array. The stacked patch array consists of three
dielectric layers which are, from top to bottom, a quartz superstrate, a vacuum gap
and a Lanthanun Aluminate substrate. Silver radiating patches were deposited on
the top surface of the quartz window. A lower network of power dividers and
microstrip patches was patterned on the top surface of the LaAlO3 substrate from
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a thin film of high Tc superconductor (YBCO), while a silver layer deposited on

the bottom provided the ground plane.

UPPER PATCHES ON QUARTZ
LOWER PATCHES ON LAalI

SIDE VIEW

.AMPE HoLM-

TOP VIEW

Fig. 1 Mf( rOTR ARRAY

The upper patches are exited by capacitive coupling to the lower patches, and thus

broadens the bandwidth by a factor of five over that of a single patch. A multi-

layer spectral domain Gree's function was used with the method of moments to

design the microstrip feed network and antennas [5]. This approach models all
mutual coupling effects, including surface wave resonance's. For simplicity, the
analysis assumes that the superconductor has inffite conductivity. This appears to

have been sufficient for the modeling of impedance and radiation properties of the

microstrip antennas and the modal phase velocity and characteristic impedance of

the microstrip lines. Several 4X4 arrays were designed and fabricated, with the

lower layer feed networks fabricated in both YBCO and silver for compariso
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3. CRYO-COOLER

The multi-layer microstrip stacked patch array was mounted inside a Janus
continuous transfer, cold finger cryostat, shown in figure 2. The cryostat has two

contiguous compartments, one outside the cold finger and one insade. The inside

compartment is used to transfer the cryogen, which in turn cools the cold finger.

•--it .COLD FINGER

ASSUALY i *o* Ewas

VACUUM
COUPARfI•fT

Fig. 2 ARRAY ANTENNA - CRYOSTAT ASSEMBLY

The outer compartment is evacuated to provide thernal isolation. The LaAI0 3

substrate with superconducting power divider network and lower patch array is

mounted on a brass fixture which is thermally coupled to the cold finger. Liquid
helium is transferred from a storage dewar through a flexible transfer line into the

inner compartment of the cryostat. The cold finger cools the superconducting array

assembly by conduction. The upper patches are virtually at room temperature and

are thermally separated from the lower patches by the vacuum gap. This gap

assists in maintaining the required thermal isolation between ambient tempeaus
and superconducting temperatures. For the proximity coupled microstrip antenna

architecture it is important to keep the distance between the upper and lower
microstrip patches constant. Precisely cut teflon spacers are used to separate the
arrays. Since cooling causes the cold finger to shrink in length by 1/32", directly
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attadcing the lower army to the cold finger is not feasible. In our design a specially
devised spring assembly provides the compensation for the inherent cold finger
shrinkage. When properly designed and constructed this spring assembly keeps the
lower array in contact with the spacer and upper array. To attain a good thermal
transfer across the spring assembly the lower array is thermally connected to the
cold finger by a flexible copper wire braid. A temperature sensor placed on the
lower array mounting fixture monitors the lower array temperature during
measureme. The lower array power divider network is connected to a standard

SMA probe. Wire bonding is used to connect the center pin to the lower patches
and power divider network. Cryogenic, minless steel jacketed, semi rigid coaxial
cable (.085- DiS.) provides the RF path between the power divider network and
the hermetically sealed SMA to SMA feed-through connector.

4. MEASUREMENT
Antenna radiation pattern and gain/.W_ width mN were performed with
the array at superconducting tempratures. Daft acquisition time was minimized by

using a folly automated mea ment sytem.

Ip 0I--1---4---- ----

Fig. 3 MEASUREMENT CONFIGURATION
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The array "turn-on" and "turn-of' transition temperatures were monitored as a

fAnction of time. Figure 3 shows the measure-- mt setup and instrumentation used

to perform the data acquisition. The cryostat, which holds the proximity coupled

patch array, is mounted horizontally on the antenna positioner. The antenna array
is accurately placed over the rotational center of the positioner. The cryogen
dewar and cryostat vacuum pump are mounted to the positioner and move with

the antenna during measurement. An HP computer controls the SA microwave
receiver, SA positioner/controller, HP synthesized source, and reads the array

temperature sensor. During the measurement the computer automatically stores
the receiver data and the temperature of the antenna. Isotropic gain vs. frequency

of the array is measured relative to a standard gain horn. Figure 4 shows that the

measured bandwidth for this array geometry is -10%.

11,A 4 11.9 1a W 112 a s I"

ReIuecrae

Fig. 4 ISOTROPIC GAIN vs FREQUENCY

The transition temperature of the array is measured vs. time by monitoring the
received power while recording the array temperature at one minute intervals.

Figure 5 shows the array "turn-on" and "turn-off" temp as a flmction of

time. The steep transition between the "tum-on" and "turn-off' temperattue

indicates, in part, a good quality superconducting film..
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40 -

40 W-

Fg. 5 TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

A well behaved antenna radiation pattern, taken at the center frequency of 12.2

GHz, is shown in figure 6. The measured isotropic gain for this array is 14.8 dBi

and compares well with predicted results.

40-

Fig. 6 H-PLANE RADIATION PATTERN

4. CONCLUSION
E pementemsu of the far field radiation patterns show excellent

agreement with predicted beunwidth directive pin resonant frequency and
bandwidth for the broadside and scamned beams. Integrating the prodimity coupled
array antenna architecure as part of the cryostat has eliminated the need for using
a radom& This antama-cyostat *-p * technique coupled with supeaior
antenna pefmanc make this emerging antenna technology very attractive for

many space borne antenna applications.
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DEVELOPMENT OF A DUAL FREQUENCY ARRAY FOR

ACTS SMALL TERMINAL

Martin L Zimmerman

Analex Corporation

Richarm . Lee

NASA Lewis Research Center

AbstraW

The Advanced Communicaftons Technology Satellite (ACTS) is

scheduled to be launched In the summer of 1993. Small (less than 1 m In

diameter), ground-based terminals will be used for conducting

experiments Involving this satellite. The Lewis Research Center is

developing a passive array that could serve as a small terminal.

This array would transmit linearly-polarized energy in the 29.0 -

30.0 GHz band, and receive the orthogonal linear polarization in the 19.2

- 20.2 GHz band. The array uses microstlip patches as the radiating

element. An FDTD code is used to design the patch elements, as well as

the beam forming network. This work is currently in progress. Results will

be presented for 4-element and 16-element subarrays.

1. Introduction

The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) is

scheduled to be launched in the summer of 1993. The purpose of this
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satellite will be to demonsrate communications technology in the Ka-

band. A number of experiments are planned with ground users. Some of

these experiments will require a small, easily-transportable ground

station that will operate from a fixed position. A ground station using a

sma (0.6 or 0.8 m) reflector antenna designed by Prodelin Corp. for a

NASA Lewis research program is being constructed at the NASA Lewis

Research Center. A flat-plate, passive array has the potential to be much

smaller in volume (due to the lack of a feed stxucture) and lighter than this

configuwaton. In addition, use of an army allows the power amplifiers and

low noise amplifiers (LNAs) to be distributed. This allows the use of lower

power amplifler (building a I W 30 GHz solid-state amplifier is still quite

challenging) and makes heat dissipation easier to manage.

2. Requirements

The uplink to the ACTS satellite is at 29.2 GHz, and the downlink

is at 19.2 GHz. This represents the largest challenge to an array design,

since these frequencies are separated by 50% in bandwidth. Since the

object is to replace the 0.6 m reflector antenna, the aperture size of the

array should be of the same order of magnitude. With a 1 W power

amplifier, the USAT terminal is expected to have 30 dB fink margin in

clear weather (most of which is needed to compensate for rain fade in

foul weather).
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3. Design

One design method would be to use separate radiating elements

for the two frequencies. This method is being used in an dipole/slot array

under development at JPL for their Mobile Communications Program.

However, since the uplink and downlink use orthogonal, linear

polarizaons, a single microstrip patch could be used for both bands, if

each set of edges Is designed to resonate at one of the pertinent

frequencies.

3.1. Feed Network

Initially, a design using one feed network, with two separate

feeding points on each patch, was investigated. Unfortunately, a great

deal of coupling existed between the two modes, making it difficult to

tune the resonant modes independently. The next step was to investigate

the use of separate beam-feed-networks (BFNs) for transmit and receive.

If designed well, this would give the added advantage of Isolation

between the receive signal and the much more powerful transmit signal.

In the present design, microstrip line BFNs are used for both frequencies.

The 30 GHz BFN is on the same surface as the microstrip patches. The

20 GHz BFN is located on the underside of a lower substrate, separated

from the patches by a ground plane. The 30 GHz BFN is located on top

because the quarter-wave transformers used for matching the 2:1 power
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dividers are smaller a 30 GHz. The top BFN must share real estate with

the radating patches, and therefore has less space to work with. The

feed structures are corporate in nature.

3.2. Feed mechanism

The upper BFN feeds into the microstrtp patch using an inset,

center-fed microstrip ldne (Fig. 1). The patch Is center-fed In order to

reduce coupling to the orthogonal modes of the patch. The lower BFN is

coupled to the patches using rectangular slots In the ground plane. The

microstrip fines are again centered with respect to the patch in order to

reduce coupling to the orthogonal modes of the patch. The slot is offset

towards the patch edge in order to achieve a better match. Slot coupling

is much easier to manufacture than probe-feeding, especially at Ka-band

frequencies. Once the separate substrates are etched, they are aligned

and attached with bonding film. The substrates used here are 10 mil

RT/Duroid 5880 (e• -2.2) with 3001 bonding ifim.

Based on work done at JPL1, adjacent elements are fed out of

phase. This is achieved by feeding opposite edges of adjacent patches

(Fig. 2).This is compensated for by putting a 1800 phase delay on one of

each pair of patches. The result should be that the reference-polaidzaon
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energy for each pair of patches should add, while the cross-polarizaton

energy should cancel out, increasing cross-pol isolation.

4. Results

The design process started with analyzing a single radiating

patch. A Finite-Difference lime-Domain (FTDT) code was used for this

analysis 2. FDTD allows for effects such as coupling between patches and

slots to be modeled without the delays associated with building and

testing antennas repeatedly. Different feeding mechanisms were

examined until the design set forth in the previous section was settled

upon. Using the data generated by the FDTD code, it is possible to

determine the return loss and far-field pattern of the antenna under study.

Once a final design was settled on, the patch was fabricated. Return loss

was verified using an HP 8510 network analyzer, and far-field patterns

were measured in the Lewis far-field test facility.

The design process was then repeated for a 2 x 2 array (4

elements). Two element spacings, 10 x 10 mm and 10 x 12 mm were

studied. Once it was determined that the 10 x 10 mm 2 x 2 element array

was well-matched, a 4 x 4 (16 element) army was constructed. In this

case, due to the large amount of time needed to analyze the antenna

using FDTD, the measurements were performed first. At the time of

writing, FDTD analysis of 4 x 4 had not been done.
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4.1. Single Element

FDTD predicted return loss of -16 dB at 19.2 GHz and -22 dB at 30

GHz. When measured, the return loss was -33 dB at 20 GHz and -36 dB

at 30.95 GHz. The difference in resonant frequency between FDTD and

measurement Is due to discretlzation errors that result from FDTD

quantizing distances into multiples of the grid size.Based on these

results, the narrow edge of the patch was increased slightly in order to

;ower the resonant frequency of the receive band. This slight effect was

included in later designs but could be modeled with FDTD without

changing the grid size, which was not desired. Using a near-field to idr-

field transform, directivitles of 4.1 dB at 19.2 GHz, and 4.4 dB at 30 GHz

were predicted. Measured patterns were in agreement with predicted

results.

4.2. 2 x 2 Arrays

Two 2 x 2 designs were tested. One design used a 10 x 12 mm

spacing and the other used a 10 x 10 mm spacing. Both designs worked

well, but since the 10 x 10 mm spacing was chosen for the 4 x 4 array,

only results for this array are shown.

For the receive band, FDTD predicted a return loss of -25 dB at

19.1 GHz with a bandwidth (return loss less than -10 dB) from 18.9 to

19.2 GHz. For the transmit band, FDTD predicted a double null with -28
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dB at 30 GHz, and return loss less than -10 dB from 29.4 - 30.5 GHz and

31.6 - 32.1 GHz. The receive band was measured at -18 dB at 20.2 GHz

with bandwidth from 19.4 - 20.4 GHz. For the transmit case (for which the

patch size had been slightly adjusted), the measured return loss was -36

dB at 29.7 GHz with bandwidth from 29.4 - 30.0 GHz.

The predicted receive far-field pattern had directivity - 9.9 dB at

19.1 GHz (Fig. 3,4). Radiating efficiency (ratio of energy in main feed to

forward radiated energy) was 75%. The isolation between the receive

and transmit feeds was -47 dB and the front/back radiation ratio was 6.1

dB (due to radiation by the coupling slots). The predicted transmit far-field

pattern had direcitvity - 10.6 dB at 30 GHz (Fig. 5,6). Radiating efficiency

was 80%. Receive/transmit isolation was -26 dB and the front/back ratio

was 13 dB. Figures 3-6 compare the predicted and measured patterns.

4.3. 4 x 4 Array

The 10 x 10 mm spacing was used for the 4 x 4 (16 element) array.

At the time of writing, only measured results exist for this array. The return

loss for the receive band was less than -10 dB from 16.8 GHz t 19.5 GHz

and a frequency sweep in the far-field range showed radiation to be

strongest in the 19.2 - 19.9 GHz range. In addition, transmission

measurements were taken between the feed points for the receive and

transmit BFNs. Transmission was below -30 dB in the frequency bands of
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interest and averaged about -40 dB. The ref-pol and cross-pol patterns

are shown for the phi - 00 cut (Fg. 7) and the phi = o9o cut (Fig. 8). The

highest sidelobe was down 11 dB and the cross-pol isolation was 20 dB

or greater. Figure 9 shows the 3600 pattern for the phi - 00 cut. The

frontiback ratio is 6 dB. In an actual array based on this design, absorber

would be needed to prevent stray signals from the back plane from being

received.

The return loss for the transmit band was less than -10 dB from

27.4 GHz to 29.8 GHz and a frequency sweep in the far-field range

showed radiation to be strongest in the 28.5 - 30.2 GHz range. The ref-

pOl and cross-pol patterns are shown for the phi , 00 cut (Fig. 10) and the

phi - 90 cut (Fig. 11). The grating lobes are very noticeable in the phi,

90 cut (6 dB down) but are down 16 dB in the phi - 00 cut due to the

narrower element pattern in this plane. The highest sidelobe is down 9

dB. The cross-pol isolation was at least 18 dB in the main beam region.

The 3600 far-field pattern is shown in Figure 12 for the phi - 0° cut. The

frontiback ratio Is 25 dB. This means that the absorber necessary for the

receive portion of the antenna will not have to absorb much of the power

radiated by the transmitting portion of the antenna.

5. Conclusions

A passive subarray for use with the 20130 GHz communication
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bands has been demonstrated. The transmit band matches well with the

ACTS system, but the receive bandmatching network may need to be

adjusted slightly. A 4 x 4 module has been shown to have good far-field

patterns in both bands.

Cross-pol isolation was not as good as that demonstrated by

Huang'. This is probably due to the fact that Huang's antenna was probe

fed, which means that the cross-pol energy came completely from the

microstrip patches. In this design, there is radiaon from the coupling

slots and also from the transmit BFN, which is on the same surface as the

microstrip patches. This is the probable cause of the higher cross-pol

levels predicted and measured. However, it should be noted that

construction of a probe-fed Ka-band array would be extremely difficult

Huang's antennas operated at 1.5 GHz.

Grating lobes are noticeable in the phi - 900 cut but are well

separated from the main beam. Since it would be difficult to reduce the

element spacing any farther, the grating lobe level could only be reduced

by increasing the element gain. This could be done with stacked parasitic

elements.

Once the 4 x 4 element design has been finalized, the next step

will be to construct a 16 x 16 element array. This is the largest such

structure that can be fabricated in-house. The eventual goal is to produce
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an array unit that can be used to replace the reflector antenna presently

used in the Lewis mobile terminal test bed (MTTB).
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Abstract

Endfre tapered slot antennas are a class of printed antennas that of-

fer the possibility of producing wide-bandwidth, wide-scanning phased ar-

rays that are compatible with integrated circuit fabrication and assembly

techniques. Single tapered slot antennas fed by stripline or microstrip can

be readily designed to operate over bandwidths exceeding two octaves and

arrmys have also demonstrated wideband operation in conhigumtions that

permit grating-lobe-free scanning over wide angles. However, mutual cou-

pling in the array environment has a dramatic effect on antenna perfor-

mance and many developers of small to moderate size arrays have observed

impedance and pattern anomalies reminiscent of scan blindness. Few exam-

ples of these problems have been reported in the literature and few analyses

have attempted to assess these effects and to develop design procedures that

eliminate or reduce these deleterious effects. This paper will present results

from one such numerical study that is attempting to determine the physical

pheomena that underlie the most catastrophic of these effects, i.e. scan

blindness. The behavior of the antenna arrays is quite good at all but a few

isolated frequency bands where a blindness appears and sweeps through a
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range of scan angles. Some of the results obtained so far indicate that the

grid spacings and the metalisation pattern of the antenna are of primary im-

portance and that the dielectric substrate modifies, but may not drastically

change, the performance of tapered slot antenna a•rays.

1. Introduction

Endfhre tapered slot antennas, also known as Vivaldi or notch antennas,

have been demonstrated to efficiently radiate wide-bandwidth signals1 - and

to provide wide-angle scanning capability in wide-band phased arrays". The

antennas are unique in their ability to operate efficiently in arrays with ele-

ment spacing varying from less than 0.2 wavelengths at the lower portion of

the operating band to approaimately 0.5 wavelengths at the upper portion.

Endfhre tapered slot antennas are frequently fabricated by etching a

flared slot pattern in the metalisation of a microwave substrate, but self-

supporting metallic fins are used also. The narrow slotline at the antenna's

feed can be coupled to a variety of t-a ion lines including microstrip,

stripline and coax. The transition at this point is important for achieving

wide-band operation.

Single elements demonstrate a wide VSWR bandwidth. Their radia-

tions patterns are very broad when the elements are electrically small and

are moderately directive (beamwidths of 300-60 are common) when the

elements are a few wavelengths long with aperture heights of one or two

wavelengths. The polaristion of single antennas is purely linear in the prin-

cipal planes if the antenna structure is symmetric, e.g. a bilaterial slotline

antenna fed by striplin.. However, relatively high levels of cross-polauisation

are observed in the diagonal planess- T.
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When used in arrays, mutual coupling between tapered slot elements can

be quite large, especially when the elements are electrically small and closely

spaced as in the lower portion of the operating band of a typical wide-band

array. Nonetheless, the antennas can perform quite well, exhibiting VSWR

< 2 over wide bandwidths and scan angles with active element patterns that

approximate the ideal cos 0 shape. The polarization of the field radiated from

large arrays mimics that of single elements, i.e., linear in the principle planes

and high cross-polarization in the diagonal planes. Unfortunately, however,

arrays of tapered slot antennas can exhibit scan blindnesses. Because these

blindnesses are so catastrophic to array performance, it is important that

they be identified early in the design cycle and that corrective action be

taken. To accomplish this, the phenomena involved in creating the blindness

should be understood and, hopefully, predicted by relatively simple means,

as for microstrip arrays'.

This paper presents several case studies of single-polarized, infinite ar-

rays of tapered slot antennas with and without dielectric substrates. The

studies are performed by using method of moments analyses that have been

developed specifically to treat these types of antennas 30-•1 . The goal of

the studies is to understand the fundamental principles that determine the

behavior of these antennas, especially scan blindness, and to characterize

these principles in ways that allow engineers to successfully design arrays.

One class of blindnesses has recently been characterized in this way1", but

other blindnesses remain illusive. However, even these blindnesses behave

in a somewhat predictable manner and case studies can be enlightening to

designers who must deal with these problems.
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2. Case Studies of Scan Blindness

All of the results presented here relate to arrays of single-polarized ele-

ments in a rectangular grid, an example of which is depicted in Fig. 1. The

shape of the radiating elements may vary from that depicted and, as noted

above, the antennas can be fed in a variety of ways. Also, self-supporting

structures without dielectric have been studied. In most cases they behave

similarly to a printed antenna having the same size, shape, and grid spacing.

2.1. X-plane Blindness When a/A. > 0.5

Scan blindness in phased arrays results from mutual coupling effects as is

well-known. For example, the active reflection coeffcient, r,, of an element

in an infinite array is83

r. = • .e$a-eJ' (1)
Gm-o 00-a

where C,. is the coupling coefficient from the element located at z = ma,

S=•nb to the element located at x = 0, i =0, k = 2w/>.,, u = sin 0. cosn#.,

S-= sin S. sin 4o, and (9o, q q) are the beam pointing directions. The coupling

factors are independent of scan angle, but the exponential terms in (1) clearly

change as the scan angle changes. In some unfortunate cases, at a particular

angle or set of angles, the terms on the right-hand side of (1) add together

to produce a reflection coefficient having a magnitude of one and, thus, the

array is "blind". However, it is sometimes more enlght to view the

scan blindne as a forced resonace of some guided mode traveling across

the aperture of the array. In the work of Posar and Schaubert', this point

of view led to a relatively simple way to predict scan blindness in microstrip

arrays.
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For tapered slot arrays of the type depicted in Fig. 1, one class of

blindnesses has been identified with a guided wave on a corrugated surface

derived from the array"2 . These blindnesses occur in the E-plane of the

array and exist only when the H-plane separation of the adjacent metalized

antenna surfaces exceeds A,/2. In Fig. 1, the separation a - t must be

greater than A./2. In that case, an electric field having a y component (the

dominant polarization of the array) can exist in the air-filled region between

the metalisation that forms the antennas. For certain critical scan angles

in the E-plane, this field takes a form similar to that of a parallel-plate

waveguide that has a short-circuit plane at z = -d and resonants with the

M- = -1 Floquet mode in the exterior region to create a guided mode of

the type that can be supported on the corrugated surface in Fig. 2. The

propagation constant in the y direction is only slightly affected by the shape

of the antenna slot, so the angle of blindness can be estimated from the ideal

corrugated surface depicted in Fig. 2, i.e., with thin, unbroken corrugations

of depth d and separation a - t. An example of the actual angle of blindness

and the angle predicted by the simple guided wave model is shown in Fig. 3.

Although the agreement is not perfect (indicating some loading effects on the

guided mode caused by the antenna slot), the trend is accurately predicted,

including a cut-off of the mode and no blindness for (a - t)/A. less than

about 0.55.

Further evidence of the validity of this simple model for the blindness

is contained in Fig. 4, where actual and predicted values of the blind angle

are compared for a tapered slot antenna. In this case, the prediction is seen

to be reasonably accurate over the range of frequencies where the blindness

occurs. This structure has no dielectric and is fed by a voltage source across

the narrow portion of the slot. Finally, the blindness is seen in Fig. 5 to
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be relatively insensitive to the thickness and permittivity of the substrate,

which further supports the theory that a guided wave in the air-filled region

is causing the blindness.

It has been observed that this class of blindnesses exists only in the E-

plane of the array. Furthermore, since it only occurs for a - t > Ao/2, it is

not important for arrays that scan to wide angles in the H-plane and, thus,

must have H-plane spacings no greater than A./2. However, this blindness,

which occurs very near to broadside, can be a severe limitation on element

spacing for arrays designed to scan only in the E-plane or to scan mainly in

the E-plane and cover a limited sector in the H-plane.

2.2. A Blidneaa for Grid Spaecing Less Than Ao/2

The example presented here illustrates a blindness that occurs for grid

spacings slightly less than A,/2. The antenna, which is depicted in Fig. 6,

is comprised of self-supporting metal fins without a dielectric substrate. At

0.448 GHz, the grid spacing of this array is about 0.48A., an E-plane scan

blindness occurs at 9 = 23°. This blindness cannot be predicted by the

simple corrugated surface model, and it appears to be somewhat dfferent in

behavior from that type of blindness. In particular, the array is essentially

blind over a portion of the s - v scan space. The active input resistance of

the array is plotted in Fig. 7 for the B-plane and two intercardinal planes.

The very low values of R.e indicate that the army is essentially blind in each

of these scan planes. The trajectory of the blind angle in z - v space is

shown in Fig. 8. The trajectory follows a path along which , = sin 9. sine0.

is pr mtely constant, which allows the antenna designer to estimate

the uable scan volume after I ning only one or two points along the

trajectory.
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2.3. Rffect of Gapi in Metalization

When fabricating arrays of antennas integrated with active modules, it

may be advantageous to construct units comprised of one radiating element

"and its associated active components. These units could be individually

tested and then plugged into a backplane distribution network to form the

array. A ground plane with openings for the radiating elements would com-

plete this array (see Fig. 9), which could be repaired quite easily by replacing

defective units. Parfltt and Griffin14 have recently analyzed an array of this

type comprised of printed dipole elements. Although this modular construc-

tion allows simpler component testing and repair of defective elements, array

per'formace may deteriorate significantly. The Smith chart plots in Fig. 10

show that the introduction of gaps between the elements causes a blindness

to appear at 12.1 GHs. As with the other blindnesses reported in this paper,

the metalisation is morne important than the dielectric substrate. Changing

the relative permittivity of the substrate from 1 to 3.8 causes the blindness

to move only from 14.5 GHs to 10.25 GHs (Table 1).

Table 1. Effect of Dielectric Permittivity

on Blindness of CWSA

er Frequency of Blindness
(GHs)

1.0 14.50
2.2 12.10
3.8 10.25
6.0 8.70
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3. Summlary

Although arrays of tapered slot antennas can potentially operate over

wide bandwidths and scan to wide angles, the unsuspecting designer can

easily encounter severe anomalies in antenna behavior. This paper has pre-

sented cae studies that illustrate scan blindness. By studying these and

other examples, some characteristics of the arrays can be determined and

some design guidelines can be inferred.

* One class of scan blindnesses is associated with guided waves on a coru-

gated surface. These blindnesses occur in the E-plane when the H-plane

spacing exceeds A./2 and they can be predicted by a simple model.

e Other blindnesses occur for grid spacings less than ,,/2. These blind-

nesses depend upon grid spacing and the metalisation pattern of the

antenna, but are not strongly dependent on the dielectric substrate.

e Gaps in the metalisation between the antennas can create blindnesses

and should be avoided, if possible.

Further work is needed to c the performance of taper slot

antenna arrays and experiments are needed to verily the characteristics pre-

dicted by the numerical studies.
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Abstract Large mnicrostrip arrays exhibit low efficiency mainly because of losses associated with
long microstrip transmission lines. One way to overcome this problem is to replace parts of the
feeding network with alternative low loss transmission lines, such as the waveguide. The
efficiency of the array is also partially determined by the efficiency of the waveguide-to-microstrip
transition. In this paper, a new waveguide-to-microstrip transition is proposed. By using the
waveguide instead of the microstrip line as a primary feeding network, losses are reduced and also
the power handling capability of the array is considerably improved.

1. Introduction

In the past, many different waveguide-to-microstrip configurations were proposed. Some
of them are shown in Figure 1. In the transition shown in Figure Ia, a microstrip line is physically
connected to the ridge of a single-ridged waveguide, which transforms into a regular waveguide.
This transition exhibits a relatively good SWR, however the power transfer efficiency is low and its
mechanical characteristics are marginal(the amount of pressure imposed by the ridge on the
microstrip line is critical). In Figure lb, Ic and Id the coupling is achieved by an aperture in the
large/transversal wall of the waveguide. The main drawback of this configuration resides in its low
coupling level. This limits the applicability of the transition which can be used only in very large
arrys, where the required coupling-per-element is compatible with the power coupling levels
reported in [1].
In this paper, a new waveguide-to-microstrip transition is presented. The measured coupling is
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higher than ones reported in the past, and the its losses are shown to be low. Two microstrip
arrays using this transition were built and tested. The measured characteristics of these two
antennas prove the improved performance and widen the appficativity of the proposed transition.

2. The waveguide-to-microstrip transition

Similar to the waveguide-to-microstrip transitions described in [1], the coupling of the

improved waveguide-to-microstrip transition is achieved through an aperture. However here, the
aperture is a rectangular slot in the narrow wall of the waveguide and the slot axis is parallel to

the waveguide axis (Figure 2). This geometry is similar to the classical waveguide slot arrays, only

in this case, the slots are used as a means of power transfer rather than as radiating element. A

four-port coupler similar to the one described in Figure 2 was built and tested. The waveguide is
WR75 type and the microstrip line is a 5011 fine printed on a 31 mil thick dielectric substrate

having a relative permittivity of 2.22 (Duroid 5880). Two cases were tested:

1. Port U terminated in a matched load (S31 is shown in Figure 3).

2. Port II terminated in a short (S31 is shown in Figure 4).

The first test measured the coupling plus the losses of the transition, and the second test to
measured the transition efficiency. The coupling level is quite constant across the band (here 10 to

15 GHz) and does not exhibit any resonant type of behavior as shown in (2]. For this particular set

of parameters, the waveguide-to-microstrip coupling is found to be about 10 dB. This level of
coupling is higher than the one reported previously in the literature and is encouraging since it

allows the use of waveguide as feeding networks even in small microstrip arrays where power

handling is of concern.
Assuming that the dielectric losses and conductive losses are very small, the main source of losses

is the slot radiation. The loss of this transition was computed from the S-parameter measurements

of the second circuit and found to be about 0.5 dB.

Loss=1-SI112-IS31f -IS4112  (1)
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3. Applications

A. The 2x2 microstrip array

Two 2x2 microstrip arrays similar to the one shown in Figure 5 were built and tested: one

fed by a microstrip line and one fed by a waveguide terminated in a short. The H-plane pattern of

the two arrays are shown in Figure 6 The patches are 2.2x2.2 cmn and are printed on a 31 mil

thick dielectric substrate having relative permittivity of 2.22 (Duroid 5880). The distance between

the two patches (in the horizontal plane as well as in the vertical plane) is 0.5AX0 The waveguide

is WR187 and in both cases the slot in the array ground-plane is I cmnxO.. cm. The microstrip fed

array is well matched at 4.46 GHz and the waveguide fed array at 4.38 GHz. This shift in

frequency is due to the different contributions of the feeding transmission lines to the reactance of

the transition self impedance. As in other slot transitions, this one has the equivalent circuit shown
in Figure 7, where

Yc - is the coupled microstrip self admittance.
Yac - is the aperture (slot) self admittance looking in the microstrip direction.

Yaw - is the aperture self admittance looking in the waveguide direction.

Assuming the same distribution for the electric field in the aperture (non-resonant slot), the

behavior of Yc and Yac in this case is identical to the one reported in [2]. The difference between

Yaw and Yafin (2] seems to be the source of the shift in frequency mentioned above. These two

quantities are given by:

Y-= I E'(Yz)Gm'(yzy 0,z. ) k(yozo)ds ds. (2)

Y. = f Eo(YZ)Gn"'(YzY0 ,zo)E' t(yo,z0)ds dso (3)

where G 'y,yz;yozo) (M-microstrip line, W-waveguide) are the Green's functions associated

with the feeding transmission lines.
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The backlobe appearing in the waveguide fed array is due to diffraction from the waveguide flanges

which were too close to the patch. Unlike in the microstrip fed array where the slot is the source of

the back radiation, in the waveguide fed array there is no direct source for back radiation.

B. The 2x4 microstrip array

In this case, two 2x2 subarrays of the type described above are fed in series by a WRI87
waveguide. To obtain a symmetric excitation of the two subarrays, the length of the slot closer to

the waveguide excitation is about 10% smaller than the second one. The distance between the

centers of the two slots is Xg, which is about 9.5 cm. This distance is three times 0.5 4,. as it should

be, to insure equal spacing for all the radiating elements. The H-plane pattern is shown in Figure 8.

4. Condusion and future work

A new waveguide-to-microstrip transition was presented. The coupling levels are
considerable higher than ones previously reported in the literature. This transition can be used in the

integration of primary feeding network with microstrip sub-arrays increasing the array efficiency and

power handling capabilities. Two microstrip arrays were built and tested. The modeling of this

tranisition, which is currently in work, will allow a detailed design of such an antenna.
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Abstract

The goal of neural beamforming is to develop neural network processing architec-
ture which can perform aspects of digital beamforming with imperfectly manufactured
or degraded phased-array antennas. Neural beamforming techniques offer the potential
of greatly decreasing manufacturing and maintenance costs of phased-array antenna
systems while increasing mission time and antenna performance between repair ac-
tions. At last year's symposium, we introduced a neural beamforming architecture,
NBF, based on adaptive radial basis functions, which demonstrated the ability to
"learn" the single source detection function of an $-element array having multiple un-
known failures and degradations. At that time we had not thoroughly analyzed the
single source problem space to insure that our gradient descent approach for converg-
ing network weights was robust at finding a near-global minima in the function space.
In our subsequent research, we have developed an alternate technique to exactly cal-
culate these weights, using an LMS (least mean square) based pseudo inverse. We
incorporated this technique into a new network, LINNET, and compared it's overall
performance to the original NBF network on ten sets of X-band antenna measure-
ments under various conditions. We present an analysis of the weight-error surface
which reinforces both our hypothesis and our empirical results that the NBF network
requires very few iterations to converge to an acceptable solution. We also present
an empirical analysis of a critical network parameter, o. and a preliminary technique
which shows promise for predicting the optimal value of this parameter in the future.
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1 Introduction

Standard antenna beamforming algorithms, such as monopulse, require highly calibrated
antennas because they depend on antenna elements having near-identical behavior and per-
formance. These algorithms typically do not adapt well to uncalibrated antennas or antennas
with system or element degradations. As phased-array antennas become larger and more
highly integrated into physical structures, the production and maintenance costs to achieve
this uniformity become increasingly prohibitive to the use of large antennas for many military
and civilian applications.

The requirement for identical elements results from a lack of adaptive beamforming al-
gorithms capable of managing the complexities introduced by non-identical elements with
unknown behaviors. Traditional techniques synthesize aperture behavior as a mathemati-
cal combination of well-behaved individual element and receiver channel behaviors. Neural
beamforming, in contrast, attempts to approximate overall aperture behavior from a finite
number of discrete observations of that behavior under varying circumstances. If we assume
that antenna aperture behavior is a continuous function, it is theoretically possible to model
it with a neural network trained at discrete samples of points along the function. This model
can then be used to predict antenna behavior at other points.

We previously presented a neural beamformer, NBF, based on an adaptive radial basis
function network, which was successful at approximating the single source location function
with measurements from a degraded eight-element linear X-band antenna [6]. Our experi-
mentation with that network ledi us to question whether the gradient descent function used
to adjust internal network parameters was, in fact, achieving a global minima in the output
error space or simply falling into local minima.

In this paper, we present a new variation on the NBF network, called LINNET, which uses
a linear algebra technique to exactly solve for one set of internal network parameters, instead
of an iterative gradient descent technique. LINNET uses an LMS-based pseudo inverse to solve
exactly for the output weights to minimize the network error for any particular training set.
By developing LINNET and comparing it's performance to NBF across a variety of antenna
measurements, we were able to qualitatively measure NBF's ability to converge these output
weights to an approximate global solution. We present a comparison of LINNET and NBF
when the networks are used to locate single sources at 1 angular intervals after being trained
with samples at 10* intervals. The networks are compared for ten measurement sets taken
under various signal-to-noise and interference conditions. Our results indicate that NBF's
gradient descent performance is very close to LINNET's exact solution.

We present an exploration of the weight-error surface and the topography of a typical
weight-error map. The shape of this surface confirms our hypothesis and our empirical re-
sults that the NBF network requires only a few iterations to converge to an acceptable
solution. We also address two different techniques to determine the optimal a values of the
Gaussian radial basis functions.
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2 The Adaptive Radial Basis Function Network

This section presents a brief overview of the Gaussian radial basis function neural network
architecture used with the eight element linear phased array digital beamrforming antenna
for adaptive direction finding. More detail regarding the network and the experiment can
be found in a previous paper [6].

This experiment is part of a larger effort to achieve real-time processing of received
antenna signals independent of antenna dimension or antenna degradation. Other research
sponsored by Rome Laboratory indicates that this goal is supported by incorporating a paral-
lel computer into phase-array antenna systems to process antenna element information in par-
allel. Each node of the parallel computer would receive signal information from one or more
antenna elements, process this local data, and send the output to a global processing system.

The requirement for real-time processing independent of antenna dimension generated
two specific guidelines for the neural network architecture. First, it is desirable that the
network have a processing delay which can be kept constant regardless of the dimension of
the inputs. Second, the network should have a minimum number of layers (layers defined by
computations that must be performed sequentially). Thus as the number of inputs increases
(as the dimensions of the antenna increase), the size of the network layers should grow at
the same rate, and no additional layers should be required.

The radial basis function network architecture reportedly satisfies all of these constraints.
The mathematical basis for these networks stems from the fitting (approximation) and re-
gression capabilities of radial basis functions [8, 101, combined with a feedforward neural
network architecture whose single "hidden" laver should not grow faster than the number
of inputs [1, 7]. We initially chose a three layer network architecture, consisting of an input
layer, a hidden layer of Gaussian radial basis functions, and an output layer whose nodes
compute a weighted sum of the outputs of the hidden layer nodes. A diagram of this network
architecture is shown in Figure 1.

As documented in [91, we found that using raw antenna measurements (consisting of
either inphase and quadrature signal components or the amplitudes and phases of the sig-
nal) as inputs to the network yielded unacceptable network performance. We developed a
preprocessing method that determines the phase-difference between radiation received by
consecutive array elements and then uses the sine and cosine of this phase difference as in-
puts to the network. The evolution of this input preprocessing technique is discussed in [9].
With respect to Figure 1, the input nodes broadcast this preprocessed data to the hidden
layer nodes.

The hidden layer performs a projection from the input space X into a space denoted by
%P, such that (1 , ... , ýq) E T, where q is the number of nodes in this hidden layer. Each
hidden node performs a mapping [-1,1]% --+ R given by

~ (z)2¢,= e-E" (1)

where n is the number of components in each input vector, (X, X2, .. , X,) E X and xih denotes
the output of the ith hidden layer node. Based on the analogy that each W'i represents a
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Figure 1: Adaptive Radial Basis Neural Network architecture, as used in the Neural Beam-
formner.

Gaussian function, the a? can be considered as the diagonal entries of the covariance matrix
that control the spread of each Gaussian "bump". Alternatively, a linear space analogy
would be that these oi are weight parameters used in computing a weighted norm. That is,

0i = e (2)

where z and mi denote the vectors whose components appear in Equation 1, and the oi
subscript indicates a weighted Euclidean (L) norm.

A radial function is one whose evaluation depends upon a radial distance from a given
point called the center of the function. For each Oi, mi is the vector denoting this center,
with components given by (rMil, rni2, ... , mnt). Thus II: - rnM,112 denotes the (weighted) radial
distance from any vector z, where z E X, to the center mi.

Each output node computes a weighted summation of the values generated by the hidden
layer nodes, that is

q

Yj= wijoi (3)
i--1

where the wii values are termed the weights. Thus the output layer maps T --+ Y, Y being
the space of all possible angular directions to the source, where (yi, Y2, .... y) E Y for r output
nodes. Hence the term basis in radial basis function network indicates that the output lies
in the linear space spanned by the outputs of the hidden layer nodes. Note that the output
of the network for a single-source resolution network could be a single number indicating
the angular direction to the source. However, since a future goal of this research is multiple-
source detection and resolution. we designed our network so the output consists of a vector
whose components represent angular "cells". The output values of these cells indicate the
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presence and strength of targets within those angular bins. The number of network output
nodes therefore limits our potential angular resolution.

In keeping with the neural network paradigm, the determination of the optimal weights
wii is by a modified gradient descent algorithm known as 'backpropagation'. The optimality
criterion is a least mean square (LMS) error, where the error is the difference between the
actual network outputs and the desired network outputs for all of the training samples. Each
training sample consists of a measured input to the network for a given angle to a radiating
source, and the corresponding desired network output for this angle. The radial basis function
network is adaptive, that is it adds hidden layer nodes during the training phase whenever
the network performance is unacceptable and there are no hidden layer node centers located
in the function space 'close' to the current input. Whenever a hidden layer node is added,
the center m, is set equal to z, the vector value of the outputs of the input nodes for the
input that yielded the unacceptable performance. The new weights wij for this node are
set to values that force the network output to be within an acceptable interval about the
desired output. Each oi for the new hidden node is set to an initial value which is either
predetermined or else dependent upon the 'spacing' of the input vectors (see Section 4).
Additional details regarding the network architecture and the adaptive training algorithm
can be found in two articles by Lee [3, 4). Although we followed the basic algorithms given
in these articles closely, we also implemented variations based upon experimentation with
our specific problem.

3 Weight Optimization Using LMS

The radial basis function neural network paradigm of Section 2 includes a modified gradient
descent optimization of the weights (the wii of Equation 3). Unfortunately, it is just this
weight optimization that introduces several vague aspects into the network design, such as
requiring the network designer to choose parameters for which the literature only contains
general guidelines. Two of the most important of these parameters include the descent
stepsize, and the stopping criteria. The choice of the stepsize dictates the convergence speed
of the weights and even whether or not they will converge or oscillate. One popular approach
is to slowly change the value of the stepsize based on some monotonically decreasing function.
This requires the choice of the initial stepsize value and the decreasing function. The weight
changes must eventually stop, which is generally done when the network output error (the
desired versus actual outputs for the training set) reaches a predetermined value, a value
which must also be chosen by the network designer. And regardless of the choices for stepsize
and stopping criteria, the gradient descent algorithm suffers from the possibility of stopping
at a local, instead of global, minimum.

This section presents another approach to solving for these weights based on linear algebra
techniques. Although the basic ideas have been previously presented [121, this paper gives
new results regarding the choice of the most important network parameter. the ai from
Equation 2. This linear algebra algorithm finds the globally optimum values for the network
weights in the least mean square (LMS) error sense, using a matrix pseudo-inverse. Note
that these weights will only be optimal with respect to whatever data is used to form the
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corresponding matrices (see below). This means that if the linear algebra approach is used
as a direct replacement for the modified gradient descent weight optimization in the neural
network, the weights will only be optimal for the training data, not any other data.

To convert the network to the linear algebra paradigm we change notation slightly from
Section 2. Each input vector xvk consists of n components, i.e. k = 1, ... , n; there are N input
vectors, 1 = 1, ..., N. The N input vectors are the preprocessed data described in Section 2
computed from N phase measurements at N source angles. A subset, q, of the N input
vectors is selected to train the neural network by solving for the weights. For example, if
N were 121 (corresponding to a 1 data interval from -60° to +60*), we could train the
network on the measured data at 100 intervals, in which case q would be 13. Data not used
for training is used to evaluate the network's performance (see Section 3.1).

Before we discuss training, we define an N x q Gaussian function matrix t which includes
all Gaussian function evaluations. The evaluation of each Gaussian function (the 4Pj of
Equation 1) is denoted by 0ji, where I denotes the input vector number as above, and i
denotes the Gaussian number, i = 1,..., q (i.e. there are q Gaussians). Each Gaussian's
center (see Equation 1) is given by mik, with i denoting the the Gaussian number, and
k = I,, ... ,n the vector component. The N x q Gaussian function matrix is

ON.,q = [0i]

40 =[exp 204(4)

with1 I,...,N and i = ...,q.

For network training, in the example above, select rows 1 - 1, 11, ... , 111, 121 of 0 to form
a 13 x 13 training Gaussian function matriz, 0g, which is used below in the LMS solution
for the network weights. Next, however, we describe how the network output vectors are
evaluated.

Output vector 1 has components yii for I - N and j - 1 .... q. The elements of the
output matrix, Y, are weighted linear sums of Gaussian function values.

q
YN.q = [Y31] = [E O iWij]

i=1

Y=- W (5)

The N rows of Y are the N output vectors. We know the desired outputs at the q
training angles (-60°, -.50, ..., +50°, +60*). This corresponds to the rows of Y with I =
1,1, , ... ,111, 121 which we use to form a 13 x 13 desired output matrix Yd. The wij are the
weights from Equation 3. Note that W is a q x q matrix. If we have the weights, IV. we can
compute a predicted output vector for any input vector using Equation 5. Next. we describe
the LMS solution for the optimal weights, W.

We solve for the LMS optimal weights based on minimizing the cost (error) function

(yI' - 42 W)T (Y, - $0W), (6)

where OtW approximates the desired output. The steps for computing the optimal WV are:
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1. Collect input data, i.e. the zik, for N measurements at N known source angles.

2. Use a subset, q in length, of the N input vectors to form a q x q matrix O,. These q
vectors are also used as centers mik (see Section 2).

3. Solve for W using the LMS solution which minimizes the cost function of Equation 6
[2], yielding w =tO)-.T (7)

The expression

is one of the left inverses of Ct. That (OTot) is invertible, yielding this unique solution to
the LMS problem, is guaranteed by the linear independence of the columns of 6t [11]. In an
upcoming paper we discuss the relationship between the linear independence of the columns
of 4t and the specific physical configuration of the experiment. With respect to the results
reported here, the tt matrix always has linearly independent columns.

3.1 Backpropagation Versus Linear Algebra Weight Optimiza-
tion

Theoretically, solving for the wto weights via the left pseudo inverse should yield network
performance superior (for the training data) to that when the weights are found with the
modified gradient descent algorithm, given that the performance is measured in terms of
the least mean square (LMS). This implies that LINNET, the name of the network with the
weights optimized using the pseudo inverse, should always outperform the neural network,
whose weights are optimized using a modified gradient descent weight optimization, for a
root mean square (RMS) performance criteria over the training data. Our empirical results
verified this, given that the other network parameters (such as a') are kept constant. This
section addresses the question of how LINNET performance compares to the neural network
for data that are not part of the training data. The name LINNET is inspired by it being a
linear algebra based network.

Table 1 summarizes the performance of both the LINNET and NBF neural networks over
ten different data sets. Each data set was collected within a short period of time during
which the antenna's performance and configuration was assumed to remain constant. A
data set contains the input vectors for source angles in one degree increments from -60° to
+60°, for a total of 121 sample points. The training samples from each data set are those
input vectors (and corresponding desired network outputs) at every 10 degrees, i.e. 13 of
the 121 data points. Once the network weights are calculated, the network performance is
computed over all 121 data points and reported in the table as RMS angle error in degrees.
The RMS error is computed as

1 121

12 (,, - j)
121
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Best a for LINNET Best a for NBF
Data Set LINNET NBF LINNET NBF

0_ RMS Error RMS Error a RMS Error RMS Error

TEST97 0.800 0.41 1.06 0.640 0.50 0.53
TEST92 0.850 2.01 2.00 0.835 2.01 1.9T
TEST87 0.800 1.46 1.42 0.760 1.46 1.41
TESTSC 0.750 1.67 1.72 0.705 1.67 1.59
DATA1 0.750 1.43 1.34 0.750 1.43 1.34
DATA2 1.000 14.98 15.24 0.810 15.45 15.06
TEST80 0.850 0.47 0.67 0.700 0.53 0.54
TEST95 0.750 1.37 1.31 0.735 1.37 1.29
TEsT60 1.300 1.93 2.37 1.000 1.98 1.95
TEsT59 0.800 0.47 0.88 0.665 0.52 0.56

Table 1: Comparison of NBF and LINNET RMS Error Performance

where 0, is the source angle and ii is the angle predicted by the network. The row labels
are the names given to the different data sets. They represent different signal to noise ratios
or minor changes in the physical configuration of the experiment, except that DATA2 was
collected with coffee cans stacked in front of the array, and TESTSC incorporated a metal
mesh screen mounted around the array to simulate an airframe superstructure. For the
results reported in Table 1 all of the oj values are the same, i.e.

i = aj i0j = 1,...,q

where q is the number of Gaussian functions. The columns under "Best a for LINNET"
show the RMS error for LINNET ("LINNET RMS Error") and the NBF neural network
("NBF RMS Error") with all the ai set equal to that value ("oa") which optimizes the
RMS performance of LINNET. Similarly, the columns under "Best ar for NBF" report the
RMS error performance with all the o, set equal to that value which optimizes the RIS
performance of NBF. Note that the ai optimization is reaccomplished for each data set.
Table 1 implies that the performance of the LINNET and the NBF neural network are very
similar, especially when using the ai values optimized for the NBF, which is as expected.

3.2 Weight Sensitivity and Neural Network Training

One of the reasons for using the radial basis function network architecture is its reported or-
der of magnitudes reduction in the number of iterations required for gradient descent weight
optimization versus that required for backprop networks based on the sigmoid neuron func-
tion. Our results substantiated this trend, with the neural networks reported here achieving
their performance after only three weight optimization iterations. With respect to these
results we have found the probable reason for this rapid convergence, as shown in Figure 2.

The W(3, 3) and W(12,13) axes represent weight values for the weights 'connecting' the
output of the third Gaussian with the third output vector component, and the output of the
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Figure 2: LINNET Performance vs Weight Changes

twelfth Gaussian with the thirteenth output vector component, respectively. The optimal
values (found with the LMS algorithm) for each weight lie at the values denoted by 10 along
the axes. Each unit value along the axes represent a change from the optimal value of ten
percent. Thus a value of 20 denotes a 200 percent larger value than the optimum, while a
value of 1 represents a ninety percent smaller value than the optimum (i.e. only one tenth
of the optimal value).

Figure 2 is just one of many such plots created, and every one had the same basic shape,
steep sides and a flat bottom. Although we didn't generate every possible plot (that would
involve all possible pairings of the weights), we believe that the actual multidimensional
error surface has the same basic 'shape'. Thus if the initial neural network random weights
lie on a steep side, the modified gradient descent search should reach the bottom plateau
relatively quickly. In addition, the flat bottom implies that weight values anywhere along this
plateau should yield near optimum network performance. Thus the neural network would be
expected to obtain near optimal performance in significantly fewer gradient descent iterations
for this particular problem. than for many other types of problems, which is exactly what
we discovered. This also implies that continuing the weight optimization would not lead to
any significant increase in performance, also consistent with our empirical observations.
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4 The Major Network Parameters

One major advantage of the linear algebra approach is that it does not require certain
variables involved with the modified gradient descent weight optimization technique (such
as the stepsize and stopping criteria) inherent to the neural network paradigm. However,
both the neural network and linear algebra approach require determining values for two
major network parameters, the Gaussian function 'centers' and the norm distance weighting
(the Gaussian variances), which are respectively the mij and the a, (the root of the variance)
from Equation 1. For both of these approaches the choice of the centers is dictated by the
nature of the 'training' data; the centers are chosen to coincide with the location of the
training samples in the input space X (see section 2 and [6]).

4.1 The oi Values

Consequently, the values of the ai remain as the major network parameters (disregarding
the parameters associated with the backpropagation weight optimization). This section
addresses two methods used in this research for determining oi values. The first is to simply
set all oi equal to the same value. The 'best' value can be found by an optimization procedure.
The second method is to set each oi independently, based on the Euclidean 'distance' between
the Gaussian function centers (the nik).

The first method is the simpler of the two and also satisfies our requirement that com-
putations for the Gaussian functions require only local data (for a detailed description of
data locality see [6]). This means that the computation of each oi does not require any
information that depends on the presence or absence of any other Gaussian functions except
the it0. Since this method sets all a, values equal to a predetermined constant,

ari =o ij =1.,q

each ai can be computed independently of any other Gaussian function. Figure 3 shows
how the NBF neural network RMS angle error varies as a function of ai (same value for all

i= 1, ... , q).

Experiments with LINNET also demonstrate the same type of relationship between the
RMS angle error and the value of ai; a steep decrease in RMS error with increasing ai until
an optimum value is reached, after which the RMS error only increases slightly for further
increases in a. To determine if this relationship varied markedly with different training set
granularities, we repeated the NBF neural network training at every 5 degrees (instead of
every 10) which yields 25 training points instead of 13. Figure 3 shows the results both for 10
degree (dotted line) and for 5 degree (solid line) training sets. Halving the granularity had
no appreciable affect for this, nor for any other, of the data sets that we investigated. Note,
however, that the optimum value of a (i.e. minimum RMS error) is different for the two
training intervals, .5* and 10". Note also that these optimal values are different for various

measurement sets, as shown in Table 1, although the relative shapes of the sigma-error curves
are similar to those in Figure 3.
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Sigma versus RMS Error: Training at 10* and 5* increments.
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Figure 3: RMS Network Error vs Constant o'i Values

The second approach uses different values for os for each i, computed as a function
of the Euclidean distance between neighboring Gaussian function centers (m40). Although
this violates the locality requirement described above, this technique yielded a substantial
increase in network performance for some of the data sets. A description of this approach
follows.

For each 'new' Gaussian function i that is added to the hidden laver during training (see
[6]), the Euclidean distance d4 to the last previous Gaussian function i - 1 is computed by

di= , Imi,k - m(i-.)•l 2  i = 2,...,qSkl

kill

with d, set equal to a predetermined constant. One analysis has shown that the scaling
factor in the weighted norm of Equation 2 should be proportional to the distance between
the centers of the Gaussian functions [5], i.e.

1

0,"2 = dis d,

where dis denotes the proportionality constant, and theoretically, dis < 1. Thus one formu-
lation for computing ai is

1
= 2. dis. di" (8)

This technique yields a different ori for each Gaussian function, yet requires setting only one
parameter, dis. Just as with the first approach that used one value for all aj, the results for
this approach reflect computer assisted searching for the optimum value of dis.
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Figures 4 and 5 show the LINNET RMS angle error performance with respect to both of
these approaches for two of the data sets. In each figure the curve labeled "sigma" shows the
LINNET performance with all of the oi values set equal to a constant. Note that this curve
can be directly compared to the neural network performance (same technique for setting
o4) from Figure 3. These two curves (labeled "sigma") show the same basic shape as that
from Figure 3. The two curves labeled "dis" show the LINNET performance using the ao
computations from Equation 8. For the DATA1 data set this second approach (using dis)
yields approximately fifteen percent improvement, while for the TEST92AA data set, the
first approach is slightly better. These two plots are included because they represent the
two ends of the spectrum. For the other data sets the use of Equation 8 yielded something
between zero and fifteen percent improvement. Ongoing research is still trying to determine
what physical characteristics influence this spread of performance improvements.

5 Conclusion

We developed a new network, LINNET, which solved exactly for the output weights to min-
imize the network's RMS-error across a training-set. We compared this network to NBF,
which uses a gradient descent technique which minimizes the error by converging these pa-
rameters. Our comparisons of these two networks verify our hypothesis that NBF is finding
an acceptable near-global minimum after very few training iterations. We presented a typ-
ical "bowl-shaped" tomography of an error-weight surface which indicates why this is not
surprising. Finally, we presented two techniques which were tested to determine an optimal
network a,. We determined empirically that the better choice of technique varies between
data sets. An area of ongoing research is the investigation of physical parameters of the
antenna array and environment which influence this performance improvement.
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ABSTRACT
Microwave neural networks are introduced as radar signal clustering netwrks for applications in

ESM systems. Some early designs and ther associated problems are then explained. Finally, a new
kind of structure is proposed, making use of the signal phase in ft classification process. The results
provided by some simulated tpologies are shown and discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modem ESM processors must provide an effective interception performance in today's increasingly
dense and complex signal environments. Moreover, they must provide accurate analysis in less than 1
second [1]. Hoen, fast signal clustesing and classification represent demanding needs.

Ant=e arrays ae siable for fas sipal processing, either by using disaibuted digital networks
or direly by means of microwave structures such as Rounan Lenses or Butler Matrices [2].
Furthermc adaptive antenna arrays [3] may be viewed as a form of mintelligent! microwave system.

They can respond to an unknown signal environment by processing the army outputs adaptively,
attempting to optimize the signal-to-noise ratio at the front-cod or receiver om-pu. Their intelligent
behaviour consists of producing th appropriate problem-solvmg respon when faced with a particular
problem stimulus. However, their skill is limited to a very specific tL Similar systems should be
"ab to associate responm to stimuli, and hece to generalize - that is, snall input changes produces
small output changes. Such behaviour is exactly that of "custering" or "classification".

Theeo, the original adaptive arrays may be evolved to recognize and classify emissions. As a
nmat of fact, one of the most primitive and common activities of animals (man included) is sorting
like items into groups. These groups are defined by patterns which are recognized, thus enabling

classification. In broad sense, this is fundamentally the platonic philosophy of perfect structures, in
which there is a set of "ideal fr'ms" from those the real world preseat the observer imperfect replicas.
In psychology, pattern recognition is defined as a process by which ".. external signals ame converted
in meaningful perceptual expericomm [4].

Adaptve arrays, in spite the fact that they can learn, we unable to maintain the acquired knowledge
as the adaptaion process is endless. They ae continuously Imming from new data and discarding
previous information. Obviously, while presenting such behaviour, such a system is unable to

undecode th information stared in its synaptic weights.
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Essentially, there are two main phases in intelligent behaviour. The first one is the learning phase,
in which some specific ability is slowly acquired. The second phase occurs when the skills that have
been learned ae put into practice, which is referred as application phase [5]. Microwave neural systems
conform to this two step framework.

The main objective of microwave neural nets in this application is to provide radar signal
clustering for ESM purposes, using microwave hardware. ihis should improve system integration and
enable the received and analysed radar pulses to be directly sent to the ECM subsystem without further

need of weconstructing detected signals in real thne.

2. ANTENNA ELEMENTS AS SENSORIAL DEVICES

In the scene analysis discussed in the previous section, one can define the pattern space as the

domain of data observed by the sensoy organs or devices.

One way to characterize a signal s is to assign it to a range of finite measurable relevant

paraimneters. The column vector x in such space is

SX 2
X(1)

wherexi = fi(s), and (fiiffj. is a set of measurement procedures, or primitives, into which s is

These primitives can be of two types. They are either parameter specialized, when each sensitive

organ or measuring device is able to wodi selectively over one unique specific parameter, or generic, in

which case all parameters ae processed at once, but in differnt ways, by all measuring devices.

Most ESM systems detect the incoming signal and then obtain parameter specialized primitives.
The approach suggested here is, however, towards generic primitives that are obtained from

inho geo antenna arrays. Naturally, the more inomg o the array (that is, the more its
elements differ from each other), the more it is able to react differently to signals of differnt fequency,
polarisation, bearing, etc... Therefore, by presenting better sensitivity the network has improved

condiions to cluster the incoming signals into well separated subsets. Such clustering may not be

viewed as being "right" or "wrng" since ther e many possible criteria that may be adopted. A set of
clusters will not be unique, and new insights and understanding can arise from clustering results, thus

unveiling unexpected solutions. Nevertheless, multiple classification procedures are able to minimise

the eFrors in a desired classification, once combinations of different results are exploend.

Usually, in order to cluster the incoming signals, the network will have to learn from a set of
examples. This is cognitive system operation. Microwave networks, however, are different from

conventional neural systems as they must base their capabilities on the phase response rather than the
amplitude response, being so a very particular class of neural systems.

3. INITIAL MICROWAVE NEURAL APPROACHES

whe first microwave system that we considered used signal amplitudes as the basis of its
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clssification (6]. It was a typical "btck-pro"pgaion network [r wher the firs layer bad enhanced
processig capability since it could daa with the complex stimuli output by the amenna aray.

The delarre, LIM (ro-mean-aquare), or Widrow-.off laning method, implicit to the back-
paupapon paradigm. calculates an arrmr value given by

dj- yj (2)

when

c- is dre dais•ed meponme, mad

yjis the desired output expressed by

Yj = •' wijxj Lj) (3)

w w g(.) is a generic nonlinear function (usually a sigimoidal curve);
Xj is the input to neuron j;
wij is the synaptic weight value from neuron i to neuron j; and

Lj is the ftrehold value of neuron j.

The adjusnents of each w(j,i= 1,2,....n) is given by

w4 t+1 = wij. t + gjXj

whert I is a positive scalar, 0 < < , wsed t contl te learning rate.
In the proposed system the first layer performed complex weighting and sum, but outputs only

scalar values. It work as if ft incomg microwave signal were detected just after the combiner by a
non-liner device. Thus, in spite of the fact that the variables Xj dWj (the synaptic weight vector

formed by the several individual weights wij ) are complex, yj, dj and 5 are real scalW values. In fact,

this complex layer is an interface that conforms the microwave signals to the rest of the system, a
regular back jaupagation network as shown in Fig 1.

The activation function g(.) for this f&rt layer was defined as

g(x) 2 .. (5)
1+x 2

This function is close to the typical sigmoid. and in fact coresponds to t opertional curve of
mcrowave in the mall-signal regime, wher x << 1. Table I shows the differees between

the two types of layers applied.
The three antennas considered for the simulations were of different polaisations: vertical,

horizontal and left-liand circular (LI). The gain of all thes elements were considered constant: over all
the frequency band. Ibis will not be mwe in practice, of coum ea d such a constraint was adopted only

to amplify calculations. Two signal pmeters were chosen as being of particular intrem frequency
mudpoarizumin.
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The training set comprised three signals: one 9 GHz LHC considered as a threat, and two friendly

emissions, one at 8 GHz horizontally polarized and the other at 10 GHz 450 slant polarized.

Fig 2 shows the progress in performance of this network along the learning phase. The

genmeliz capability is presented in Fig 3.
Thes results were rather promising; nevertheless a problem rises when one has to consider that

the incoming amplitudes are completely beyond the system's control. It is not possible, in pmrctice, to

determine the incoming signals amplitude in advance, and so the training process is simply prohibitive

with such a wide range of possibilities. Another difficulty is that if video layers are introduced there is

no advantage in terms of fast ECM reaction.

A second system was further investigated in the laboratory [81 in order to avoid these practical

restrictions. The clustering process should now be carried out in terms of the output phase rather than

in the amplitude.

This simple apparatus is shown in Fig 4a, and it had phase-weights only, in order to be easily

assembled. Two classes of signals were established. Class A comprised a I I GHz vertically-polarized

and 12 GHz horizontally-polarized signals. Class B contained only a 12 GHz vertically-polarized signal.

This system's responses are indicated in Fig 4b. It is verified that the two classes were successfully

clustered, each one in one semi-circle after only 10 trial-and-error weight settings. These responses were

shown as well to be robust to 100 MHz variations and to 300 tilts in polarisation.

4. HIGH PERFORMANCE MICROWAVE NEURAL SYSTEMS.

Recent investigations delineated the complex Widrow-Hoff method [9] to realise the learning

routine to such complex phase-networks. This rule, although originally intended to amplitude based

systems, has no restrictions in trms of phase and so is well suited to the present case. The adjustment

procedure is now defined by:

wj, t+l =- Wj, t + 2pzeX* (6)

where the symbol 0 denotes the complex conjugate, and all varables are assumed to be complex

except for 1, which is a real calar.

In this manner, the generic microwave neuron is pictured in Fig 5.

Since the clustering inforcdon is carried on the output phase, there is no need to place a

nonlinearity after the linear combi. This follows because unequal amplitudes are expected at the front

end of the combiner, consequently the final phase is not the sum of the individual phases. Thus, this

process by the phase viewpoint is intrinsically non-linear. A second advantage in avoiding non-

linearities is that this avoids the possibility of internnodulation.

Some possible architectures for these systems we illustrated in Fig 6. The emissions are considered

to come from boresight. Extra plhme shifters could plhme-ster the sight angle of the may if necessary.
The simulations were made considering a frequency range of -300 MIz to +300 MHz around the

central frequency of the training signal.
Fig 7 presents the results for a simulated single neuron trained to sepaate one 8 GHz horizontally-
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polarized signal fom a 9 GHz vertically-polarized and a 10 GHz horizontally-polarized signals. A
second clustering could be defined separating now the 9 GH-z signal from the other two. It may be seen

that if both responses we analysed, then each signal could be pinpointed.

"lhe response for a more challenging training set comprising a 9 GHz vertically-polarized and a 10
OHz horizontally-polarized signals considered Class C, ana a 9 OH-z horizontally-polarized signal as
being Class D, is presented in Fig .

A more complex network which we have named "the Fish" is shown in Fig 9 to cluster now 3

signals as belonging to Class A ( the same two in Class C plus an 8 OHz 450 slant polarized signal)
from two defined as Class B ( comprising class D plus a 10 GHz LHC polarized signal). The results for

the output neuron () are provided as well as for one of the neurons of the second layer (u). It is

interesting to note that (u) has a better performance than (f) after these 300 training loops. The
redundancy is quite itresan for reliability purposes.

S. CONCLUSIONS

Microwave Neural systems have been studied, and appear to provide a possible alternative to
conventional techniques in performing radar signal clustering in real ime. The results obtained dhrough

MATLAB (10] confirmed that these systems are potentially useful for ESM purposes. Nevertheless,
them are yet several points to be established to realise in practice such networmks with high degree of

confidence, such as:

a) the responses of phase shifters and amenu oamplifiers are not indpendt of frequency,

and so their particular msponses may need to be included on the training,
b) the pIecision of the phase shifters must be examined;

c) the use of lensoids, that is, lens-like stuctures with suitable edges shaped not to provide
beam-forming, but clustering-forming may be studied as well; and

c) the possibility to pefm unsupervised learning may need further investigation.
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A NEURAL NETWORK ALGORMITM FOR IMPROVING
THE PERFORMANCE OF DISTORTED REFLECTOR ANTENNAS

R. J. Bastian, W. T. Smith
Department of Electrical Engineering

University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky 40506-0046

Absbtrt
Reflector antennas need to be electrically large to achieve the high gain, low side lobe

pafoumance required for various remose sownsn and space comnctosapplications.

These larg reflectors are susceptible to distortions in the reflector surfame The distortions

in the mffface are due to gravitational and thuemal forces and structural design details such

as support ribs and slos between panels. Active mechanical adjustment: of the surface can

compensate for the large surfaceedslc ets At higher frequencies, the subtle residual

error can remain electrically significanL ewoanei compensation may be used to

supplement the mechanical techiniques. In this paper, an electromag-_n-tic surface error

compensation technique using a neural nework computing algorthm is presented.

1.0 Intoutn
Adaptve reflectr ufaoeteholoiescanmechaaicly compensatfor largr peC

reflector antenna surface distortions caused by gravitational and thermal. forces.

Eetoagnetic compensation for sunface, arors can be used to supplement mechanical

technques at frequencies wheoe subtle residual wrors in the reflector surface renmain

electrically significaL -lctoagnetic copnaintechniues are implemented with

algorthmsi that control the amplitue and phase of wany Seed element

The constrained lows squares (CLS) compensation method matiches the actual

apeutur field of a dismnred reflector to some desired apemture field distribution at discrete
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points1 . In a previous study2, the CLS compensation method was found to be relatively

insensitive to errors in the amplitude and phase of the complex excitations. This robustness

prompted further investigation to determine whether neural network compuding could be

used to approximate the compesaton performance of the CLS technique3.

The advantage to using the neural network algorithm is that, once trained, the large

computational overhead associated with the CLS would be relieved, thus facilitating near

real-time control of surface error induced pattern effects. R'aining the networks can be very

burdensome. Decomposition of the surface error results in an approximate superposition of

excitations which relieves a great deal of the computational burden associated with the

training. Brief summaries of reflector surface error effects, elecromnagnedic compensation

techniques and neural networks are given in the next two secions. The issues c

the training of the networks are summarized and a neural network compensation algaithn

is outlined in Sect. 4. Exmplecompekaonclculations re presented in SectionS. The

study is summarized in the lIant section.

2.0 Reflector Surface Errors and Compmtiou TIcmiques

In this section, the effects of surface errors and existing elctromanetc

cmpe on methods are summarized. The study of raft surface prof•ile errors is

g011raldy separtd Mito two claMes: random and deterministic surface errors. Random

surtaceerror analysis gezealy conmreflectors Withrough surfaces. 1'fe6ets ofrough

surfaces usUMly analyzd uoi statistical methods. Deterministic surface erros ase

from sructural design details (ribs, slos, etc.) or dtortions due to gravitational or dhmal

fot

Random surface eors have been the topic of several investftions. The average

eff cts of random surface errors and how rough mrfaces degrade the manna performance

are well understood. Thle ects of random suic errors cannot be compensaed for in
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practice due to the resulting wide field distribution across the focal plane. Hence, attempting

to compensate for the roughness would require an unrealistically large feed array.

Slowly varying deterministic surface errors cause interference in the radiation pattern

near the main beam and also in the fields near the reflector focus. Errors that exhibit periodic

behavior are often mc re destructive as they can cause significant grating-type lobes in the

radiation pattern and the focal plane field distributon4. It has been shown that periodic eors

with increasing spatial frequency across the aperture cause distortions in the radiation pattern

farther from the main beam than the lower spatial frequency (slowly varying) errors5. The

slowly varying errors also cause distortions in the focal plane field distribution near the

focus. Therefore, these slowly varying-types of rors can be compensated for using a

moderate size feed array.

Eleclromagnetic (EM) compensation for surface errors is accomplished by using an

array feed to capture unfocused energy around the focal point and adding the indivdual feed

signals in a coherent manner. There are several techniques that have been used to perform

this colaent summing of the signals.

Rudge and Davies 4 wrote one of the most referenced papers for electromagnetic

compensation for surface errs. Their compensation approach exploits the Fourier

transform relationship between the aperture field distribution and the focal plane fields on

reception. A second Fourier transform is peformed using a Butler matrix feed4 . The initial

hardware implemezation was restricted to a cylindrical reflector system4 . In their

conclusions, the authors cited practical problems for implementing the technique for

two-dimensional problemS4.

Conjugate field match (CFM) for reflector antennas has been widely used by many

investigators for both reflector scanmni aid elecmn ec compensaon. The technique

aempm to maximize the power received from oruanmitued in agivendirection. TheCFM

excitation coefficients for an array feed are proportional to the complex conjugates of the
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received focal plane fields of each feed element when the reflector is illuminated by a plane

WaVe6.

Bailey7 developed a method for computing the array feed excitations that modify the

o mated distorted reflec fields such that they approximate the desired fields of a

smooth reflector at discrete pois in the aperture plane. The fields are approximated in a

least squares sense 7. It was discovered that while the patern imnproved, the method could

came unacceptably high spillover loss. This was remedied by adding a constraint to the

solution that limited the spillover power to reasonable levels'. This is known as the

constrained least squares (CIS) tehimque.

The CIS compensation technique is very computationally inmensive. Computing the

array feed excitations can take several hours. The results of a previous study showed that

the CIS method is fairly insensitive to errors in the amplitudes and phases of the complex

emcitations2. In this study, the feasibility of approxinmai the CLS technique wit trained

neural networks is demonstrated, Using the neural networks to comput the compenaion

excitations greatly reduces the computing time and facilitates near real-me control of the

surface error effects. Discussion of the neural networks used in this study is presented in the

next section.

3.0 Multiple Layer Feed-Forward Neural Networks

Neural networks are highly parallel, interconnmeted networks of simple computing

elements loosely modeled ater neurobiological systems. The most popular applications of

neural networks are in the field of pattern recognition. The basic computing elemeats are

stop functions or other olina fumctons. The ements are called nodes and are

ineconecte by wights that e adapted through a traing p . Neural networktypes

e defind by the notwork structure, nodal chaadstics nd the training or learing rules.
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Multiple layer feed-forward networks are used in this study. Feed-forward networks

are trained to provide a mapping from a given input space to a desired output response.

Given a number of input-output pairs, the multiple layer feed-forward networks can be

trained to learn some underlying function.

The structure of a multiple layer feed-forward network is shown in Fig. 1. The

network consists of a set of input nodes which are typically interconnected to one or more

hidden layers of nodes and eventually to a set of output nodes. The interconnections are

weighted. With the exception of the input nodes, the output of each node is the weighted

sum of the previous layer node values passed through the nonlinear function. The nonlinear

function used in multiple layer feed-forward networks is the sigmoid function. The sigmoid

nonlinearity allows the network to approximate a continuous valued function. An example

sigmoid transfer characteristic is shown in Fig. 2.

OUTPUT PATTERN

k L OUTPUT LAYER

... HIDDEN LAYER

w(ji)

I INPUT LAYER

INPUT PATTERN

Figure 1. A schmaotic depiction of a multiple layer feed-forward network. 7Tis
example has only one hiddm layer.
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Figu 2. An exwnple of a sigmoidfunction transfer characteristic. The output of the
sipmoid function Is bound between 0 and I.

The network is trained using the backpropaganon training algorithm. A number of

known input-output pairs are presented to the network. The weights are initially set to small

random numbers. The values for the known inputs propagate through the network In

general, the outputs [ok) will not match the desired known outputs (t4). The error at the

output is given bys

E = 17(tk - o,) 2  (1)
k

The weights are then modified using a gradient algouithm to try to minimize the errO The

train4 process is continued with the known input-output pairs until the weights converge

to within a specified uoerance.

Mw trainin can be vry atm consuming. In this study, a conjugate-gradient method

was used to speed up lhe aining. In the conjugate-gradient algorithm, the gradieot of the
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erro with respect to the weights was calculated globally for all the patterns. The weights

were then updated using a varable step size. ib shorned the training ame considerably.

The compensation algorithm using the feed-forward network is described in the next

section.

4.0 Electma Compensation Using Neural Network Computing
A neural network algorithm for emulating the CLS compensation method is outlined

below. The are two approaches to taining neural networks to compute CLS compensation

excitations. The first approach would be to train up a multilayer feed-forward network with

a very large number ofpermuttations and combinations of surtce error profiles with varying

amplittudes. This method "coven all the bases" but it suffers from having no organized

training plan. It would also be difficult to measure the networks peformance to determine

the number and types of training patterns required for the network to learn the CLS

operation. It would in all likelihood be very large and training would probably be very

tim-consumn.

A second approach atempts to overcome these difficulties by decomposing the

surface erro profile into a Uunaed. Fomier series apprxmation. Working with this

approximation, the compensation can be obtained through superposition of a well-defined,

finite set of-rained networks. The advantap of this method is that ft training is systematic

and organized. It is easier to evaluate the peftmance of this systmn and make corectioms

to it. The formulation of this oignized neural network elec agnc ompenaion

algorihm is given below.

The physical optics/aperture integraton (M0AI) foramulton was decomposed into

an approximate superposition ofradiation integrals. In this initial study, infinie cylindri

refletors were used. This simplifies the mathmatical completies and yields greaer

insight by reducing some of the numerical dficulti Fig=u 3 shows the reflec

geometry. Thm lead way elements ar ass•umed to be y-polaried. The PO/AI somion for
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the radiaed electric field from fhe anenma in Fig. 3 is given by9

-? jb?. e• T(O) (2)

End T"(O) 9

T(O)= f (2N x J'] eP•"ds' (3)

whereN is the surfam normal, r is the magnetic field at the reflector sufahce dueto the fbwd

array, r' is the vector that locates the points of integration nth r an P is le umit

vector in the direction of observation.

iX, x'

• ~I|

Flgwr. 3. Genevyfbr doe bV~nlte cylinkdria reflctor.

For a disWt d refliecor it is desired to sproximt the surfac as a smooth parabola

plUS a finite sies of pertbation cou, f. , x'). In this study, a truncatd Fourier

series wa chosen to approxismat the surface errmo profile. TMe devimon from a smooth
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parabola is give by

W Ccc$I bx)+ S. Ssinf (4)b= ( D D(4)

wher C,., S. are the amplitides of the Fourier arms, C.6, Sa1 ae the number of paeiods

of the cosine or sine across the reect dismee D. After considerable manipulation, the

integral from (3) for a distorted reflector with small errors can be be approximated by the

dec-mposition9

rn- N-

AOL)- Z TaXO + I. TX - (M + N -I)To(O) OD
0-m1 R-ii

where T,.(() is equivalent to the integral from (3) for a reflector wih a cosine erro ot

magnitude • and , periods anrsm ttediamter, S(P) is equivlen tothe imegral from

(3) for a reflector with asine error of magnitude Sm and S•, periods wothe diameter, amd

T*() is equvalat to the ingral from () for a smooth rnffeao Tberefoe given the

Fourier coefficients of the surface distortion profi the compeuiation excitations for a

distorted reflector may be dwmnined as a sum of compesmo- n exctaions for the

individual reflectors with cosine and sine erroar using the radiation inteal deomposition
from (5).

It is thi decop ion whi alOWaS for bte org2dneural networkc aon

training algoritm. Ihe CLS method is used to compute the training dM ( e on

excitation) for sae of reflec with cosine and sine arror Wc si n to the tms in

(5). Tbe CLS data aeus to train as ofnmral network to interpote the CLS excitatim

SiventheFouriercoeffidente . AdWa•allstra•nithisproceducisshowninFig. 4. Each

network comnssts of I input node that corresponds to the Fourier coeffent for a give sine
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or cosin a error. The number of outputs for a network is twice the number of feed elemen

haf are for the real pans of the excitations and half ae for the imaiary parts of the

excitations. For each network in this study, there was one hidden layer.

Measured Dcmoesfee-rMAN
suface data into finite Fourer swearieus EWP

Compeassatio
Exdttiom

Pitur 4. Diagram lilumtg th mulllayerfeed-forward (MLF) network
unimplmenaton of the CLS method using she radiaton intgral
decopositdon method.9

5.0 Compensation Resftl

IU firs example is used to ilustrat the valdity of fth aro isai in (5). Mae

refleco geometry is that of Fig. 3. The focal length to diamer ratio is FID=1.0 with a

diameW of 100.. Th efeed ray has 13 dements spaced 1.0 spo.t The ' leents are

assumed to have a "cos )"--tylpe poa n with q•8. The distoaton proffil is given by9

A= (0.03A)cos( lo- ) + (0.02,) sin(1201/)7e (6)

which corresponds to cosine and sin arors with 2 cycles across the dia . Figure 5

shows the radiation pmern for the smooth reflector, diatoted. reflector withut

c pnsatin and the ditorted. refilector with dhe actual CLS compesation (no

approximaon). Fiu 6 shows the ompma wen the pformaceoeactua CLS

copnsation to thet achieved by computin he CLS excitations for individual reflect

distred by the cosine and sine from (6) and superposing these individual eciatiom usins

the aWpomationg ivenin(S). "Mepfm itb methods inFig. 6is alioideicaL.
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Figure 6. Compoison of the perfomnnwce of the actual CiS compmation method -
no approximation (dot-dash) and dke swqerposlion of individual CLS
ecuitations (dash-square).9
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The second example flusnates the neural network compensation technique using the

decomposition in (5). The reflector is the same as in the first example with the exception

of the surf•ac error profile which is now9

A = (0.015) COS((0-'- ) + (0.0221)cos(•I -) +

(7)

(0.0271) sin (2ý) + (0.01U) 32~'

Ibis A has multiple spatial frequency errors with 1, 2 and 3 periods acoss the reffector

diameter. The carrar not only causes high side lobes but also, scans the main beam off

boresight.

The neural network compnspation is accomplished tbrough a set of 10 trained

networks representing the first five integer spatial ftequencies of both sine and cosin type

errors. As noted above. the input to a network is the amplitude of the Fourier component.

Ther am 40 nodes in th hiddm layer and 26 outputs for each network. Figure 7 shows the

radiation patns for the smooth and l distorted reflector. Figur 8 sho the

radiain paner de to a disWe rxfec withou _msation, with the oriinal CLS

compensatin, and with the mral network suepstion. Figure 9 compares the original

CLS solhoaandbhen anaetwo souiomtothedeired smothrefleo pammr. Afew

of the near-in sode lobes far the neural nework method are slightly higher than those for the

originalI PS compensation. hisis partly duetothe qrg nomatons mid assumptions made

in formulating thde decomposition of the radiation integral (5) and partly due to the neural

network simulation of the CLS c ps io ique.
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Pipw 7. Radfato panenufor th aooth rq~ecwr (somd) and a distorted rflcsor
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FIgure 8. Radfatkn patt•rufor a diAtote rfleMr for no comena (dashed),
orisa CU co-mpnsato (soid), and naed network campenaton (vtiangla).9
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0 - smooth
cis-total

AA nn-sum
-10

20 A

~-30

-40

A

-50
-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5

Angle (degrees)

Plur P. Radialio pauvenfor a auOOt relector (solid), dosorted rqlecor wfa
original CU oneato (dashed) and neural netwkr conWpenaulon (irijqwgle4

Wh~ile ther is alight degradtatn in the copHation pelrforance, a hignifi~cu

uadvamag is gained in copttonlsed. Once uuaned, fte neural network solution is

much faste than the orignal CU. mefthd Thble 1 shos a typcal coMNapIso of sbouton

timesfOrthCcylindrICalreifictWrs 7thimprvnemi speed shouldbe muchgreaterww

workin with parabooidal uefectomn. e origimlC S aloitm can take several hour

to pro*=c the alcitatom while the neural network algouitbm Will coutinuc

to tak just a few Seconds.

Table .Corpattow d in 9Wqulresneutfor the b~bnft ecylindical rqfecror

ccmpewadoNpebnfium EFuuple 2. Mhecalakdaon *wee peufonned oni a Sun

SPARCstatdon 2.

IOriginl CIS inethod 2mi~nuteas 31 second~s
Naiuul network cmpsaoa method 1<2 secondsI
fluinig ime for new*a networks 5 to 10 Minume per network
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6.0 Summary

This study analyzed an existing electromagnetic surfae error compensation

technique, CLS, and a new neural network formulation. The multilayer feed-forward neural

network was investigated for its ability to approximate the performance of the CLS

ccxnensaion technique. The radiation integral decomposition allowed for an organized,

systematic way to train the st of networks and provided the means for easy expansion and

modification.

The results showed that the neural network algorithm provided nearly equivalent

performance compared to that of ft original CLS method. "Te advantage of using the

nral network algorithm is its compumonal efficcy. The training can be time

consuming but is performed up front. Once trained, the neural network method is very fast

and make neara real-tdie control possibl&
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THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF
MICROSTRIP REFLECTARRAYS USED FOR

MOBILE AND SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS

John Litva, Yuan Zhuang and Chen Wu

Communications Research Laboratory, McMaster University

Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 4K1

[ABSTRACT] : The theoretical and experimental studies of microstrip refiectarray, for the ip-

plications in mobile satellite communications, is presented in this paper. A highly efficient full-wave

analysis technique - combination of CG-FFT method and the complex discrete image technique - has

been developed for the analysis of relfectarrays. Based on the technique, a design scheme is proposed

and applied to some trial designs. A few prototypes have been designed, analyzed, constructed and

tested. Experimental and theoretical results are compared and found to be in good agreement.

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile and satellite communication systems require high gain antennas which are compact in size

and light weight. Downsizing antenna technology recently received a lot of attention recently by

antenna researchers. The microstrip reflectarray (MRA in short) has been suggested as a possible

antenna for mobile and satellite communications. [1]

The use of reflector antennas for beam forming is analogous to reflectors used in optics - the

reflector surface is properly designed and fabricated to compensate for the phase differences of the

fields travelling from the feed to different points on the reflector. A coherent phase-front for the re-

flected field is thereby generated. To reach the same goal, the microstrip reflectarray uses microstrip
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patches (see Fig.1), connected to open or short transmission lines to form a directional beam. The

patches serve as re-radiators, and the connected microstrip transmission lines (we call them tails) as

phase shifters. The tails are adjusted so as to generate a coherent field in a wanted direction.

Following the introduction of the concept of microstrip refiectarrays in 1987, only a few feasibility

studies have been carried out. They have been primarily experimental in nature (2]. This is due to

the fact that, as of yet, virtually no design tools have been developed for these types of structures. To

add to this challenge, it should be noted that the structures are usually fairly large. In this paper, we

present theoretical and experimental studies of MRAs. This work is carried out by using full-wave

analysis techniques developed in our laboratory, which are a unique combination of the CG-FFT

method with the complex discrete image technique. This technique is very efficient in terms of com-

puter memory and computing time. It allows us to deal with very large MRAs (up to 1000 A2 area of

10 grids/A) without any difficulty. Based on this full-wave analysis technique, we have proposed an

optimized design scheme. Our design approach is based on studies of different shaped re-radiators,

different element layouts, phase, shift vs. length of microstrip tails, current distributions, and phase

errors and tolerance analysis. We have designed, analyzed, constructed and tested some prototype

arrays. The experimental results verify our theoretical studies.

2. ANALYSIS

To accurately analyze a very large microstrip reflectarray, in particular, "to accurately predict the

backscaterred fields from thousands of non-uniformly illuminated microstrip patches with un-equal

lengths of microstrip transmission lines, a very complex analysis technique needs to be developed (1].

" The Conjugate-Gradient Fast Fourier Transform Method (CG-FFT) is very suitable for analyzing

larg microwave structures [3]. When combined with the discrete image technique [4], CG-FFT be-
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comes a very robust technique for analyzing very large microstrip antenna arrays [5]. In this paper,

this technique is utilized to simulate a large microstrip reflectarray, as well as to predict the phase

shifts of single patches with different lengths of tails, all in an array environment.

The general integral equation describing a microstrip antenna can be written as:

-A x j(() = • × f, P). f(j')dS (1)

with the conducting surface denoted by S, the current f, the incident field t , the unit vec-

tor normal to the surface fi and the dyadic Green's function G. If the equation is written into

an operator equation form, then: f = L(J). The iterations of CG algorithm minimize the func-

tional F(J) =< -f, >= 11-1h2 where F = Lf - E . Because the integration in (1) is convolutional,

an FFT can be used to compute the operation LO and L*V (L*:adjoint operator;V : f or F).

The CG-FFT method is very efficient in terms of computer memory (O(N)) and computing time

(0(4N(1 + log2N)).

To overcome the difficulties of Sommerfeld-type Green's function related with microstrip struc-

tures, the full-wave discrete image technique is adopted into CG-FFT. This technique can convert the

complicated Sommerfeld-type Green's function into a series of simple free-space-type Green's func-

tions without losing any full-wave information. The computing time required for the generation of the

discrete image is negligible compared to the CG-FFT procedure and for a given substrate (single or

multilayer) only one set of image has to be found regardless of the antenna's configuration and layout.

In the simulation, the incident field LI is defined by the characteristics of the feed antenna.

When the type and the location of the feed is decided, it is not difficult to calculate the incident fields

precisely ( magnitudes, phases and glazing angles ) at every position within the reflectarray. After
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the calculation of the current distribution, f(P) on the conducting surface, the Fourier Transform of

the fon a single patch with tail can be carried out to give the phase information of the re-radiated

field from the patch.

M8(,0) = z J IJ dy.ii(XI, y)e-j .r (2)

with P = z'i + y'j + zi, -= z or y and E, - k(sinvoeoa# + ainftin4O + coeli).

3. DESIGN SCHEME AND RESULTS

Based on the simulation approach described above, combined with conventional optics, reflector an-

tenna and array theories. an optimized design scheme is proposed , which is shown explicitly in

diagram form in Fig.2. It should be noted that a number of different types of reflector antennas can

be designed. These include the parabolic, the elliptical, hyperbolic, circular, triangular corner, and,

of course, flat sheet. The feed can havea big offset from the center of the array, as long as the phase

shifts from each patch awe predicted accurately before designing the layout of the complete array.

Following the scheme given in Fig.2, we have simulated , designed and tested some trial X-band

linear microstrip refdectarrays, with different numbers of patches. Each patch is resonant at 12 GHz.

The e, of the substrate used is 2.2, and its thickness is 1.59mm. Fig.3 shows the experimental set-up

in our anechoic chamber.

First, the relationship between the phase shift of the reflected field from a single patch and the

length of the connected tail is investigated. This is presented by the solid line in Fig.4. To show

the effect of mutual coupling, a single patch in an army environment has been analyzed, and the

phase shift relation is shown in Fig.4(dashed line). To study the effect of different shaped patches,
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the phase shift of patches with indented tails are also simulated(Fig.4, dotted line).

The whole array is analyzed using CG-FFT. In the simulation, we found that the current dis-

tributions on the patches are effected by the attached tails. This behavior is due to the impedance

looking into the tail at the junction with the patch varying with the length of the tail. For instance,

the impedance should be near zero when the tail length is -. The current distribution on the patch

for this case should be close to zero because of the short-circuiting effect of the tail. As the length

either increase or decrease with respect to 4&, the current increase monotonically. This is known as

feffect. These relationships is shown in Fig.5.

The current distribution and radiation pattern for the first design example are shown in Fig.5.

The radiation pattern is calculated from the current distribution. The H-plane (focused plane)

pattern is shown in Fig.7(solid). The main beam is focused in the direction we designed. The mea-

surements for the array are carried out in our anechoic chamber. The measured pattern is compared

with the simulated pattern. Reasonably good agreement is shown. Due to the absence of a proper

12GHz low-noise-amplifier, the pattern measured outside of 500 is dominated by noise. We can find

that the currents on the central patches are smaller than those on the side patches (V-shape) which

results in a relatively high side-lobe-level(SLL). This is because of (1) the edge effect of the backscat-

tering field from the arrays; (2) the improper arrangement of the length of tails ( or say the location

of the reference zero-degree patch).

To overcome the destructive tail effect and edge effect, we propose the following scheme.

* Add some dummy elements at both sides of the array. From Fig.8, we can find that if we put

some patches with -A tails at the both sides of the army (Range B), the short-circuit effect
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and the edge effect can cancell each other.

* Combine two ways of tunning. In Dr.Pozar's work [?], they find that the phase of the re-radiated

field can be shifted by changing the length of the patch. So we propose that by combining the

two techniques for tunnin the patches, i.e., by changing the length of tails and/or the length

of patches - we can achieve an optimal current distribution as well as the desired phase shifts.

Fig.9 & 10 give an example of a MRA before and after the implementation of the above optimal

adjustment. We can find the improvement of the SLL of the modified MRA with a little cost in the

width of the main beam.

Fig.11 & 12 give the measured results for two other MRAs without using the above scheme.

Both of them focus at the designed direction accurately, 00 and 120 respectively. The work of design,

construction and test of a larp 2D MRA with optimal adjustment is under the way.

4. CONCLUSIONS

From the simulations and measurements carried out in this paper, the following conclusions can

be drawn. To achieve accurate focusing of the microstrip refiectarray, one of the key points is to

determine the precise phase shift of the re-radiated signal of each single patch in the array. This

phase is controlled caused by the length of the connected short transmission lines. Intuitively, a linear

relationship between the phase shift and the length of the tails is expected. This can be proven true

if the equivalent transmission line model is used. But at a higher frequency (e.g. X-band ) and in an

aay euvirammnt, he tail cannot simply be treated as a pure transmission line. The effects of re-

radiation, surface waves and mutual couplng between neibouring patches and tails , etc., have to
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be considered. This is true in the analysis of complete array as well as in the prediction of the phase

change of each patch. Our proposed approach was taken all these factors into consideration. The

simulation results show that the phase shifts vs. lengths of tails is not a simple linear relation. By

carrying out a study of different shaped patches, we find that we can make the array more compact

and achieve better focusing by properly choosing the shape and layout of the patches in the array.

AAs well, by carefully arranging the patches with zero phase shift, by putting some dummy elements

at the edge of the array and by using two tunning techniques, we can improve the performance of

MRA (gain, SLL, etc.). Continuing research is under way.
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A STUDY OF THE SYNTHESIS OF A LARGE COMMUNICATIONS

APERTURE USING SMALL ANTENNAS
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ABSTRACT

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is currently engaged in a study to develop a

quantitative understanding of the performance, cost, and technical risks associated

with synthesizing a large aperture from an array of smaller aperture antennas. The

array will be a receive-only system, operating simultaneously at S-band and

X-band. This Small Aperture Array Study will parameterize costs of the entire

armay as a function of the antenna element diameter for a prescribed G/T (gain

divided by system noise temperature). As a benchmark, the prescribed /T" will be

that of a small number of Deep Space Network 70m antennas (one to three). In

this paper, the costs for the antenna subsystem are parameterized. The entire

system cost parameteration is available elsewhere.

L INTRODUCTION

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory is currently engaged in a study to develop a

quantitative understanding of the performance, cost, and technical risks associated

with synthesizing a large aperture from an array of smaller aperture antennas. Such
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an array would support the comunications links to spacecraft engaged in

planeamy and solar system exploration. This study represents the conceptual

exploration of a particular evolutionary path that is open to the Deep Space network.

The array will be a receive only system, operating simultaneously at S-band and

X-band. The product of the study is an analytic model that relates the total system

cost to the diameter of the elemental apertures for a given G/T (i.e., total antenna

gain divided by total system temperature). As a benchmark, the prescribed Grr

will be that of a small number of Deep Space Network 70m antennas (one to

three). Costs for the complete system will be parameterized. These include the

antennas, radio and intermediate frequency ampification, signal distribution,

combiner electronics, and the monitor and control needed to operate the array in a

synchronous fashion. This paper documents the results of the antenna subsystem

cost analysiL

2. ANTENNA. COST MODEL

The antenna system is an obvious and major component in the overall array

cost model As will be detailed, the antenna system will be divided into

subsystems that include all mechanical and structural components, the foundation,

and microwave optics (including the feed system, but not including any electronic

packages). To simplify the cost estimation process and keep it within a limited

time and budget, "off the shelf' technology is to be used for each subsystem. It

was decided to contract to two companies specializing in antenna ground station

design and fabrication so that detailed antenna subsystem costs could be supplied,

and thathe estimated costs would not be speculative. These two companies are
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TIW Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, and Scientific Atlanta, Inc., Atlanta, GA (SA).

The two companies have previously supplied JPL with antenna systems, and

thereore are familiar with the specific requirements and procedures of the DSN.

Specific tasks that the contractors were to complete are as follows:

For eight antenna diameters ranging from 3 to 35 meters, production

techniques will be investigated and a preferred design for each antenna

subsystem will be specified.

"* The design will include specifying antenna optics for each antenna size

based on cost, manufacturability, and performance.

"* Each subsystem will be further divided into non-recurring and recuring

costs.

"* Because of the large number of antennas that could be fabricated

(especially at the smaller diameters), it is expected that an economy of

scale will be encountered. This cost study should outline breakpoints in

production where costs drop for a given diameter as more antennas are

fabricated.

* To assist in the probabilistic determination of the number of antennas

needed to maintain a prescribed G/T margin, the cost estimates should

outline antenna components which critically affect reliability, and detail

the costs of critical components as a function of reliability.

Due to the limited time and budget of the contracts, the last three items were not

examined in great detail. The costs in this section therefore do not reflect any

reductions that may be gained by mass production of antenna systems specifically

designed for this DSN array application.
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3. ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS

The number of antennas needed to synthesize the G/T of a 70m antenna is a

function of the diameter and system noise temperature of the antennas. Shown in

Table 1 is the range of the number of antennas needed for each of the eight

diameters specified to the contractors. The column of minimum units corresponds

to cooled amplifiers and enough antenna elements to comprise one station, while

the maximum number of units corresponds to uncooled amplifiers and enough

elements to comprise three stations. This range was specified to allow for

economies of scale in production methods to surface, and for a complete

parameterization of the antenna-amplifier system based on system noise

Table 1. Minimum and Maximum Antenna Elements

Units

Diameter (m) Minimum Maximum

3 545 27,000

5 196 10,000

10 49 2,500

15 22 1,100

20 12 615

25 8 394

30 5 274

35 4 201
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temperature and antenna diameter. Common sense dictates that an array of

inexpensive 3-meter antennas using expensive cooled amplifiers, as well as

expensive 35-meter antennas using inexpensive uncooled amplifiers, should

produce extremes in the cost model These extremes would be expected to bound

the cost model.

The antenna optics are broken into two regimes. For small diameter

antennas, a frequency selective subreflector is used to separate S-band---anrnged as

a prime focus system-from X-band, which is arranged in a Cassegrain system.

For larger diameter antennas, both bands operate in a Cassegrain system, with the

bands separated by either a dual-frequency (concentric) feed, or a frequency-

selective surface (FSS) diplexor. It was expected that the break would occur in the

range of 10-20-meter antenna diameters. This breakpoint option and frequency-

combining method were left to the contractor. TIW arrived at designs which used

prime focus S-band designs, including an FSS subreflector, for diameters up to and

including 10 meters, and Cassegrain configurations with a dual-frequency feed for

diameters of 15 meters and larger. Scientific Atlanta arrived at similar designs but

with a breakpoint where the dual-frequency feed is used for diameters greater than

21 meters.

To gain a richer understanding of the antenna system cost model, the antenna

was broken into eight subsystems. These are as follows:

Antenna Sua n .Structure. Designs for all antenna sizes were

conventional elevation over azimuth configurations. Due to the range of

antenna sizes considered, modifications based on production, shipping,

and assembly were made to arrive at a final design.
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Main Reflector Surface. Again, based on antenna diameter, different

panel production methods were used ,ii the final design.

S Axis Drive. Includes actuators, drive gearboxes, and bearings.

• Position CoMo. Includes encoders, motors, cabling, and controls.

* Feed System (Including FSS\ As noted above, different feed systems

were used at the diameter breakpoints specified by the contractor.

* Foudation. No below ground enclosure supplied.

P oe SMft. Includes distribution on site.

* Shipging. Insllation, and Testing. Different strategies for installation

and testing were used based on antenna diameter.

Summaries of the designs as well as the cost information are contained in the final

reports supplied by the contractors.

4. PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The perfmoance iremes specified to the contrctors are those contained

in the JPL DSN Document 810-5, Volume 1: Existing DSN Capabilities. The

specifications necessary for this study are listed in Table 2.

S. THE ANTENNA COST MODEL

Traditionally, antenna cost models have followed a power law

C a+bD• (1)
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Table 2. Antenna Element Specifications

Parameter Specification

Operating Frequency From S-band to X-band

Axis Coverage:
Elevation 00 to 900
Azimuth ±2000

Reflector Surface Solid aluminum

Environments:
Precision Operation:

Wind 10 mph gusting to 12 mph
Rain 2 inches per hour
Temperature 00F to 115 0F

Normal Operation:
Wind 30 mph gusting to 36 mph
Rain 2 inches per hour
Temperature 00 F to 115 0F

Survival:
Wind 100 mph (stowed)
Seismic 0.3 G horizontal and 0.15 G vertical
Hail Up to 1-inch-diameter stones
Temperature -20OF to 180PF
Drive-to-Stow 60 mph

Maximum Tracking Rates:
Velocity 0.40/sec
Acceleration 0.4o/sec2

Maximum Slew Rates:
Velocity 0.40/sec
Acceleration 0.20/sec2

Site Location Australia

Soil Conditions 3,000 psf bearing capacity at 3 feet below grade
(no piles required)

Axis Configuration Elevation over azimuth
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Table 2. Antenna Element Specifications (Continued)

Parameter Specification

Pointing Accuracy:
Precision Operation 0.1 beamwidth
Normal Operation 0.2 beamwidth

Surface Accuracy:
Precision Operation 0.030-inch RMS
Normal Operation 0.035-inch RMS

Concrete Foundation Minimum height (no building room required)

where a represents a constant fixed cost, b is a constant, and DE is the dish

diameter. The exponent x is the critical parameter in the cost model, driving costs

as the antenna size increases. This parameter has been previously estimated by

examining costs of existing antennas and fiting the above power law to the data.

One early estimate[1] gave x as 2.78, and this number has been widely quoted. In

this study we will fit the above power law to the overall antenna element cost, but

will also examine the subsystem costs using fits appropriate for the subsystem.

For example, the feed subsystem does not have to increase with dish diameter, but

may show step function breaks when changing from prime-focus S-band system

to dual-frequency Cassegrain systems.

Figure 1 shows the cost estimates from the two contractors for the antenna

elements as a function of diameter. Scientific Atlanta supplied data for more

diameters than specified because they have existing systems or cost data at 13, 16,

18, 21, and 32 meters. The SA data is not as smooth as the TIW-supplied cost data
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ANTENNA ELEMENT COST

4m TIW
6000..

5000 . - U- TIWI -
4000 - C-IW = 48"36+4.22D2"0 17

iI•3000

°8 Coo' =39.26+3.99D
2OD'-

2000-1

0 5 10 1-5 20.. 25 30 35
D (m)

Figure 1. Total antenna element cost and power law fits to data.
Costs in fits to data are in units of $K.

because of design variations at some diameters. Specifically, SA supplies an

18-meter system where the structure, foundation, and shipping, installation, and test

subsystems are optimized for cost.

Power law fits to the data are also shown on the plot. For both data sets, it is

seen that the cost increases as the diameter is squared, counter to higher powers

previously published. It is interesting to note that the Project Cyclops study[2] came

to the same conclusion for 25-meter to 150-meter antennas. The fact that antenna

costs scale as diameter is squared profoundly affects the overall conclusions of this

st2dy.
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6. ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM COSTS

Cost data for the eight antenna subsystems are presented in Figures 2-9.

Costs for specific subsystems at specific antenna diameters are plotted on the charts

for both contractors. The circle and square symbols denote the points where data

was supplied, and solid lines connect the data points. On each chart, fits have been

made to the data. Where appropriate, power law fits have been made; otherwise,

step functions are used to model breaks in the data. For some components it is

clear that the SA data does not have an obvious fit to a particular cost modeL As

mentioned previously, this is due to optimizations of certain diameters for cost

reduction.

ANTENNA SUPPORT STRUCTURE COST

1200. -- -- SA
1000,•J

400 CTjIW =2.69 + 0.074D2 .78 1 - I -

0
I 5ý I- '---T 10 15 20 25 30 35

D (m)

Figure 2. Cost and power law fits to data for antenna support structure.
Costs in fits to dataare in units of $IL
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ANTENNA MAIN REFLECTOR COSTS
1400-- ___ -

1200 - TIW -_ /..- SA

1000-

800 CsA -9.45 +L42DL 9 17-

06001

C7W= 0.273D2.380 -
400 " - a_ _ _ -,

200
0 -

0 5 1b" 15 20 25 30 35

D (m)

Figure 3. Cost and power law fits to data for antenna main reflector.
Costs in fits to data are $K

7. SUMMARY

For the purposes of the overall array cost model, the cost power law fits from

Figure are sufficient to model the antenna system. When fit to a power law, the

data from the two conuacs are remarkably simiiar

CTW = 4&36+ 4.22D2"017 (K$)

CSA = 39.26+3.99D2 -004 (K$). (2)
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ANTENNA AXIS DRIVE COSTS
5-II I 1 1I

4501W .If-20.5+9.5D, D<15m-- --

400 - - CTIW [--49.67+15.1D, D20!

0200 . ... .150. -1

100. ., .. j

SLCsA=1100.0+5.00, D>2ba•

S10 15 20 25 30 35

D (m)

Figure 4. Cost and fits to data for antenna axis drive.
Costs in fits to dat are in units of $K.

For betta local fits to the data, or for individual subsystem cost data, the individual

models shown in Figures 2-9 can be used. An antenna system cost model made

up of the individual subsystems is then

C=Csu.+ Cu + CA + Cp +CAM + COW + Cow + Cs (K$) (3)

where the individual subsystem costs are given in the figures.
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ANTENNA POSITION CONTROL COSTS
180 L

160 TIW

140.

120.

1080

CSA{S50 D 2!13m

0 s 10 is 20 25 30 35

D (m)

Figure 5. Cost and fits to data for antenna position control.
Costs in fits to data are in units of $K.

It is interesting to break down the costs by subsystem, examining the

fraction each subsystem contributes to the total antenna cost, as well as the scaling

of each subsystem. Figure 10 is the percent of total cost for each of the eight

subsysms for the TIW data. It is seen that structure, reflector, and shipping,

installation, and test subsytero costs increase with diameter size; feed, position

control, and power subsystem costs decrease, while foundation and axis drive costs

ar relatively constant. For 3-meter antennas, the feed and position control

subsystems contribute 57% of total cost--thi is an obvious area for cost
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reductions for high quantity production. To extrapolate cost scaling for larger

systems, the individual cost models (three) were calculated for diameters up to

ANTENNA FEED SYSTEM COST

400 f 15.58 + 2.74D, D S 1m
40O ~. Imm tyr (120.5 +8.7D, D>2t15m . ,r.450 -aI

0200 24D, D:5 21m
5 , D; 25m

50L 4. .. . I I

O.
05 10 15 20 25 3-0. 35

D (m)

Figure 6. Cost and power law fits to data for antenna feed system.
Costs in fits to data are $S.

100 meters. The costs were calculated based on the individual cost models for

TIW data in Figures 2-9 with power law fits made to the resulting extrapolated

data. It was seen that when a power law was fit to data up to 50 meters, the cost

scaled as D2-w; for fits to 70 meters the costs scaled as D2-4; and for fits to

100 meters the costs scaled as D2-". These costs are, of course, extrapolations to

the small antenna diameter data and are speculative.
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ANTENNA FOUNDATION COSTS

350 - CsA = 5.769 +0.154D 2.20 3

®. 2•0•0- 5- = .2182+ -0.83D

0 --- TIW150. ___ _ _ _.4-SA •'
100.

50.
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Figure 7. Cost and power law fits to data for antenna foundation subsystem.
Costs in fits to data are in units of $K.
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ANTENNA POWER COSTS

30 1 .13A
CTIW = L44+2.469DO-3

25

010

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

D(m)

Figure 8. Cost and power law fits to data for antenna power subsystem.
Costs in fits to data are in units of $K.
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ANTENNA SHIPPING, INSTALLATION AND TEST COSTS

16001 1
14001"10+IO0D, D -518m

-- CSA =1-500 +55D, DZ20m
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1000 CTW = 4.78+0.127D2.604
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Figure 9. Cost and fits to data for antenna shipping, installation, and testing
subsystem. Costs in fits to data are in units of $K.
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COST BREAKDOWN BY SUBSYSTEM (TIW DATA)
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Figure 10. Cost breakdown by subsystem as fraction of total antenna cost.
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